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is!widely! used! across! the! neuroscience! community! due! its! relative! ease! of! implementation.!On! the!
level! of! behavioural! analysis! we! show! that! depending! on! motivation,! performance! of! the! task! is!
reliant!on!a!balance!of!different!behavioural!processes.!Specifically,!we!demonstrate! the!novel!result!
that! in! a! state! of! overmotivation,! goalMdirected! instrumental! contingencies! are! ‘masked’! while!
Pavlovian!processes!dominate!over!action!selection.!Secondly,!we! investigated! the!multiMunit!neural!




we! show! novel! evidence! of! temporally! specific! correlates! of! motivation! and! choice! behaviour! in!
mouse!V1.!!
The! recent! shift! to! experiments! using! headMfixed,! behaving! rodents! by! many!
neurophysiologists!makes!a! thorough!understanding!of!underlying!processes!paramount.!Exploring!
the! boundary! between! intentional! choices! and! overt! interference! by! motivational! states! cannot! be!
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Chapter(1.(Introduction(!
In!this!section!I!present!the!general!contextual!background!relevant!to!the!topics!discussed!in!
this! thesis.! I!start!by! introducing!the!model!system!used!in!the!study.!Namely,! I! review!the!sensory!
capabilities! of! the! rodent! visual! system! and! common! behavioural! paradigms.! I! then! relate! recent!
findings!supporting!the!notion!that!sensory!cortex!carries!a!neural!signature!of!higher!functions.! ! In!
particular,! this! final!section!makes!reference! to!reward,!valueMprocessing!and!behavioural!state.! I!go!
on! to! introduce! the! foundations! of! learning! theory,! specifically! in! terms! of! the! Pavlovian! and!
instrumental!processes!underlying!behaviour.!I!then!present!an!overview!of!Signal!Detection!Theory,!
the!approach!used! throughout! the!project! to! assess!performance!of! a! simple!visual! task.!A!detailed!
discussion! of! the! current! state! of! thinking! about! the! influence! of!motivation! on! behaviour! follows.!





1.1 Mouse Visual System 
Over!the!past!10M15!years,!there!has!been!an!increased!emphasis!on!the!use!of!mice!as!model!
systems! to! study! some! of! the!most! important! questions! in! visual! neuroscience! (Prusky! et! al.! 2000;!
Huberman!and!Niell!2011;!Carandini!and!Churchland!2013).!The!opportunity!to!perform!experiments!
with!high!throughput!and!the!advantages!offered!by!diverse!genetic!methodologies!are!just!some!of!
the! factors! contributing! to! this! trend.!Traditionally,! researchers!have!used!animals!with!high!visual!
acuity!such!as!cats!and!primates!to!dissect!the!functional!and!computational!processes!that!take!place!
in!visual!cortex.!The!mouse,!with! its! low!acuity!and!differing!architectural/organizational!principles!
had! not! seemed! as! attractive! a! model! system! beyond! shedding! light! on! certain! developmental!
principles! and!plasticity!mechanisms.!However,! the!visual! system!of!mice!does! indeed! share!many!
common!principles!with! that!of!humans!and!primates! (Chalupa!and!Williams!2008;!Huberman!and!







times,! depending! on! eye! rotation! [Sterratt! et! al.! 2013])! and! a! lateral! monocularly! sampled! portion!
(Figure!1.1).!As! in!higher!mammals,! the!visual! information!passes! through! the!eye!and! is!projected!
onto!the!retina.!This!is!a!complex!tissue!comprised!of!several!cell!types!including!the!classic!rod!and!
Figure!1.1!Visual!sensory!processing!in!the!mouse.!





considerably! smaller! than! in! humans! and! primates! due! to! the! lateral! placement!of! the! eyes.! Bottom!
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cone!photoreceptors,!amacrine!cells,!horizontal!cells!bipolar!cells!and!a!vast!array!of!retinal!ganglion!
cells! (RGC)! (Jeon! et! al.! 1998).! Together! they! constitute! the! first! step! in! the!pathway! towards! visual!
scene! processing! (Chalupa! and! Williams! 2008;! Huberman! and! Niell! 2011).! Mice! are! adapted! for!








to! have! more! complex! sensitivities! than! just! the! classic! On/Off! regions,! with! responses! that! show!
selectivity!for!the!direction!of!movement!of!visual!information!(Yoshida!et!al.!2001).!!
The! RGCs! are! the! gateway! for! transmitting! visual! information! for! further! processing! to! the!
subcortical!and!cortical!areas.!From!each!eye,!the!temporally!located!RGCs!project!ipsilaterally,!while!
those!in!the!nasal!retina!cross!over!the!optic!chiasm!to!relay!signals!to!the!contraletral!cortex!(Figure!
1.1B).!The!main!projection! targets!of! the!RGCs!are! the! superior! colliculus! (SC)!of! the!midbrain! and!
dorsal!lateral!geniculate!nucleus!(dLGN)!of!the!thalamus.!A!characteristic!feature!of!early!visual!areas!
in! the! brains! of! mammals! is! the! organisational! principle! of! retinotopy.! Responses! of! neurons! are!
spatially! arranged! to! be! triggered! by! stimuli! that! are! projected! onto! a! particular! part! of! the! retina!
according! to! a! conserved! “retinotopic! map”! (Figure! 1.2).! Each! visual! area! is! thus! organised! to!
represent!the!sampled!external!visual!space.!The!SC!likewise!receives!retinotopically!arranged!visual!
input!to!its!superficial!layers!(Chalupa!and!Williams!2008;!Comoli!et!al.!2012).!Single!unit!recordings!
have! shown! that! neurons! in! SC! have! overlapping! OnMOff! receptive! fields! and! show! certain! tuned!
response!characteristics,!some!of!which!are!influenced!by!topMdown!signals!from!the!cortex!(Wang!et!
al.! 2010).! This! sevenMlayer!midbrain! structure! is! thought! to! play! an! important! part! in!multisensory!
integration! and! coordination! of! actions! in! response! to! salient! events! that! require! a! quick! response,!
such!as!looming!stimuli!(Comoli!et!al.!2003;!Dommett!et!al.!2005;!Comoli!et!al.!2012;!Zhao!et!al.!2014).!!
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!
!The!visual! thalamus!receives! the!majority!of! its! inputs! from!the!contralateral!eye,!with!only!
~14M18%!of! its! incoming!afferents! arising! from! the! ipsilateral! eye! (Chalupa!and!Williams!2008).!The!
mouse!dLGN!is!believed!to!be!free!of!laminar!functional!segregation!despite!the!heterogeneity!of!the!
RGCs! that! project! to! it.! Grubb! and! Thompson! (2003)! provided! one! of! the! first! comprehensive!
characterisations!of!response!properties!in!the!mouse!dLGN!to!show!that!similarly!to!the!human!and!
primate! cortices,! cells! have! classical! large! concentric! OnMOff! receptive! fields! and! some! feature!
selectivity.! This! study! also! suggested! a! degree! of! homogeneity! in! the! response! properties! of! visual!
Figure!1.2!Retinotopic!representation!of!visual!information!in!V1.!
All! central! images!depict! activity!maps!based!on!optical! imaging! techniques.!V1!activity! generated!by!
contralateral! inputs! is! shown! in! the! top! row! and! ipsilateral! projections! account! for! the! maps! in! the!
bottom! row.! Each!paired! smaller! panel! demonstrates! the! portion! of! visual! space! that! activation! in! a!
particular!V1!region!corresponds!to.!The!contralateral!eye!supplies!more!information,!as!shown!by!the!
more!extensive!and!complete!paired!visual!maps!in!V1.!Adapted#from#Kalatsky#and#Stryker#2003.#
Retinotopy in Mouse V1
Contralateral Contralateral
Ipsilateral Ipsilateral
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thalamic! cells,! something! that! has! recently! been! called! into! question.! Using! multiMelectrode! array!
(MEA)! recordings! to! sample! various! locations! across! the! visual! thalamus,! Piscopo! and! colleagues!
(2013)! demonstrated! that! dLGN! neurons! show!more! overt! feature! selectivity! than! had! previously!





which! is! preserved! within! mouse! V1! (Figure! 1.3).! In! the! canonical! view! this! lamination! facilitates!
efficient! cortical! processing,! with! each! cortical! column! acting! as! a! functional! subunit.! Perceptual!
information! is! initially!relayed! to! layers! IV!and!VI!via! the!retinoMgeniculate!pathway.!Layer! IV! then!
passes! the! signals! on! to! cells! in! layer! II/III!which! either!project! to! other! cortical! regions! or! synapse!
with!the!deep!layers!V/VI!(Hirsch!and!Martinez!2006).!Complementary!pathways!which!suggest!that!
the! deeper! layers! primarily! receive! perceptual! information! through! a! distinct! thalamocortical!
projection!have!also!been!described!(Constantinople!and!Bruno!2013).!This!canonical!circuit!pathway!
is!carried!out!between!the!principle!cells!of!V1,! the!excitatory!pyramidal!neurons!(Figure!1.3A).!The!
more! morphologically! diverse! inhibitory! interneurons! constitute! up! to! 20%! of! the! cortical! cell!
population,! including! those! positive! for! the!markers! parvalbumin! (PV+),! somatostatin! (SOM+)! and!
vasointestinalMpeptide!(VIP+)!(Figure!1.3B).!!
V1!is!anatomically!well!positioned!to!integrate!information!about!incoming!visual!stimuli!with!
contextual! information! relating! to! learnt! behaviours! and! network! states.! The! dense! intracortical!
connectivity! between! different! lamina! and! cell! types! is! currently! being! disentangled! with! elegant!
anatomical! techniques! involving!optogenetics!and!virusMmediated!expression!of! fluorescent!proteins!
(Bock!et!al.!2011;!Kätzel!et!al.!2011;!Olsen!et!al.!2012).! !Work!focusing!on!identifying!the!distribution!
patterns! of! subtypes! of! interneurons! has! described! intricately! connected! local! microcircuits! that!
provide!dense!innervation!to!the!pyramidal!cells!(PCs)!across!the!layers!of!the!cortical!column!(Hofer!
! !
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! !
Figure!1.3!Principle!excitatory!and!inhibitory!neurons!of!the!visual!cortical!column.!
Cortical! areas! show! a! laminar! structure,! with! 6! anatomically! distinct! layers! extending! from! the!
surface! of! the! brain! to! the! white! matter.! The! layers! are! often! categorised! into! the!
superficial/supragranular! and! deep/subgranular! layers,! separated! by! the! granular! layer! IV! (red!
shading).! !A.!A!reconstruction!of!the!excitatory!cells! found!in!each!layer!of!V1.!B.# !Examples!of!the!
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!et! al.! 2011;! Polack! et! al.! 2013;! VélezMFort! et! al.! 2014;! Zhang! et! al.! 2014).! This! intimately! connected!






and!bars!of!different!orientations,! first! famously!described!by!Hubel!and!Weisel! (1959).!At! the! local!
organizational! level,!mouse!primary! cortex! lacks! the! functional! structure! of! progressively! changing!
columnar! orientation! that! is! found! in! primates! and! other! mammals! such! a! cats.! The! orientation!





2010),! response!characteristics!of! the!cells! in!mouse!V1!are! starting! to!be!extensively!determined!by!
researchers! using! awake,! engaged! animals.! These! features! were! traditionally! assessed! under!
anaesthetised!conditions!(Niell!and!Stryker!2008;!Gao!et!al.!2010),!but!recent!work!has!revealed!how!
profoundly! behavioural! state! can! impact! on! the! responses! of! visual! cells! (Niell! and! Stryker! 2010;!
Haider!et!al.! 2013a;!Polack!et!al.! 2013;!Fu!et!al.! 2014),!highlighting! the!need! for!electrophysiological!
assessment! in! awake! animals.! Comprehensive! surveys! of! visual! response! properties! in! mice! have!
characterized!the!activity!of!both!excitatory!and!inhibitory!neurons!sampled!from!all!layers!(Niell!and!
Stryker!2008;!Gao!et!al.!2010).!Using!an!array!of!featureMmapping!visual!stimuli!that!include!oriented!









the!superficial! layers! tend! to!be! simple#and!showtuning! to!stimulus!orientation!while! deeper!
layer!neurons!are!often!classified!as!complex#(nonlinear!responses)!and!either!lack!selectivity!or!
are!broadly!tuned.!Image#taken#from#Niell#and#Stryker#2008.#
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eye,!where! the! eye! structure! and! photoreceptor! densities! suggest! a! potential! sensitivity! of! 1.3! cpd.!
Some!factors!that!could!be!the!cause!of!this!limit!to!spatial!resolution!are!the!size!of!the!dendritic!tree!
in! the! bipolar! cells! of! the! retina! (Berntson! and! Taylor! 2000)! or! the! smaller! proportion! of! RGCs!
projecting!to!dLGN!relative!to!SC!in!mice!compared!to!other!mammals!(Chalupa!and!Williams!2008).!





rates.! Thus! the! murine! and! human/primate! visual! cortices! seem! to! share! a! number! of! response!
properties,! making! the! mouse! visual! system! appealing! in! terms! of! studying! the! computations!
involved!in!perceptual!representation.!!!
Sensory! processing! can! be! thought! of! as! hierarchical,! with! visual! information! being! passed!
between!successive!anatomical!regions,!which!play!specific!roles!in!building!up!the!sensory!percept.!
In!this!traditional!bottom,up&model!of!visual!information!processing,!the!earlier!regions!are!thought!to!





Emerging! genetic,! microbiological! and! histological! tracing! methodologies! have! helped! to!
delineate! the!organization!of!visual! cortices! from! the!microcircuit! (Bock!et!al.! 2011;!VélezMFort!et!al.!
2014)!to!the!mesoscopic!level!(van!Brussel!et!al.!2009).!This!has!allowed!the!mapping!of!the!extrastriate!
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secondary!cortices,!of!which!up!to!15!have!been!reported!(Wang!&!Burkhalter!2007,!see!Figure!1.5).!
The! coloured! regions!depicted! in!Figure! 1.5! correspond! to!dyes! injected! into!V1! for! the!purpose!of!
projection! tracing.! ! The! figure! highlights! the! large! number! of! cortical! areas! beyond! V1! that! are!
involved! in! visual! processing! and! shows! the! preservation! of! retinotopy! throughout! this! visual!




superficial! layers! of! SC! (Wang! and! Burkhalter! 2013).! This! subcortical! visual! area! has! reciprocal!
connections!with!V1,!motor!centres!and!the!basal!ganglia,!suggesting!that!it!plays!an!important!part!in!
orienting! behaviour.! Numerous! other! projections! to! structures! that! are! integral! to! motivated!
behaviour!such!as!the!basal!forebrain!(Chubykin!et!al.!2013),!striatum!(Khibnik!et!al.!2014),!amygdala!
V1
Secondary Visual Cor!ces 
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(Mouse! Connectivity! Atlas! [Allen! Institute! for! Brain! Science])! and! anterior! cingulate! (Zhang! et! al.!
2014)! reinforce! the! basis! for! exploring! the! imprint! of! higher! processing! in!mouse! V1.! Such! a!wide!











guide! simple! behaviours! in! freely! moving! mice.! Many! of! the! early! insights! into! learning! and!
recognition!memory!were!driven!by! tasks!with! rodents! that!used!visual! cues! (Ennaceur! et! al.! 1997;!
Prusky! et! al.! 2000).! Tasks! that! make! use! of! “preMprogrammed”! reflexive! behaviours! such! as! the!
optokinetic! reflex! have! been! used! to! establish! perceptual! thresholds! (Prusky! et! al.! 2000).! Other!
approaches! have! ranged! from! freely!moving! subjects! placed! in! an! operant! chambers! (Horner! et! al.!
2013;!Goltstein!et!al.!2013)!!or!maze!environments!(Prusky!and!Douglas!2004;!Prusky!et!al.!2004;!Busse!
et! al.! 2011;! Treviño! et! al.! 2013)! to! the! increasingly! popular! headMfixed! behavioural! paradigms!
(Andermann! et! al.! 2010;! S.MH.! Lee! et! al.! 2012;! Pinto! et! al.! 2013).(Figure! 1.6( shows! examples! of! the!
approaches!most! commonly! used! in!modern! neuroscience,!with! both! freelyMmoving! and! restrained!
setMups!demonstrated.(
HeadMfixed! behavioural! setMups! are! particularly! appealing! as! they! offer! the! opportunity! to!
combine! behaviour! with! electrophysiology! and/or! imaging! methods.! Combinations! of! these! new!
technologies!are!starting!to!provide!unprecedented!insight!into!perceptuallyMdriven!decision!making!
from! circuits! to! behaviour! (Huberman! and!Niell! 2011;! Carandini! and!Churchland! 2013).! Typically,!
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stationary! (or! drifting)! sinusoidal! (or! squareMwave)! gratings! are! used! in! simple! paradigms,! which!
employ! rewards! to! encourage! operant! stimulusMreward! associations! or! probe! visual!





correct! interpretation! of! results! (Carandini! and! Churchland! 2013).! HeadMfixed! paradigms! seem!
particularly!prone!to!interference!from!such!factors,!presumably!due!to!the!ecological!unfamiliarity!of!
restraint!for!the!mice.!Sufficient!habituation!is!important!to!both!minimize!the!distress!experienced!by!
the! animals! and! produce! successful! performance! (Schwarz! et! al.! 2010;! Mayrhofer! et! al.! 2013).!
LocomotionMenabled! headMfixed! approaches! (see! bottom! right! of! Figure! 1.6)! can! streamline! the!
habituation!process!to!a!certain!extent!(S.MH.!Lee!et!al.!2012;!Zhou!et!al.!2014).!However,! locomotion!
has!profound!effects!on!cortical!state!and!induces!changes!to!the!activity!profile!of!cells! in!V1! (Niell!
and! Stryker! 2010;! Ayaz! et! al.! 2013;! Lee! et! al.! 2014;! Zhou! et! al.! 2014;! Fu! et! al.! 2014)! that! may! be!
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Figure!1.6!Experimental!approaches!to!investigate!visually!guided!behaviours.!
Examples! of! the! most! widely! used! approaches! to! investigate! visuallyLguied! behaviours! in!
modern! neuroscience.! The! top! panel! illustrates! unrestrained! setLups:! the! operant! chamber!
and! the!waterLtank! tasks.! Learning! is!motivated! with! appetitive! reinforcers! or!with! escape!
from! the! water,! respectively.! The! bottom! panel! details! typical! headLfixed! approaches! with!
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1.2 Sensory Cortex and Higher Functions 
A!difficulty!in!studying!the!neurometric!readout!of!learnt!behaviours!lies!in!teasing!out!what!
exactly! the! brain! is! representing! when! the! animal! is! engaged! in! any! given! task,! from! perception!
through! decision!making! to! action! (Schultz! 2007;! Stüttgen! and! Schwarz! 2008;! Stüttgen! et! al.! 2011;!
Carandini! and!Churchland! 2013).! Even! for! tasks!using! the! simplest!designs! that! have!been! studied!
most!extensively!such!as!associative!conditioning,! researchers!continue! to!disagree!about! the!neural!
coding! schema! supporting! the! psychophysical! readout! (D.! Lee! et! al.! 2012;! Nienborg! et! al.! 2012;!
Gallistel!and!Matzel!2013).!The!cortical!axis!most!commonly!investigated!in!relation!to!manipulations!





motivation! level! on!more! upstream! sensory! regions! (and! downstream!motor! areas)! have! yet! to! be!




of! the! task! at! hand! should! carry! some! hallmark! of! task! contingencies,! primary! sensory! areas! have!
traditionally!been!assumed!to!act!as!simple!bottomMup!relays!for!sensory!processing.!Increasingly,!this!
view! is! being! revised,! as!more! evidence! emerges! that! primary! sensory! areas! have! a! bigger! part! to!
play.! For! example,! primary!visual! areas! are! known! to! engage!plasticity!mechanisms! in! response! to!
repeated! passive! exposure! (Frenkel! et! al.! 2006;! Cooke! and! Bear! 2010)! or! operant! conditioning! to!
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Such! changes! to! the!activity!of!V1!neurons!may!underlie! the!gradual! improvements! in!behavioural!
performance! in! tasks! where! the! learning! process! takes! place! on! an! interMsession! level.! In! contrast,!
modulations!of!sensory!cortex!activity!to!reflect!the!engagement!of!higher!cognitive!processing!related!
to!the!behavioural!task!at!hand!can!manifest!on!the!shorter,!trialMtoMtrial!timescale.!This!is!evident!in!




Evidence! is! starting! to! emerge! that! V1! has! a! more! dynamic,! realMtime! involvement! in!
representing!behavioural!choices!and!learningMrelated!variables!such!as!reward!down!to!the!level!of!







Furthermore,! studies! in! humans! have! suggested! neural! correlates! of! higher! function! in! V1,!
with!differential!engagement!of!neural!populations!depending!on!task!rules!when!comparing!visual!
detection! and! visual! discrimination! using! the! same! stimulus! set! (Hol! and! Treue! 2001).! Choe! and!
colleagues! (2014)! recently! presented! an! analysis! method! applied! to! functional! magnetic! resonance!
imaging! (fMRI)! that! separated! stimulus! identity! and! behavioural! choice! components! within!
population! activity! of!V1!measured!during! a!visual!discrimination! task.!Multivariate! analyses!have!
likewise!revealed!possible!value!encoding!by!cells!in!V1!(Serences!and!Saproo!2010;!FitzGerald!et!al.!
2013)!and!sophisticated! task!signatures!on! the! level!of!within! trial!modulations! (Harrison!and!Tong!
2009).! Working! with! macaques,! Stănişor! and! colleagues! reported! multiMunit! (MUA)! responses! to!
stimuli! in!V1! of!macaques! that! showed! a! lateMphase! reward! expectation! component! (Stănişor! et! al.!
2013).!!!
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Changes!to!neural!dynamics!occuring!on!multiple! timescales!can!raise! the!question!of!“what!
exactly! is! the! brain! representing?”! (Nienborg! et! al.! 2012;! Gallistel! and! Matzel! 2013).! Only! further!
detailed! analyses! examining! the! problem! from! different! viewpoints,! using! new! behavioural!
approaches!will! allow!us! to! disentangle! the! relative! contributions! of! various! factors.!An! intriguing!
recent!discussion!of!attention!has!suggested! that! the!effects!commonly!attributed! to! it!are! in! fact!an!
emergent!property!of!other!processes! relating! to!value!based!decision!making!(Krauzlis!et!al.!2014).!
Baldassi! and!Simoncini! (2011)!have!argued! for!differential!neuronal! resources!being! responsible! for!
attention!and!reward!based!modulations!of!perceptual!activity.!Using!a!novel!behavioural!paradigm!
they! showed! that! when! higher! reward! values! were! associated! with! peripheral! visual! stimuli,! the!
behavioural! tuning! function! of! participants! became! sharper! at! a! single! trial! level.! Moreover,! their!
result! was! unaffected! by! a! concurrent! task! engaging! the! attention! of! the! subjects! with! a! variable!
attentional! load! suggesting! that! effects! of! reward! value! and! attention! are! separable! (Baldassi! &!
Simoncini!2011).!Although!the!authors!attributed!the!differences!in!tuning!function!to!reward!identity,!
their! observations! could! also! be! a! function! of! changing! motivational! state.! Attention! can! also! be!
broken!down!into!selective!and!nonMselective!aspects!(Shulman!1997;!Raz!and!Buhle!2006;!Otazu!et!al.!




Importantly,! these! studies! show! that! signatures! of! task! correlates! and! rewardMbased! activity!
seem! to! be! found! in! primary! sensory! cortex! at! all! levels! from! spiking! responses! of! single! cells! to!
populationMwide! dynamics.! The! initial! studies! using! electrophysiology! to! investigate! reinforced!
behaviour! focused! mainly! on! the! single! unit! activity.! Subsequently,! the! potential! importance! of!
information!carried! in!different! frequency!bands!of! the! local! field!potential! (LFP)! signal! throughout!
various!trial!states!has!also!been!highlighted.!For!example,!Zanto!et!al!(2011)!found!evidence!of!alpha!
band! (8M15Hz)! LFP! synchronisation! between! early! sensory! cortex! and! prefrontal! cortex! in! a! task!
investigating!working!memory!and!attention!in!human!participants.!It!has!been!suggested!that!alpha!
band! coherence! is! involved! in! suppression! of! irrelevant! stimuli! while! gamma! band! activity! is!




Therefore,! analysing! local! population! MUA! and! LFP! rhythms! of! distant! networks! is! likely! to! be!
especially!relevant!in!understanding!multiMfactorial!behaviours!such!as!visual!category!discrimination!
coupled!to!reinforcement.!Kampa!et!al.!(2011)!used!2Mphoton!microscopy!to!analyse!local!populations!





Whilst!many!of! the! studies! relate! trial! specific!modulations!of! sensory!cortex! to! reward,! this!
terminology!may! be! confusing! the! processes! that! are! occurring.! Salamone! recently! argued! that! the!
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PART(2:(BEHAVIOUR AND LEARNING 
!
1.3 Learning Theory 
1.3.1(Pavlovian(and(Instrumental(Behaviours(
It!has!long!been!recognised!that!following!repeated!exposure!to!stimuli!predicting!the!delivery!
of! appetitive! reinforcers,! animals! are! able! to! form! an! association! between! the! two! and! learn! to!
anticipate!a!positive!reward!when!presented!with!the!appropriate!stimulus.!Such!associative!learning!
has!come!to!be!known!as!conditioning((Pavlov!and!Folbort!1941).!When!this!type!of!learning!engages!
reflexive/evolutionary! responses! in! the! animal! such! as! approach! and! ingestive! consummatory!
behaviours! (Rescorla! and! Solomon! 1967;! Schultz! 2013)! the! association! is! passively! acquired.! In! the!
classic! terminology! of! learning! theory! the! learned! stimulus! is! known! as! the! Conditioned! Stimulus!
(CS),! the! resulting! action! is! the!Conditioned!Response! (CR)! and! the!whole!process! is! referred! to! as!
Pavlovian(learning.!!
An! example! of! a!more! sophisticated! conditioning! procedure! can! be! demonstrated!when! an!
animal! is! trained! to! perform! an! action! in! order! to! obtain! a! reward.! Such! an! actively! acquired!
association! is! known! as! instrumental( learning.! !In! this! case,! it! is! thought! that! the! animal! forms! a!
representation!of! the!outcome!of! the!action!and!performs!the!action!explicitly! in!order! to!obtain! the!
reward.! Unlike! passively! conditioned! responses,! instrumental! conditioning! requires! the! active!
participation!of!the!animal!for!the!association!to!be!formed.!!
Pavlovian! learning! is!marked! by! its! inflexibility! due! to! the! reflexive! nature! of! the! acquired!
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Corbit! and! Balleine! 2011;! Bradfield! et! al.! 2013).! Similarly,! modulation! of! specific! or! general!




The! modelling! and! interpretation! of! learning! processes! in! behavioural! studies! is! further!
complicated! by! the! interplay! of! Pavlovian! and! instrumental! factors.! Disentangling! the! relative!
contributions!of!each!of!these!processes! is!difficult!especially!as!they!are!differentially! influenced!by!
motivational! factors! (Rescorla! and! Solomon! 1967;! Dickinson! and! Dawson! 1987;! Dickinson! and!
Balleine!1994;!Niv!2007).!The!twoMprocess!learning!theory!of!Rescorla!and!Solomon!was!one!of!the!first!
to!consider! the! influence! that! these! two!distinct! systems!may!have!on!one!another.!This! subject!has!
since!been!taken!up!by!Dickinson!and!Balleine!under!their!proposed!PavlovianMInstrumental!Transfer!




! Instrumental! learning! can! be! further! categorized! into! habitual! or! goalMdirected! decision!
making!(Dickinson!and!Nicholas!1983;!Niv!2007;!Hilario!et!al.!2012).!The!distinction!between!the!two!
can! sometimes! be! difficult! to! establish! just! by! observing! behavioural! outcomes! and! often! requires!




animals! persistently! engaging! with! a! suboptimal! strategy.! GoalMdirected! behaviours,! on! the! other!
hand! are! distinguished! by! their! sensitivity! to! various! reward! degradation! procedures,! which! can!
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consequently!reduce! the!value!of! the!reinforcer!and! lead! to!an!appropriate!adjustment!of! the!action!
strategy!(Dickinson!and!Balleine!1994;!Niv!2007;!Balleine!2011).!
!
1.4 Signal Detection Theory 
Signal! detection! theory! (SDT)! is! a! widely! applied! theoretical! framework! that! allows! the!
assessment!of!performance!in!a!wide!range!of!learning!paradigms!(Green!and!Swets!1966;!Macmillan!
and!Creelman!2005).!It!is!commonly!used!when!describing!how!well!a!subject!can!perform!in!a!twoM
category! discrimination,! which! lends! it! well! to! analysis! of! G/NG! paradigms! in! experimental!
neuroscience.! !SDT!operates!on!the!assumption!that!during!the!presentation!of!a!stimulus,!a!subject!
assigns! a! category! to! that! stimulus! based! on! underlying! internally!modelled! (normal)! distributions!
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sensory! axis! where! the! subject!makes! their! choice! assignment! is! referred! to! as! the! criterion( value.&
When!distributions!are!widely!separated,!the!distinction!is!easy!and!the!category!assignment!will!be!
correct!99%!of!the!time.!More!commonly!however,!the!criterion!value!cuts!through!both!distributions!
and! the! resulting! uncertainty! about! stimulus! identity! can! cause! an! error! in! the! categorisation!
response.!According!to!SDT,!during!a!training!period!learning!occurs!to!refine!where!on!the!sensory!
axes!these!distributions!lie,! increasing!the!separation!between!them!(the!2!panels!of!Figure!1.7!show!
this! progression).! One! way! to! assess! the! degree! of! overlap! is! to! look! at! the! quantitative! distance!
between!their!means.!!!
When!applied!to!G/NG!tasks!the!underlying!distributions!of! the!response!rates! in!relation!to!











behavioural! data! in! the! field! of! behavioural! psychology! (Fawcett! 2006;! JiménezMValverde! 2012).!
Responses!are!considered!False!Alarms!(FA)!if! the!subject!decides!to!“Go”!when!presented!with!the!
NoGo!stimulus!and!Hits!if!the!“Go”!response!follows!a!Go!stimulus,!in!the!context!of!G/NG!tasks.!A!
ROC! curve! is! obtained! by! displaying! the! FA! rate! (xMaxis)! as! a! function! of! the!Hit! rate! (yMaxis),! see!
Figure!1.8.!This!definition!naturally!limits(ROC(space(to!a!unit!square!between!the!values!of!0!and!1!
(Macmillan! and! Creelman! 2005).! If! multiple! values! from! one! subject! over! the! course! of! a! single!
behavioural! session! or! over! successive! sessions! are! projected! into! ROC! space,! a! more! complete!
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The! upper! left! panel! shows! isosensitivity# curves,! ie! Hit/FA! rate! values! that! indicate! the! same! level! of!
discriminative!ability!(stable!d’)!projected!in!ROC!space! (the!unit! square!axis!of!FA! rate!vs!Hit! rate!used! to!
evaluate! classifier! performance).! The! background! shading! indicates! the! behavioural! policy! implied! by! the!
ROC! coordinates!with!optimistic! strategy! (red),! conservative!strategy! (green)!and! ‘optimal’! choice! (purple)!
detailed,!with!potential!Hit/FA!pairs!(coloured!circles).!The!outer!panels!present!the!corresponding!presumed!
sensory! distributions! of! a! simple! two! category! G/NG! task.! They! demonstrate! that! as! the! underlying!














































































































































































































sensitivity! measure! is! only! intended! to! reflect! the! perceptual! capabilities! of! the! subject! and! their!
ability! to! apply! the!decision! rule! that! reflects! their! ability! to!distinguish!between!different! stimulus!




reinforced! tasks! can! lead! to! a! change! of! strategy,! which! manifests! as! shortMterm! fluctuations! in!
performance!quite!different!to!the!tuning!of!perceptual!abilities!reflected!by!the!sensitivity!measure.!!
The!framework!of!SDT!accommodates!the!possibility!of!an!agent!acting!at!different!Hit!and!FA!
rates!while!maintaining! the! same! underlying! level! of! sensitivity! through! response( bias& (see! Figure!
1.8).&This!measure! reflects! the! overall! “willingness! to! say! yes”! of! the! agent! and! affects! the! level! of!
responding! to! all! stimulus! types! in! the! same!way! (Macmillan! and!Creelman!2005).! SDT! theory!has!
developed! a!useful! terminology! to! think! about! response! fluctuations,! using! 3!different!measures! to!








would! result! in! an! increased! rate! of! both! Hits! and! FAs,! as! the! level! of! responding! is! increased!
indiscriminately.!Likewise,! a!high!negative!bias!would! cause!an!equal!decrease! to!both!Hit! and!FA!




Once! an! agent! has! learnt! an! instrumental! contingency,! the! ability! to! discriminate! between! stimuli!
should!remain!stable!despite!fluctuations!in!the!willingness!to!respond.!It!is!possible!that!throughout!
a! behaviour! session,! changes! in! the! response! rates!merely! reflect! changes! in! the!willingness! of! the!
mice! to!participate! in! the! task.!For!each!of! the!curves!depicted! in!Figure!1.8,! I! show!3!Hit/FA!value!
pairs! that! capture! these! changes! in! response! rate.! The! red,! green! and! purple! points! represent! a!
positive,!negative!and!neutral!response!bias,!respectively.!!





The! bias! introduced! by! changes! to! criterion! value! modifies! the! responding! rate! to! both! stimulus!
categories! in! the! same! direction.! Therefore,! a! high! criterion! results! in! a! general! decrease! in!
participation!levels,!while!a!low!criterion!drives!an!increase!in!responses!to!both!S+!and!SM!(see!outer!
panels!of!Figure!1.8).!
The! background! shading! and! text! of! Figure! 1.8! emphasise! the! portions! of! ROC! space! that!
correspond! to! specific! behavioural! strategies! across! changes! to! responding! bias.! It! is! clear! that!
isosensitivity! curves! traverse! the! ROC! space! to! reflect! a! variety! of! different! behavioural! strategies.!
Any!value! that! lies!at!a!distance! from!the!neutral!diagonal! implies!a!behavioural!strategy,!even! if! it!
falls! below! the! dÖ=0! line! (Fawcett! 2006).! During! an! “optimistic”& classifying! approach! where! false!
positives!and!true!positives!are!both!high,!Hit/FA!points!occupy!the!upper!rightMhand!corner!of! the!
ROC!space.!The!opposite!corner!of! the!ROC!space!(lower! left),!on!the!other!hand,! is!equivalent! to!a!
more!“conservative”&approach.!Thus,!the!portion!of!ROC!space!within!which!a!Hit/FA!rate!value!falls!
gives! important! insight! into! the!value!and!cost!placed!on! the! trial!outcomes!by! the!animal.! It! is! the!
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method.! The! primary! criticism! relates! to! the! reliance! of! SDT! on! normally! distributed! sensory!
distributions!and!point!measures.! In!real!world!scenarios!such!distributions!are!rarely!seen,! if!at!all.!
Certain! studies! try! to! avoid! these! potential! inaccuracies! by! using! percentage! correct! (p(c))! criteria!
when!evaluating!performance!of!subjects!(Watanabe!et!al.!1984;!Karni!and!Sagi!1991;!Kosheleff!et!al.!
2012;!Bracey!et!al.!2013).!The!choice!between!using!d’!or!p(c)!can!depend!on!which!of! the!measures!
provides!a!more!accurate! representation!of! the!empirical!data!when!Hit!and!FA!rates!are! shown! in!
ROC! space.! On! these! criteria,! d’! estimations! have! been! determined! to! be! the! more! representative!
(Green!and!Swets!1966;!Macmillan!and!Creelman!2005).!Figure!1.9!depicts!a!ROC!curve!obtained!from!
a!mouse!performing!a!visual!discrimination!task,!with!the!estimated!d’!(purple!curve)!and!p(c)!(green!














ROC SPACE Figure! 1.9! Comparison! of! d’! and! p(c)! as!measures!of!sensitivity.!!
Each( point( represents( a( Hit/FA( rate( from(
different( points(within( a( single( behaviour(
session( of( a( mouse( performing( a( twoG
category( visual( discrimination( task( (our(
data).( The( pink( curve( represents( the(
isosensitivity( curve( generated( by( the( d’(
estimate( for( the( session,( while( the( green(
curve(shows(the(p(c)(isosensitivity(line.(The(
d’( curve( follows( the( trend( of( the(
performance(much(more( closely,( failing( to(
capture(only(one(point.((
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A!number!of!distributionMfree!alternatives!to!SDT!have!also!been!proposed!(Frey!and!Colliver!
1973;! Balakrishnan! 1999;! Macmillan! and! Creelman! 2005),! which! are! mainly! variants! of! areaMbased!
ROC!measures!such!as!AreaMUnderMCurve! (AUC).!Other!measures! include! the! intercept!of! the!ROC!
with! the! line! at! 90!degrees! to! the!nonMdiscrimination! line! (Youden,! 1950)! and! the! area! between! the!
curve!and! the!nonMdiscrimination! line.!A!recent! study!compared! the! reliability!of!both!modelMbased!
and! distributionMfree! approaches! in! the! estimation! of! subject! performance! sensitivity! and! bias!
(Kornbrot!2006).!Although!that!study!featured!a!more!sophisticated!confidence!rating!discrimination!
than! the! simple! two! category! discriminations! discussed! thus! far,! it! was! suggested! that! the!modelM
based! approaches! proposed! by! standard! SDT! offer! consistency! in! their! estimation! of! sensitivity!
measures,!reflecting!the!‘true’!ability!of!the!subject!under!examination.!On!the!other!hand,!Kornbrot!
suggested! that! estimations! of! response! bias! typically! employed! in! SDT! only! held! for! cases! of! bias,!
which!was!under!the!voluntary!control!of!subjects.!!
!
1.5 Motivation and Reinforced Behaviour 
Investigating! the! links! between! motivation! and! reinforced! behaviours! has! a! rich! history! in!




learning! concepts! (Thorndike! 1911;! Skinner! 1938)! can! be! viewed! in! terms! of! their! fundamental!
assumptions!about!motivation!(Bindra!1978;!Dickinson!and!Balleine!1994;!Salamone!and!Correa!2002).!
More!recently,!researchers!in!the!field!have!actively!incorporated!motivation!into!theories!concerning!
both! Pavlovian! and! Instrumental! behavioural! patterns.! ! Instrumental! behaviour! assumes! that! an!
animals!actions!are!oriented!towards!a!goal/outcome!and!particular!emphasis!has!been!placed!on!the!
role!of!motivation!in!determining!the!value!placed!on!the!goal!under!different!levels!of!deprivation.!
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2010),! deprived/nonMdeprived! balance! (Nader! et! al.! 1997)! and!multidimensional!motivational! states!
with! directional! and! activating! properties! (Salamone! and!Correa! 2002;! Salamone! and!Correa! 2012).!








that! outcome! (‘activational’! aspect).! However,! we! also! incorporate! the! dualMprocess! theory! of!
instrumental!motivation! first! suggested!by!Dickinson!and!Balleine! (1994)! that! explains!motivational!
influence!as!a!combination!of!Pavlovian!and!instrumental!(Incentive!Salience)!components.!Although!
the!terminology!can!vary!between!accounts!(Dickinson!and!Balleine!1994;!Nader!et!al.!1997;!Salamone!
and!Correa!2002;!Anselme!2010),!motivational!effects!are! typically! summarized! into!variants!of! two!
types:! the! “energizing”! or! activational! vs.! the! directional! or! hedonic! (Salamone! and! Correa! 2012).!
Figure! 1.10! presents! a! summary! of! the! commonly! encountered! terminology,! relating! both! the!
temporal!divisions!and!descriptive!differences.!In!the!next!section,!a!brief!overview!of!the!motivation!
theories!most!relevant!to!this!study!is!provided.!To!clearly!understand!the!subtle!differences!between!









TolmanÖs! cathexis! theory! (Tolman!1945).!Tolman!proposed! that! the!active!motivational! state!during!
primary! exposure! to! an! outcome! determines! the! value! assigned! to! it.! Additionally,! the! primary!
exposure! establishes! a! soMcalled! ‘cathexis’! channel!between! the!motivational!drive! and! the!outcome!
that! leads! to! its! satiation.! Thus,! when! the! motivational! drive! is! reduced! there! should! be! a!
corresponding! shift! in! instrumental! behaviour! because! the! channel! is! only! weakly! activated.! This!
explanation!fails!to!account!for!the!persistence!of!instrumental!actions!in!animals!that!are!tested!under!
satiation! following! training! in! a! deprived! state.! For! cathexis! theory! to! hold,! there! should! be! an!
immediate!downshift!in!the!instrumental!action!due!to!the!weakening!of!the!cathexis!channel.!!
The!drive!reduction!theory!of!Hull! (1943)!presented!motivation!in!more!general! terms!rather!
than! relating! specific! states! (e.g.! hunger! and! thirst)! to! the! reinforcers! particularly! relevant! to! those!
Properties of Motivated Behavior
Temporal Phases of Motivated Behavior
Appetitive
Preparatory
Anticipatory  versus   Consummatory
Instrumental
 
Seeking   versus   Taking
Qualitatively Different Aspects of Motivated Behavior
Activational   versus   Directional
*General    versus   Specific (Pavlovian)    ( Instrumental)
Wanting   versus   Liking
Figure!1.10!Subcategories!of!motivational!effects.!
The! effects! exerted! by! motivational! state! have! been! described! in!many! different! ways.! The! table!
provides! a! summary! of! commonly! used! terminology.! Whether! temporal! or! qualitative,! the!
descriptions! tend! to! agree! on! a! binary! split! of! motivational! influence! pertaining! to! action! (left!
column)! and! valence! (right! column).! Star! indicates! the! terms! used! throughout! this! thesis.! Figure#
adapted#from#Table#1#in#Salamone#&#Correa#2012.#
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states!(e.g.!food!and!water!respectively).!A!high!motivational!drive!induced!by!a!specific!physiological!
need!was! therefore!assumed! to! increase!or! ÖenergiseÖ!all! forms!of!activity! the!affected!animal!would!
engage!in.!!!
Thus! even! the! earliest! theories! of! motivation! highlighted! the! duality! of! the! current! debate!
which!tends!to!describe!motivational!influence!as!a!combination!of!the!‘specific’!aspects!related!to!the!
hedonic! attributes! or! nutritional! identity! of! particular! reinforcers! (Rolls! et! al.! 1981;! Dickinson! and!




In!an!early!version!of! incentive!motivation! theory!Bindra!proposed! that! a!given!deprivation!
state!(‘organismicMstate’)!and!a!goal!object! ! (‘incentive!stimulus’)! that! is!able!to!relieve!that!deprived!
condition!interact!to!produce!a!‘central!motivational!state’!(Bindra!1974;!Nader!et!al.!1997).!This!joint!
effect! was! then! suggested! to! energise! the! extent! to!
which! a! sensory! stimulus! (‘situational! stimulus’)!
evoked! an! instrumental! response.! A! main! focus! of!
incentive! motivation! theories! is! hence! towards! the!
intrinsic! value! placed! on! the! goal! object.! In! their!
incentive! salience! account,! Dickinson! and! Balleine!
(1994)! consider! Pavlovian! and! Instrumental!
contingencies! in! goalMdirected! behaviour! separately.!!
Pavlovian! associations! and! Habitual! ! ! StimulusM>!
Reward! responses! are! thought! to! be! associated!with!
the!appetitive!system!through!one!of! two!established!
(ÖconditionedÖ! or! ÖtrainedÖ)! pathways:! the! direct! and!
indirect! (Figure! 1.11).! ! They! argue! that! Pavlovian!
responses! are! thus! immediately! sensitive! to! shifts! in!
Figure! 1.11! Associations! of! Pavlovian!
behaviour!and!motivation.!!
CS=! conditioned! stimulus;! US=!
unconditioned! stimulus.! Adapted! from!
Dayan!and!Balleine!2002.!
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motivation,!mediated!through!an!indirect!associative!process!whereby!the!predictive!CS!is! linked!to!
the! appetitive! system! through! the!US!via! a!motivational! “gate”.!Berridge!and! colleagues! (Robinson!
and! Berridge! 2013;!Dayan! and! Berridge! 2014)! provide! an! elegant! demonstration! of! such! Pavlovian!
gating.!In!a!series!of!experiments!where!the!authors!manipulated!the!salt!appetite!of!rats,! they!were!
able!to!demonstrate!the!instantaneous!revaluation!of!a!salty!reinforcer!that!was!previously!aversive!to!
a! ‘wanted’!outcome!when! rats!were! saltMdeprived.!Without!prior! reMexposure! to! the!outcome!under!
the! new! state,! the! rats! engaged! in! increased! Pavlovian! approach! activity! and! licking! of! a! response!
lever! predictive! of! salt! delivery! which! they! actively! avoided! under! previous! tests! (Robinson! and!








provides! an! elegant!demonstration! of! this! theory!when!pairing! an! instrumental! action!with! a!novel!
food!reward!and!training!animals!during!satiation!before!testing!animals!in!a!deprived!state.!Rats!that!
experienced! the!novel! reward!under! the!deprived!state!prior! to! testing!showed!significantly!greater!
rates! of! responding! than! controls! that! were! not! preMexposed.! Therefore,! Dickinson! and! Balleine!
suggest!that!motivational!state!influences!goalMdirected!reinforced!behaviour!in!2!stages:!!
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obtain!discriminative&control!over!behaviour!through!experience,!as!with!any!other!stimulus!that!acts!as!
an!outcome!cue.!!Unlike!the!immediate!motivational!gating!of!Pavlovian!behaviour,!the!animal!must!
have! adequate! experience! of! the! outcome! under! the! range! of! motivational! states! before! such!
differential!control!emerges.!Interestingly,!the!extent!of!control!exerted!by!given!motivational!states!is!
determined! by! the! amount! of! experience! accrued! under! that! state! (Dickinson! et! al.! 1995).! Thus,!
overtraining!in!a!particular!motivational!state!can!cause!the!imbalanced!domination!of!a!specific!value!
assignment!unless!it!is!matched!by!extended!training!in!another!state.!!
! Differential! control! by! motivational! state! is! well! documented! when! dealing! with! positive!
reinforcers,!but!the!case!of!aversive!and/or!punishing!outcomes!is!less!straightforward.!Namely,!it!has!
been! shown! that! with! certain! types! of! negative! outcomes,! high! aversion! generalises! across!




most!often!used! in!behavioural! studies! are! typically! foodstuffs! and! liquids! that! the! animal!has!had!




An! alternative! theoretical! approach! was! developed! by! Nader,! Bechara! and! van! der! Kooy!
(1997)!who!related!reinforced!behaviour!to!the!level!of!deprivation!of!a!particular!motivational!state.!
Satiated,! nonMdeprived! and!drugMnaïve! animals! nonetheless! tend! to! align! themselves! to! behaviours!
whereby!they!can!come!into!contact!with!affective/appetitive!stimuli!such!as!water,!food!and!drugs.!In!
contrast! to! incentive! learning!and!drive! theories!which!are!predicated!on! the! existence!of! a! state!of!
deprivation,!Nader!et! al! suggest! that!motivated!behaviours! continue! to!exist! in! the!absence!of! such!
states.!They!suggest!that!two!mutually!exclusive!neurobiological!systems!are!engaged!in!supporting!
motivated! behaviour! depending! on! whether! or! not! the! animal! is! deprived.! The! authors! present! a!
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series! of! experiments! in! drugMnaïve! or! satiated! animals! with! lesions! of! the! tegmental!
pedunculopontine! nucleus! (TPP)! to! elegantly! demonstrate! the! proposed! locus! of! motivationally!





! While! assigning! a! high! value! to! particular! reinforcers! is! an! important! part! of! directing! an!
animal! towards!engaging! in!action! to!obtain! that! reinforcer,!motivational! state!has!also!been! linked!
directly! to! increasing! the! vigour! of! activity! in! general! (Salamone! and!Correa! 2002;!Niv! et! al.! 2007).!
Animals! typically! increase! the! speed! and! rate! of! responding! both! in! a! targeted!way! related! to! the!
required! instrumental! response! but! also! in! a! general! way! where! they! are! aligned! to! heightened!
activity! e.g.! exploration! of! their! environment.! ! Salamone! and! Correa! (2002;! 2012)! emphasise! the!
importance!of!motivation!in!increasing!the!“tendency!to!work!for!food”.!!Similarly,!in!exploring!a!new!
model!of!reinforcement! learning!in!the!context!of!operant!behaviour,!Niv!introduced!the!variable!of!
‘response! vigour’! as! a! vital! manifestation! of! motivational! processes! (Niv! et! al.! 2007;! Niv! 2007).!
Although!the!model!operated!within!constraints!that!separate!it! from!discriminative!behaviour!with!
unfixed! timing,! it! confronted! the! limitations! of! current! learning! models! that! use! actorMcritic!
frameworks.!!This!was!largely!achieved!through!introducing!the!motivational!measure!of!‘activation’.!
Most! theories! that!promote! this! “energizing”!property! of!motivational! state!have!originated! in!




the! many! roles! that! the! hormone! is! being! revealed! to! play! in! reinforced! behaviour.! As! Salamone!
points!out! (2002),! reward!can!often!be!a! slippery! term,!with! researchers!using! it! to!denote!different!
meanings!in!different!contexts.!Although!all!of!theories!of!motivation!discussed!above!advocate!a!part!
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for!DA,!the!extent!of!this!role!is!far!from!clear.!!In!developing!their!‘activating’!motivation!hypothesis,!
Salamone! and! Correa! highlight! the! importance! of! DA! in!movement.! They! point! out! that! in!many!
studies!of!motivation,!which!claim!a!role!for!DA!in!providing!incentive,!at!least!part!of!the!inhibitory!
effect! of!DA! antagonists! can! be! explained! by! a! level! of!motor! impairment! or! direct! suppression! of!
specific! locomotor!activity.! In!particular,! striatal!DA!depletions!have!been! reported! to!affect! several!
lickMrelated! features! such! as! lick! force! and! frequency! (Fowler! and!Mortell! 1992).! FreeMfeeding! tests!
following! demonstrations! of! reduced! participation! in! reinforced! behaviours! have! shown! that!
hedonic/affective! attributes! of! outcomes! remain! intact! in! the! face! of! reduced! response! metrics!







licking! behaviour,! researchers! have! looked! at! frequency! of! licking,! lick! duration,! lick! force! and!
latency.!Equally,! lever!presses!have!been!defined!in!terms!of!rate!and!latency.!Researchers!reporting!
on!incentive!salience!of!stimuli!can!also!end!up!using!motor!output!as!a!proxy!for!motivational!effect!
(Dickinson! and! Balleine! 1994).! Whilst! understandable,! given! that! instrumental! output! is! a!
combination!of!value!assignment!and!the!willingness!to!engage!in!the!effort!to!obtain!the!goal,!it!can!
lead!to!confusion!between!these!two!fundamental!components!of!motivational!influence.!!(
! Traditional!methods! of! directly! assessing! affective! and/or! hedonic! properties! of! an! outcome!
include! the! relatively! subjective! ‘taste! reactivity’! test! (Grill! and!Norgren!1978;!Moore! et! al.! 2014)!or!
freeMfeeding! preference! tests! between! various! food! options! (Dickinson! and! Balleine! 1994).! The!
combined! effects! of! both! affective! and! energising!motivational! properties! on! the! other! hand,! have!
been!examined!through!measuring!total!time!spent!feeding,!total!food!intake!and!costMbenefit!choice!
tests!(Salamone!and!Correa!2002;!Walton!et!al.!2006).!(
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Behavioural! tests! can! be! especially! valuable! as! they! show! a! more! holistic! overview! of! the!
decisionMmaking! process.! They! are! the! explicit! manifestation! of! the! choices! an! animal!makes.! This!
breadth! of! focus! can! also! be! the! disadvantage! of! such! measures! from! the! perspective! of! a!
neuroscientific!community! intent!on!uncovering! the!electrophysiological!circuitry!and!computations!
upon!which!behaviour!is!able!to!emerge.!
Neurometric!means! are! often! used! in! studies! using! reinforced! behavioural! paradigms.! This!
research! has! mainly! focused! on! reporting! the! activity! of! various! groups! of! midMbrain! dopamine!
neurons! in! reaction! to! particular! positive! or! negative! reinforcers! (Schultz! et! al.! 1993;! Schultz! 2007;!
Homayoun!and!Moghaddam!2009b;!Moessnang!et!al.!2012).!The!active!emphasis!of!this!body!of!work!
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PART(3:(PURPOSE(AND(PRIMARY(MOTIVATION(
1.6 Purpose And Primary Motivation of this Thesis 
The!broad!goal!of!this!work!was!to!investigate!the!behavioural!and!neural!correlates!of!a!twoM
category!visual!discrimination!task!in!mice.!In!the!first!steps!towards!achieving!this!aim,!we!explored!











of! this! effect! could! be! found! in! V1.! Specifically,! we! thought! that! the! changes& in& motivational& state!
throughout! a! behavioural! session! would! affect! the! population! activity! of! the! neurons! in! V1! as!
measured!by!MUA.!Secondly,!the!results!of!recent!studies!implied!grounds!to!look!more!carefully!at!
the!MUA!in!relation!to!choice&behaviour!of!the!animals.!Our!results!suggest!the!novel!finding!that!both!
a! motivational! and! “choice! relevant”! signature! are! present! in! the! population! activity! of! V1! deep!
layers.!!!
While! there! have! been! occasional! references! to! ”within”! sessions! changes! in! motivation!
previously!these!effects!have!typically!been!ignored!(Niv!et!al.!2007;!Busse!et!al.!2011)!or!factored!out!
of!analyses!(Rivalan!et!al.!2013).!To!our!knowledge,!this!is!the!first!detailed!exploration!of!these!factors!
within!the!context!of! the! lickMbased!G/NG!sensory!discrimination!task.!Our!choice!of! time!frame!for!
the! focus! of! our! analysis! brings! novel! insights! to! an! increasingly! oftenMencountered! behavioural!
paradigm.!We!feel!it!is!important!to!note!the!timeliness!of!using!this!approach!to!explore!behavioural!
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data.! The! recent! shift! to! experiments! using! the! headMfixed,! behaving! rodent! by! the! neuroscience!
community! makes! a! thorough! understanding! of! underlying! processes! paramount.! While! there! is!





between! true! classification! performance! and! overt! interference! by!motivational! variables! cannot! be!
underestimated! for! a! neuroscience! community! that! is! increasingly!making! use! of! the! experimental!
procedures! detailed! in! this! study! to! investigate! perceptual! computations! and! decision! making.!!
Throughout! this!work,!our!aim!was! to! integrate! the!existing!behavioural!psychology! literature!with!
current! modern! neuroscience! approaches;! thus! providing! a! valuable! resource! for! both! of! these!
communities.!!
In! the! following!chapters!of! the! thesis,! I! start!by!providing!an!overview!of! the!experimental!
methods! and! analyses,!with! a! supporting!methodological! justification! (Chapter! 2).! The! first! results!
chapter!(Chapter!3)!is!dedicated!to!behavioural!analyses!related!to!motivation.!I!present!a!number!of!
quantitative! indicators! that! reliably!measure! the! changes! in!motivation! levels! of! the! animals!within!
single! sessions.!Moreover,! I! present! the!novel! result! that!overmotivation! can!mask!well! established!
instrumental!task!contingencies,! interfering!with!an!animal’s!ability!to!select!an!optimal!behavioural!
policy! in! a! visual! discrimination! task.! The! second! results! chapter! (Chapter! 4)! develops! on! the!
narrative! of! the!preceding! sections! by! adding! an!MUA!electrophysiology! analysis! of! activity! in! the!
primary! sensory! cortex.! In! this! chapter! I! provide! evidence! of! a! signature! of! motivation! and!
behavioural!outcomes!in!the!activity!of!V1!neurons.!A!detailed!discussion!with!suggestions!for!further!
investigation! follows.! In! the! final! results! section! (Chapter! 5),! I! present! some! preliminary! findings!






The!development!of! optogenetics!methodology,!which! forms! the!basis! for! some!preliminary!
findings! in! the! final! section! of! this! thesis,! can! be! found! separately! as! a! subsection! of! the! relevant!
results!chapter!(Chapter!5:!Section!5.2).!!!
2.1 Animals and surgery 
Subjects:(All! experiments! used! female!C57BL/6! (Harlan! or!Charles!River! Laboratories)!mice!
that!were!4M6!weeks!of!age!at!headplate!surgery.!Animals!were!group!housed!on!a!reversed!12!hour!
lightMdark! cycle! and! all! experiments! were! carried! out! in! the! dark! phase.! Mice! were! weighed! and!





failed! to! learn!any!stage!of!visual!discrimination!and!one!mouse!was!excluded! from!analysis!at! the!
stage! of! monocular! training! due! to! inability! to! learn! this! version! of! the! task.! Of! the! 11! mice! that!
reached! the! stage! of! electrophysiological! recordings! (Chapter! 4),! three! mice! lost! their! headplates!
during!the!preparatory!surgery,!leaving!n=7!animals!for!the!final!analysis!(see!Table!4.1,!Chapter!4).!
Headplate( implantation:( Prior! to! the! start! of! water! restriction! and! behavioural! training! all!
animals! underwent! a! headplate! implantation! surgery.! All! surgeries!were! carried! out! using! aseptic!
technique.!Anaesthesia!was! induced! using! 4M5%! isoflurane! and!maintained! at! 1M2%! throughout! the!
surgical!proceedings.!Isoflurane!is!an!inhalation!anaesthetic!and!is!preferable!to!many!injectables!due!
to! the!quick! induction!and!recovery! times! it!allows! (Gargiulo!et!al.!2012).! It!also!offers!onMline!dose!
monitoring! and! adjustment! of! depth! of! anaesthesia.! During! the! surgery,! body! temperature! was!
constantly!monitored!and!kept!above!35°C.!Pedal!withdrawal!was!tested!regularly,!and!breathing!rate!
was! carefully! monitored! to! ensure! adequate! and! consistent! depth! of! aneasthesia! throughout! the!
procedure! (Gargiulo! et! al.! 2012).! Immediately! after! induction! of! anaesthesia,! 0.1ml! of! carprofen!
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(1mg/ml,! Rimadyl©)! was! injected! subcutaneously! to! reduce! any! postMoperative! pain! and! to!
subsequently!aid!recovery!time.!An!incision!was!made!to!expose!the!skull.!A!drop!of!10%!hydrogen!
peroxide!was!used! to! thoroughly! clean! the! skull! surface,! taking! care! to! remove!all! of! the!overlying!
tissue.!A!scalpel!was!used!to!make!gentle!incisions!into!the!skull.!These!latter!two!steps!proved!vital!in!
ensuring!the!integrity!of!adhesion!of!the!headplates!throughout!the!behavioural!training!period.!!
The! custom!designed!metal!headplates!were! attached!using!Histoacryl®! (Clear!Topical! Skin!
Adhesive,!TissueSeal!LLC,!TS1050071FP),!taking!care!to!leave!access!to!a!5mm!diameter!site.!The!site!
was!between!2.5M3.2mm!lateral!to!lambda!(S.MH.!Lee!et!al.!2012;!Glickfeld,!Histed,!et!al.!2013),!marked!
with! a! surgical!marker! for! a! stereotactic! reference! in! subsequent! electophysiology! recordings! from!




electrophysiology! experiments! and! hence! preserved! the! integrity! of! the! underlying! skull/cortex.! A!
small! surgical! screw!(Precision!Technology!Supplies,!M1.2x2.4,!DIN!84!A2!ST/ST)!was! implanted! to!




Following! the! procedure,! animals!were! transferred! to! a! heated! incubation! (~30°C)! chamber,!
where! they! were! allowed! to! recover! to! normal! activity! with! ad! libitum! water! and! food! access,!
whereupon!they!were!reintroduced!into!their!home!cage.!The!water!restriction!protocol!was!started!1M
2!days!following!surgery!to!allow!sufficient!recovery!time.!All!animals!were!group!housed!throughout!







We!used!a! 800mm! (i.d.)!polystyrene! toroid! (Ecclestone!&!Hart!Ltd)! as! our!base! to! create! an!






training! stages! was! developed! using! the! LabVIEW! System! Design! Suite! coupled! to! a! National!
Instruments!Data!Acquisition!Board!(NIMDAQ).!The!controlling!PC!was!running!64!bit!Windows7!OS!
with! an! Intel! Core! i7! CPU.! Each! subMdivision! of! the! task! (task! state)! was! matched! to! a! visual!
background! that! was! projected! onto! the! interior! of! the! dome! in! order! to! create! an! immersive!
behavioural!environment!for!the!animal.!Visual!backgrounds!for!all!task!states!were!generated!using!
an! OpenGL! framework! with! C++! syntax.! The! LabVIEW! program! communicated! with! OpenGL! to!
generate! the! equiluminant! Go! and!NoGo! stimuli! using! the! GLFW! Library.! OpenGL! programming!
allowed!for!texture!binding!which!was!necessary!to!map!the!projection!onto!the!interior!of!the!sphere!
with!minimal!distortion!of! the!stimuli.!This! twoMstep!process! involved!specifying! the!gratings!using!
bitwise! operations! and! height/width! dimensions! of! the! repeating! black! and! white! pattern.! The!
generated!texture!was!then!mapped!to!a!polygon!on!the!screen!using!specified!coordinates!obtained!
by!manual!matching! of! a! gridMlike!mesh! to! the! dome! interior! (Tomazzo!Muzzu,! in! preparation! for!






















All! hardware! control! essential! for! the! task! was! also! programmed! in! LabVIEW! to! ensure!
precise! integration! of! the! state! flow! with! the! apparatus! (lick! detector,! solenoid! valve,! etc).! Water!
rewards!were!delivered!through!a!blunted!19G!syringe!needle!attached!to!0.5mm!bore!silicone!tubing!
(RS! Components,! Stock! No.667M8438).! Water! delivery! was! controlled! by! a! TTL! pulse! to! a! single!
channel!peristaltic!pump!(Campden!Instruments,!Product!No.80204M0.5)!which!operated!at!a!flow!rate!
of! 0.025ml/s.!Calibration!was! carried!out! early! in!behavioural! training! to! confirm! the! reported! flow!
rate! and! optimise! reward! amount.! Licks! were! detected! with! an! 8mm! aperture! photomicrosensor!
(Omron! Electronics,! EEMSX4070)! sampled! at! 50Hz! (typical! rhythmic! licking! frequency:! 5M8! Hz! for!
rodents!(Welzl!and!Bureš!1977;!Grill!and!Norgren!1978)).!All!interruptions!to!the!beam!emitted!by!the!
sensor! were! registered! as! licks.! A! combination! of! licks! (animal! input)! and! preMdetermined! timing!
controlled!the!state!transitions!of!the!task.!Airpuff!delivery!was!controlled!by!a!2M2!way!solenoid!valve!
(Shako!Company,!PU220ARM01,!⅛! inch)! connected! to!air!pressure! regulator,!which!allowed!manual!
adjustment! of! the! strength! of! the! airpuff! (10M15psi).! Wide! bore,! high! pressure! silicon! tubing! was!
attached!between!the!valve!and!1mm!copper!piping!which!was!angled!towards!the!mouse!to!deliver!
the!airpuff!from!the!right!hand!side!(opposite!to!the!monocularly!projected!stimuli).!The!software!was!
designed! to! run!with! an! intuitive!Graphical!User! Interface! (GUI),! shown! in! Figure! 2.1,! so! that! task!
parameters! could! easily!be! adjusted!by!a!user! in! accordance!with! the! training! stage!and! individual!
animal!demands.!Additionally,! the!GUI!was!developed! to!provide! an! instantaneous! readout! of! the!
current! behaviour! session.! This! proved! a! particularly! important! feature! for!working!with! behaving!
animals!in!order!to!accurately!assess!the!suitability!of!the!paradigm!and!the!stress/participation!levels!
of!the!animal.!









Stationary! gratings! stimuli! were! initially! used! (Andermann! et! al.! 2010)! but! after! several!
cohorts!failed!to!demonstrate!discriminative!ability!(data!not!shown),!a!drift!was!introduced.!Different!
drift! speeds! were! used! for! the! S+! (leftward! drift! of! vertical! gratings)! and! SM! (downward! drift! of!
horizontal!gratings)!to!facilitate!the!learning!of!the!discrimination!by!making!the!two!visual!categories!
as!different!as!possible.!If!mice!showed!no!clear!discriminative!ability!following!transfer!between!FullM
field! and! Monocular! stimulation,! this! drift! difference! was! further! exaggerated! until! animals!














1. Habituation( to( head( restraint:!Mice!were! gradually! habituated! to! head! fixation! (HF).! Time!
under!head!restraint!was!steadily!increased!over!several!days,!starting!with!5!minute!sessions;!
taking! care! to! ensure!mice!were! fully! comfortable!with!HF! before! behavioural! training!was!
started.(
2. Habituation(to(lick(detector:(After!mice!were!readily!taking!water!from!a!syringe!under!head!








Throughout! training! and! testing,! number! of! trials! per! session! typically! ranged!between! 100M300!





3. Autoshaping( to( S+( (FULLMFIELD! stimuli):( The! Go! (S+)! stimulus! was! a! leftward! drifting!
squarewave! vertical! grating! (Temporal! Frequency! (TF):! ~3.3Hz).!Only! S+!was! shown! at! this!




Licking!during! the!blank!screen!presentation!was!punished!with!a! slight!airpuff! (0.5M0.7s)! to!
the!face!or!upper!body!in!order!to!prevent!compulsive!overMlicking.!Mice!were!progressed!to!
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This! formed! the! first! experience! of! the! full! task!with! introduction! of! SM! stimulus.! S+! and! SM!
were! alternated! in! a! pseudorandom! pattern! determined! by! a! random! number! generator! in!
LabVIEW!with!a!rule!preventing!the!presentation!of!the!same!stimulus!more!than!three!times!
in!a! row.!The!NoGo! (SM)! stimulus!was!a!downward!drifting!horizontal!grating.! (TF:! ~0.5Hz)!
This!stage!introduced!the!animals!to!the!stimulus!specificity!of!their!actions.!Due!to!the!nature!
of!autoshaping!it!was!assumed!that!part!of!the!response!to!S+!was!governed!by!a!conditioned!
relation! between! the! SMRMO! (but! see! Discussion)! rather! than! an! active! trialMtoMtrial! decision!
making! process.! The! task! progression! represented! by! this! stage! was! a! basic! level! of!
discrimination! to! recognise! that! licks! should! be! suppressed! during! SM.! Some! animals! had!
trouble!transferring!to!this!stage!of!the!task,!indicated!by!a!drastic!reduction!in!participation.!If!
this!occured,!animals!were! immediately!returned! to! the!autoshaping!stage!until! responsivity!
resumed.!They!were!kept!on!autoshaping! for! a! further! 1/2! sessions!and! transferred!again! to!
stage! 4.! Progress! in! stage! 4!was! evaluated! using! a! number! of! different!measures! including!




5. Final(Task,(STAGE(5( (MONOCULAR!stimuli):(Task! structure! at! this! stage!was! the! same!as!




well! outside! this! central! binocular! zone! in! the! final! task.! Despite! similarity! of! fullfield! and!
monocular!stimuli!(same!SF!and!TF),!performance!level!of!the!subject!typically!dropped!at!this!
stage! of! training.! This! indicated! that! a! new! set! of! S+/SM! rules! needed! to! be! learnt! (but! see!




some! cases! requiring! adjustment! of! stimuli! parameters! (TF)! to! make! them! more! easily!
discernable.!When!this!was!necessary,!the!horizontal!SM!drift!was!slowed!down!and!the!vertical!
S+!drift!was!accelerated.!Once!individual!animals!reached!criterion,!they!were!taken!out!of!the!
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designated! as!Correct!Rejections! (CR)! if! no! licks!occurred!during! the! response!window!of! stimulus!
presentation! and! False! Alarms! (FA)! otherwise.! Licks! resulting! in! FAs! triggered! transfer! into! the!
Punishment! State.! Punishment! consisted!of! a!mild! airpuff! (500ms)! to! the! face/upper! body! and! a! 5s!
timeout!period!while!a!black!screen!was!projected!onto!the!dome.!Any!licks!during!the!timeout!period!
triggered! additional! brief! (10ms)! airpuffs.! It! was! rare! for! the! mouse! to! continue! licking! during!
punishment! period! unless! thirstiness! (and! motivational! drive! levels)! were! very! high! or! airpuff!
placement!was!suboptimal.!In!the!case!of!Miss!and!CR!trial,!a!variable!length!(3M6s)!Intertrial!Interval!
(ITI)! State! immediately! followed! the! Stimulus! State.! Otherwise,! the! ITI! followed! the! Reward! or!
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surgeries!were! carried!out!using!aseptic! technique.!Anaesthesia!was! induced!and!maintained!using!
the!procedure! specified! for!headplate! surgeries.! 0.1ml!Carprofen!was! injected! s.c.! at! the! start!of! the!
surgery!to!attenuate!pain!and!aid!subsequent!recovery.!The!nail!varnish!seal!was!removed!from!the!
craniotomy!site!using!an!acetoneMbased!solution!applied!to!a!cotton!bud.!Curved!forceps!(Dumont!#7,!
Fine! Science! Tools)! were! used! to! carefully! remove! the! underlying! silicon! elastomer,! to! expose! the!





























covered!by!a! layer!of!Kwiksil,!which!helped! to!preserve!structural! integrity!and!prevent!damage! to!
the!cortex!in!the!time!between!the!completion!of!surgery!and!the!electrophysiologyMbehaviour!session.!
Mice!were! transferred! to!a!heated! incubation! (~30°C)! chamber! for!30M40!minutes! following! surgery,!
and! then! to! their! home! cage! where! they! were! individually! housed! until! the! electrophysiologyM
behaviour! session.! Time! between! completion! of! surgery! and! electrophysiological! recordings! was!
typically! 3M4! hours! to! allow! the! animals! to! reMhabituate! to! their! preMsurgery! state! and! assume! their!
normal!behaviour!during!the!recordings.!!
For! the! electrophysiologyMbehaviour! sessions,! mice! were! headMfixed! as! normal! in! the!
behavioral!environment.!The!silicon!elastomer!and!agarose!were!carefully!removed!with!fine!forceps!
(Dumont! #5,! Fine! Science! Tools)! to! access! the! craniotomy! for! recordings.! Electrophysiological!
recordings!were!carried!out!using!32Mchannel!linear!multiMelectrode!arrays!(MEA)!from!NeuroNexus!
Technologies!(A2x16:!10mmM50M177!,!A4x8:!5mmM100M200M177!configurations)!coupled!to!a!Grapevine!





was! focused!on! the! craniotomy! site.!All! other! lights!within! the! immersive! environment!were!off! to!
minimise! stress! for! the! animals.! Mice! generally! sat! quietly! throughout! this! procedure! due! to! the!
extensive! prior! habituation! to! the! experimental! environment.! Brief! light! flashes! were! sometimes!
projected! as! the! probe! was! advanced! to! ensure! correct! stereotaxic! placement! within! visual! cortex.!
After!insertion,!the!brain!was!allowed!to!settle!to!normal!activity!for!~10M20!minutes.!Following!this,!
the!task!was!started!as!normal.!Throughout!the!recording!the!surface!of!the!brain!was!kept!hydrated!
with! cortical! buffer! and! the! integrity! of! electrophysiological! signals! was! monitored! online.! All!
recording!sites!on!the!MEA!were!referenced!to!a!single!ground!provided!by!the!ground!screw!inserted!
during!the!initial!headplate!surgery.!!During!data!collection,!a!digital!boolean!signal!was!issued!by!the!
NIMDAQ! card! at! the! start! of! every! trial! to! allow! subsequent! synchronisation! of! collected!
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electrophysiological! data! with! the! LabVIEWMcontrolled! visual! discrimination! task.! We! did! not!
monitor! eye! movements! as! previous! studies! using! similar! experimental! setMups! have! shown!




After! the! completion! of! the! electrophysiologyMbehaviour! session,! the! MEA! was! carefully!
withdrawn! and! the! integrity! of! the! cortex! was! assessed.! If! the! surface! of! the! brain! was! free! from!
damage!and!contusions,!the!mouse!was!kept!for!further!recordings!on!subsequent!days.!To!preserve!
the! health! of! the! tissue,! the! cortex!was! covered!with! a! layer! of! cortical! buffer! and! 1.2%! agarose! as!






Following! the! completion! of! electrophysiological! recordings,! the! subjects!were! injected!with!




coronally! sectioned! into! 80£m! thick! slices! using! a! Leica! VT1000S! Vibratome.! Slices! were! then!
mounted!onto!slides!using!Fluoroshield!with!DAPI!(F6057,!Life!Technologies).!DAPI!binds!to!nucleic!
acids!making!it!a!useful!marker!for!laminar!identification.!The!murine!primary!visual!cortex!has!a!sixM
layer! structure! common! to! mammalian! cerebral! cortex.! The! layers! differ! considerably! in! their!
histochemical! properties! but! a! gross! estimate! of! the! boundaries! can! be! obtained! by! examining! cell!










determine! the! layer! location!of! the! 32! electrode! sites! by!measuring! away! from! the! tip! in! 50Mmicron!
increments! for!A2x16! and! 100Mmicron! increments! for!A4x8.!We!used!FIJI! Software! Suite! to! create! a!
flattened!“Maximum!Intensity!Projection”!across! the! slices!of! a! single!zMstack! image,! allowing!us! to!
Figure!2.7!Assignment!of!stereotaxic!location.!!
!
Histological! procedures! were! used! to! recover!
MEA! depth! and! cortical! assign! layer! locations!
to! each! electrode! site.!!
The!panel!on!the!left!shows!x20!confocal!image!
with! 3! of! the! shank! tips! visible! in! cyan! (A4x8!
probe,! Neuronexus).! The! black! lines! were!
scaled! to! the! image! dimensions! in! order! to!
measure! out! the! location! of! electrode! sites!
from!the!tip.! !The!layer!assignment!was!based!
on! a! combination! of! cell! density! (visual!
estimate)! and! verification! with! the! reference!
images! from!the!Allen!Mouse!Brain!Atlas.!The!
righthand! panel! shows! an! example! of! a!












combination! of! depth!measurement! and! examination! of! cell! density! across! the! depth.!We! verified!
layer!assignment!and!stereotaxic!location!using!the!appropriate!reference!coronal!images!from!Allen!
Mouse!Brain!Atlas!(available!online:!http://mouse.brainMmap.org/).!The!left!panel!of!Figure!2.7!shows!
an! example! x20! histological! image! with! the! DiI! staining! of! the!MEA! probe! in! cyan! overlaid! with!
“dummy”! probes! (each! “rung”! on! the! ladder! of! the! probe! represent! a! recording! site)! against! a!
brightfield! illumination! cortex.!As! the! tips!of! individual! shanks! could!be! found! in! successive! tissue!
stacks! it! was! sometimes! necessary! to! layer! neighbouring! slice! images! to! recover! the! final! depth!
estimates! for! all! MEA! tips.! The! righthand! panel! demonstrates! the! verification! of! stereotaxic!




2.4 Data Analysis 
All!data!analysis!was!carried!out!in!MATLAB!using!a!combination!of!scripts!developed!in!house!and!




over! 30! trials! using! a! step! size! of! 1! trial.!Hit! rate!was! defined! as! (Go/S+! trials)! and! FA! rate! (Go/SM!
trials).!We! clipped! values! of!Hit! and! FA! rates! that!were! >0.99! or! <0.01! as! such! extreme! values! are!
thought! to! reflect! imperfect! sampling! and! skew! the! performance! indicators! to! give! inaccurate!
estimations!of!sensitivity!(Hautus!1995;!Miller!1996;!Macmillan!and!Creelman!2005).!Performance!was!








long! history! in! a! range! of! fields! such! as! medical! diagnostics,! machine! learning! and! behavioural!
psychology! (Provost! &! Fawcett! 2001;! Frey! &! Colliver! 1973;! Swets! 1988)! where! they! are! used! to!






Motivation( Trajectories( (Chapter( 3,( Figure! 3.6( and( Figure! 3.10):! We! used! cubic! smoothing! spline!
functions!to!fit! the!evolution!of! the!Hit/FA!pairs! (based!on!3M6!segments)!over!a!session.!Motivation!
trajectories!for!individual!mice!(Figure!3.6)!followed!these!fits!exactly!and!were!based!on!the!average!
of!the!common!path!for!group!plots!(Figure!3.10).!
Response(Bias:(We!assessed! response!bias!using! the! two!most! commonly!applied!methods,!namely!








matrices!and! these!were!used! to! scale!a! circle,!which!was!meanMadjusted! to!project! it!back!onto! the!
original!axes.(
(
Statistical( tests( for( significance:( All! hypothesis! testing! was! carried! out! using! inbuilt! MATLAB!
functions.! We! used! Student’s! ttest! for! parametric! pairwise! and! unpaired! comparisons.! We! then!
checked! all! significant! results! with! the! nonMparametric! Wilcoxon! signedMrank! test! and/or! MannM
Whitney! test! to! confirm! that! significance! held! in! the! absence! of! underlying! assumptions! about!
distributions.!!
!
Instrumental(Response(Metrics( (quantitive(assessment(of( ‘activating’( properties( of(motivation(and(
‘strategy’)(
We&calculated&three&measures&based&on&the& instrumental&responses&of& the&animals&over& the&course&of&a&session.&
Taken&together,& these&metrics&give&a&holistic&overview&of&the& ‘directional’/’activating’&aspect&of&motivation.&The&
first& two,& lick& frequency&and& efficiency&quantitively& assess& the& intensity(of& the& instrumental& response& and& the&
proportion&of& the& response& that&occurs&within&given& time,periods&of& a& trial.&The& third,& lick& latency,& reflects& the&
impulsivity&of&the&response&and&is&a&useful&indicator&of&how&goal,directed&the&action&is.&&
&
Lick( frequency( (LFreq):( (The!LFreq!was! intended! to! provide! a! general! responsivity! index,! to! relate! the!
current!task!to!previous!work!on!response!vigour!((Wise!1988;!Niv!2007)).!It!was!calculated!both!as!a!





licking!within! a! particular! state!was! calculated! for! every! trial! and! normalized! to! the! proportion! of!
time! spent! licking! within! that! trial! overall.! We! then! compared! states! where! licking! carried!
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instrumental! relevance! (Stimulus! and! Reward)! to! those!where! the! licking! action! carried! no! benefit!
(Buffer!and!ITI).!Efficiency!values!for!ITI/Buffer!states!were!calculated!using!all!trials!while!S+/Reward!











Post>stimulus>time>histogram( (PSTH)(and(other(LLat( features:(We! also! analysed! the! ‘PSTH’s! of! the!
first! lick! latencies! for! the! group! of!mice.! Figure! 2.5! shows! an! example! of! the! raw!histogram! (gray)!
overlaid!with! the! smoothed! trace! (red).! The! initial! analysis! to! extract! basic! prominent! features!was!
blind! to! trial!outcome!(Figure!3.15).!We!used!bins!of!Trange&=&[0:0.04:8]! for!all! lick! latencies! from!all!
mice.! Subsequently,! we! considered! ‘PSTH’s! by! trial! outcome! for! the! Initial,! Middle! and! Final!
segments!of!the!session!where!we!used!bins!of!Trange&=&[0:0.04:2]! for!the!Hit!and!FA!trials.!We!then!
convolved! the! raw! trace! with! a! simple! Gaussian! filter! (sliding! window:! 5,! standard! deviation:1)!
specified!within!the!MATLAB!smoothts&function.!All!PSTHs!were!normalized!to!the!max!bin!count!for!
the! session! (whole! session! PSTH)! or! max! bin! count! for! the! segment! (trial! outcome! PSTHs).! This!
allowed!us!to!look!at!the!relative!likelihood!of!licks!occurring!within!particular!time!bins.!The!PSTHs!
highlighted! a! bimodal! distribution! of! the! lick! latencies,! which! we! classified! into! a! primary! (1°)!
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calculate! absolute! latency!we! identified! the! timeLbin! corresponding! to! the!peak!of! the! response!
and! averaged! the! values!within! that! timeLbin.!sw=# sliding#window,# std=# standard#deviation.# The!
bottom!panel!indicates!the!three!regions!used!for!the!AUC!integration.!!
!
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(see! Figure! 2.6)! and! is! referred! to! as! such! throughout! Chapter! 4.! For! each! channel,! we! calculated!







M Using!a!60! trial! sliding!window,! step! size!30! trials:!when! looking!at!motivationallyMrelevant!
changes!throughout!the!session!by!stimulus!type.!!
PSTH!profiles!for!each!electrode!site!were!convolved!with!a!Gaussian!window!(70ms).!We!carried!out!
subsequent! analyses! with! the! resulting! PSTH! profiles,! which! were! assumed! to! represent! the! true!
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Passive(viewing(condition:( (When!mice!were! engaged! in!performing! the! task! they!would! typically!
issue! at! least! one! sporadic! lick! at! some! point! during! the! trial,! even! during! wellMcontrolled! CR!
outcomes.!Hence,!we!defined!“passive!viewing”!as!extended!periods!of!nonMparticipation,!where!no!
licks!were! registered! throughout! the! length!of! the! trials.!Only!nonMparticipatory!bouts!of!>=30! trials!
were!used!to!calculate!the!average!passive!viewing!PSTHs.!
!
Onset( response( latency:( studies! typically! differ! in! their! classification! of! response! latencies! when!
recording!extracellularly.!Some!use!the!timing!of!+3!SD!(Gao!et!al.!2010)!from!baseline!activity!while!
others! take! half! the! time! taken! to! reach! the! maximum! response! (Supèr! and! Roelfsema! 2005).!
Motivated!by!our!approach!of!multiMunit!recordings,!the!‘latencies’!we!report!refer!to!the!time!bin!of!




Linear( regression:(We!used! the!Basic! Fitting!GUI! in!Matlab! to! obtain! a! linear! regression! fit! for! the!
average!spiking!rates!during!discrete!timeMwindows!within!the!Buffer!period.!We!calculated!R2!values!
based!on!the!residuals!of!the!fit,!where!we!used!the!normMof!residuals!obtained!by:!!! = ! − !"#$#%&'(!/!!(






signMrank! test,! compared! to! spontaneous! firing! rate! (FR)! during! ITI)! were! grouped! into! categories!





























A! typical! PSTH! profile! of! the! recording! electrodes! revealed! a! primary! and! secondary!




























Mean( FRs( for( response( features:(We! compared! the! distribution! of! mean! FRs! calculated! for! the! 3!







2.5 Methodological justification 
2.5.1(HeadGfixed(behaviour(




Such! freelyMmoving! tasks! are! however! limited! in! their! ability! to! be! coupled! to! methodologies!
providing! neurometric! readouts! such! as! electrophysiology! and! imaging! techniques.! They! are! also!
typically!limited!in!daily!throughput.!Although!it!is!possible!to!obtain!up!to!100!trials!in!some!operant!
chamber!paradigms!(Talpos!et!al.!2009),!both!water!(Prusky!et!al.!2004;!Douglas!et!al.!2006)!and!landM
based!mazes! rarely! exceed!20M30! trials!per! session! (Li! and!Shao!1998;! Jung!et! al.! 1998;!Prusky!et! al.!
2004;!Douglas!et!al.!2006;!Dotigny!et!al.!2008),!sometimes!registering!as!few!as!2!trials!per!day!in!the!
more!elaborate!task!designs!(de!Saint!Blanquat!et!al.!2010).!A!headMfixed!procedure!thus!provides!an!
attractive! solution! allowing! electrophysiology! to! be! carried! out! with! greater! robustness,! while!




In!visually!guided! tasks! in!particular,! the!headMfixed!approach!both! facilitates!more!accurate!




the!performance.! !These!domeMbased!visual!projection! environments! are! typically! integrated!with! a!
platform!that!allows!movement!of!the!animal!such!as!spherical!treadballs,!belted!treadmills!or!moving!
flat! discs! (Harvey! et! al.! 2009;!Royer! et! al.! 2012;!Zhou! et! al.! 2014).! Such! approaches! are! particularly!
necessary! for! spatial! tasks! but! have! also! been! used! in! behavioural! paradigms! examining! sensory!
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under! examination.!Apart! from! the!purely! technical! considerations! of! stability! of! longer! recordings!
becoming! compromised,! many! groups! have! shown! that! movement! can! change! the! amplitude! of!
sensory! responses! (Niell! and! Stryker! 2010;! Lee! et! al.! 2014;! Zhou! et! al.! 2014).! !One! of! the! questions!
under!investigation!in!this!study!is!the!neurometric!readout!of!a!visual!discrimination!task!as!reflected!
by! the! activity! of! neurons! in! sensory! cortex.! It! was! therefore! important! to! minimise! possible!






2013).! Other! paradigms! that! employ! the! 2Malternative! forced! choice! (2MAFC)! procedure! where! an!
animal!must!choose!between!two!possible!actions!have!also!been!used!to!measure!sensory!capabilities!
and/or!discriminatory!thresholds!in!animals!(Busse!et!al.!2011;!Mayrhofer!et!al.!2013).!The!advantage!
of! the! G/NG! structure! compared! to! the! more! sophisticated! two! choice! paradigms! is! its!












to! find! a! more! suitable! alternative! under! headMfixed! conditions! where! an! instrumental! action! is!
required! under! restricted! movement.! Successful! monitoring! of! licking! behaviour! has! been! widely!
reported!in!the!literature!(Andermann!et!al!2010,!Harvey!et!al!2009)!and!it!is!a!natural!action!for!the!
mouse!(Davis!&!Keehn!1959;!Grill!&!Norgren!1978;!Welzl!&!Bureš!1977).!Additionally,!it!lends!itself!to!
easy! integration!with! a!water! reward! system.!This! allows!water! restriction! to! be! implemented! as! a!
simple!motivational! strategy! to!encourage!mice! to! learn! the! task.! In!contrast,! lever!pressing!may!be!






(thirsty! and/or! hungry,! [Falk! 1971;! Dickinson! and! Balleine! 1994])! and! use! vegetative! rewards! to!
encourage! participation! and! fast! learning! (Salamone! and!Correa! 2002;! Schultz! 2006).! Initial! cohorts!
were! introduced! to! sucrose! or! chocolate! milk! rewards! in! the! attempt! to! facilitate! task! acquisition.!
Subsequent!training!proved!that!waterMdeprived!animals!were!equally!motivated!to!work!for!a!simple!
water! reward.! The!use! of!water! in! the! reward!delivery! system!greatly! reduced! the! rate! of! delivery!
tube! clogging.! Additionally,! both! sucrose! and! chocolate! milk! have! properties! which! relate! to!
satisfaction!of!motivational!hunger!drives!(Balleine!and!Dickinson,!1994)!which!would!complicate!the!
discussion! of! how! motivational! states! affect! performance! in! the! current! task.! An! interesting!
development! on! the! current! task! may! be! to! introduce! different! reward! categories! in! order! to!
determine!how!the!hedonic!valence!of!a!reward!influences!the!motivational!trajectories!of!the!animals.!
Negative!reinforcers!are!a!useful!means!for!strengthening!a!particular!behavioural!association!
and! can! be! implemented! to! require! either! an! active! or! inhibitory! avoidance! from! the! animal.(We!
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began! by! testing! a! whiteMnoise! stimulus! as! the! negative! reinforcer! in! early! behavioural! cohorts!
(Andermann! et! al! 2010).! This!was! then!paired!with! an! airpuff! during! training!development! stages.!
The! airpuff!was! eventually! decided! as! the! sole! negative! reinforcer! due! to! its! superior! salience! and!
effectivity! in!discouraging! licks!during! the!SM!and!punishment!periods.!Although!mice! trained!with!






that! they! discourage! participation! in! the! task! (Mechan! et! al.! 2009;! Sosulski! and! Hausser! 2012).! If!
excessive! punishment! occurred! during! early! training! phases! with! mice! that! were! apriori& biased!
towards!a!more!conservative!strategy,! it! typically!hindered!or!prevented! learning!of! the! task.!These!
mice! were! excluded! from! the! final! analysis.! The! difference! between! these! two! outcomes! can! be!
thought!of!in!terms!of!affectivity!of!the!underlying!associations.!It!is!possible!that!the!noise!functioned!
as!a!more!passive!outcome!and!was!thus!encoded!as!a!CS+!in!an!“absence!of!reward”!condition.!The!
airpuff! on! the! other! hand! can! be! argued! to! have! a! greater! affective! valence! as! it! causes! tactile!
feedback.(The! length! of! the! Punishment! state!was! set! as! 5s! to! function! as! a! ‘time! out’! period! that!




MultiMunit! activity! (MUA)! is! obtained! by! thresholding! a! highMpass! filtered! signal! to! detect! spiking!
events!of!multiple! cells! in! the!vicinity!of! the!electrode! site! (Supèr!and!Roelfsema!2005;!Mattia! et! al.!
2010).! Unlike! single–unit! recordings,! which! provide! a! detailed! account! of! response! properties! of!
individual! cells,!MUA! represents! the! pooled! output! of!many! neighbouring! cells! and! can! therefore!
mask!unique! individual! responses.! !However,!MUA!can!be! advantageous!when! trying! to! tease!out!
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shifts! in! motivational! state! would! be! more! likely! to! have! a! generalized! effect! on! cell! spiking! and!
therefore,! be! evident! in! the! activity! of! groups! of! neurons! with! different! tuning! preferences.!!
Furthermore,!MUA!recordings!are! reported! to!be! less!prone! to!drift! (Stark!and!Abeles!2007),!which!












Detection!Theory! (SDT)! sensitivity!metric,!d’,! appropriately! captures! the! changes! in!performance!of!
the! task!between! sessions!during! training! (Section! 3.1).! I! then!move! on! to! the!primary! focus! of! the!
chapter,!highlighting!the!impact!of!motivational!state!on!the!within>session!performance!by!using!the!
Receiver!Operating!Characteristic!(ROC)!space!for!visualisation.!!
The! second! part! of! the! chapter! (Section! 3.2)! develops! on! the! theme! of! motivation! and!
performance.! I! present! the! novel! result! that! a! state! of! overMmotivation! causes! an! imbalance! in!
behavioural!strategy!that!results!in!a!“masking”!of!true!discriminative!ability.!Our!results!indicate!that!
this! effect! is! consistent! and! reproducible! in! a! cohort! of! behaving! animals! (n=11).! I! introduce! three!
different! measures! of! motivational! state! within! a! session.! Starting! with! the! SDT! assessment! of!
response! bias! in! the! criterion! value( and! concluding! with! measures! of! response! vigour! in! lick!
frequency! and! relative! licking,! I! show! that! motivational! state! dynamically! changes! from! ‘overM











3.1 Learning Rates and Performance Vary Between Training Stages 
3.1.1(Discrimination(sensitivity(improves(between(sessions.((
We! trained! waterMdeprived,! headMfixed! mice! to! perform! a! simple! twoMcategory! visual!
discrimination! task.! Over! 4M6! weeks! they! learned! to! selectively! lick! for! a! S+! stimulus! (left! drifting!
vertical!gratings)!and!to!withhold!licks!during!the!SM!(upward!drifting!horizontal!gratings).!The!initial!
training!on! the! task! (Stage(4)! used! fullMfield! stimuli! and!progressed! from! the! autoshaping! stage!by!
introducing!a!NoGo!downward!drifting!horizontally!orientated!grating!(see!Section!2.2.1!for!details!of!
training! procedure! and! task! structure).! We! eventually! progressed! to! the! final! version! of! the! task!
where! S+/SM! were! monocularly! projected! and! occurred! with! equal! probability! from! the! very! first!
training! session! (Stage(5).! Each!positive! reinforcement! consisted!of! ~6£l! of!water! and!False!Alarms!
(FA)!were!negatively!reinforced!with!an!airpuff.!!
Most! mice! were! quick! to! acquire! the! task! contingencies! for! Stage! 4,! (range! between! 4M17!







The! histograms! showing! these! distributions! (Figure! 3.1)! were! taken! as! a! proxy! for! the!
underlying! sensory! percept! of! S+! and! SM,! respectively! (compare! Figure! 1.7,! Section! 1.4.1).! The! first!
session!showed!a!wide!spread!and!substantial!overlap!for!both!of!the!distributions.!Furthermore,!the!
arrows! representing! the! location! of! the! distribution! means,! were! close! together.! As! the! training!
progressed,! the! histograms! began! to! occupy! different! parts! of! the! probability! space,!with! a! higher!





process! outlined! by! SDT!where! the!discriminatory! ability! of! the! agent! is! assumed! to! improve! over!
experience! due! to! the! separation! of! the! internal! representations! of! the! stimuli! distributions! on! the!
sensory!axis!(see!Figure!1.7).!Figure!3.1B!shows!the!isosensitivity!curves!that!correspond!to!the!mean!
d’! values! for! the! 6! training! sessions.! As! the! performance! of! the!mouse! improved,! the! d’! functions!
moved!further!away!from!the!nonMdiscriminatory!(d’=0)!diagonal.!These!results!were!representative!of!
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Figure! 3.2! shows! the!mean!d’! values! for! the! session! range:!ΩffM5!Ωff,!where!Ωff! is! the! final!
session!of!Stage!4!once!criterion!of!stable!performance!has!been!reached.!The!faint!grey!lines!below!the!
group! curve! demonstrate! the! underlying! variability! of! individual! acquisition! rates! as! has! been!
reported! in! the!past! (Gallistel!et!al.!2004).! !The!autoshaping!stage!had!a!more!pronounced!effect!on!
certain! mice,! meaning! they! were! much! quicker! than! their! cage! mates! at! reaching! criterion! during!
Stage!4.!Therefore,!while!we!could!not!guarantee!that!all!mice!started!Stage!4!at!a!directly!comparable!
performance!level,!their!ability!to!discriminate!between!the!two!stimuli!was!well!matched!when!they!
achieved! criterion! performance.! To! minimise! the! effects! of! variability! in! acquisition! we! grouped!
sessions!from!different!mice!by!subtracting!from!the!criterion!session!when!calculating!the!averages!








































































































A!The!coloured! line!shows!the!group!mean!sensitivity! (n=12)! for!the! final!6! sessions!of! training!with! the!
fullLfield! stimulus! projection.! Faint! gray! lines! underneath! indicate! the! progress! of! individual!mice.! Error!
bars! represent! s.e.m.! B.! Isosensitivity! curves! for! the! group! d’! show! that! there! is! a! steady,! gradual!














demonstrates! that! learning! took! place! over! the! course! of! training.! Group! sensitivity! to! the!
discrimination! (mean! d’)! increased! from! 0.28! (±0.13),! to! 1.39! (±0.10),! between! the! first! and! final!
sessions.!We!used!the!group!mean!d’!values!to!construct!isosensitivity!curves!for!the!training!sessions!
(Figure!3.2B)!which!allowed!us!to!view!the!learning!progression!in!the!context!of!SDT!theory!and!ROC!
analysis! (see! Section! 1.4).! The! use! of! means! to! assess! both! the! withinMsession! performance! of!
individuals!and!group!progression!of!learning!is!not!ideal!as!it!tends!to!distort!individual!acquisition!
trends! and! can! cause! inaccurate! estimates! of! performance! (Gallistel! et! al.! 2004;! Macmillan! and!
Creelman!2005).! !Consequently,!our!use!of! it!here!is! intended!only!to!provide!a!broad!indicator!that!
the!training!paradigm!was!successful!and!to!contextualise!the!findings!to!current! literature!(Pinto!et!
al.! 2013;!Glickfeld! et! al.! 2013;! Lee! et! al.! 2012;!Komiyama! et! al.! 2010).!When! the!mice! progressed! to!




































! All!mice!were! required! to!perform!at! criterion! for!Stage!4!before! they!progressed! to!Stage!5,!
demonstrating!they!could!acquire!the!instrumental!associations!necessary!to!perform!a!twoMcategory!












































significant! differences! for! task!
acquisition.!!
A.! All! mice! showed! a! significant!
drop! in! performance! following!
the! transition! between! stages! 4!
and!5!of!training.!Significance!test!!
compares! the! mean! d’! between!
the!first!6!sessions!of!Stage!5!and!
final!6!session!of!stage!4.!
B.! All! mice! eventually! reached!








of! stages! 4! and! 5! were!
significantly! different.! Early!
monocular! sessions!are!provided!





























they! demonstrated! during! the! fullMfield! stimulation.! For! the! rest! of! the! cohort! it! was! necessary! to!
simplify!the!discrimination!by!increasing!the!difference!between!the!TF!of!the!drifts!for!the!2!stimuli!
(see!Chapter!2:!Section!2.2).!!On!average,!the!mice!took!7!sessions!to!reach!a!discriminative!ability!of!a!
similar! level! to! their! starting! level! on!Stage! 4! of! the! training! (red! line,! Figure! 3.4A).!Despite! slower!




comparison!of! the!means!and!variance!of!only! the! first! and! final! sessions!under! the! two!conditions!
highlighted!similarities!(Figure!3.5).!The!group!sensitivity!from!the!first!fullMfield!session!was!almost!
double! the! value! of! the! first! monocular! training! (d’st4=! 0.28! (±0.13),! to! d’st5=! 0.18).! This! was! not!
significant! although! the! particularly! wide! spread! of! individual! values! for! the! Stage! 5! condition!
(sem=±0.24)! during! the! initial! sessions!may! have! caused! an! artificial! skewing! of! the! group! average!
(Figure!3.5).!A!wider!spread!of!individual!values!around!the!group!average!was!seen!for!both!training!
























4.! The! final! sessions! showed!much! less! variability! around! the! group! average.! The!differences!
between! distributions! of! individual! values! for! the! final! (Ω)! sessions! of! the! 2! stages! were!
significant.!!Red!lines!of!box!plots!depict!the!median!for!each!group,!with!outer!edges!of!the!box!








was!much! lower! for!both!conditions! (sem=±0.10!and!sem=±0.07! for!stages!4!and!5!respectively).!The!
tighter! clustering! around! the! group! average! yielded! a! significant! difference! between! the! two!
conditions,!with!higher!values!when!the!stimuli!were!presented!to!the!full!visual!field!(p<0.05).!!
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While! the!group!progress! between! subsequent! sessions! followed!a!monotonically! increasing!




to! reinforcers! (Fawcett! 2006),! both!of!which! are!heavily! influenced!by!motivational! state! (Salamone!
and! Correa! 2012).! To! our! knowledge,! this! is! the! first! use! of! ROC! space! to! relate! motivation! and!
performance!during!behaviour.!We!started!by!exploring! the!evolution!of!performance!within!single!
sessions! for! individual!mice!by! splitting!each! session! into!12! segments! (normalised! to! the! total! trial!
number)!and!evaluating!Hit!and!FA!rates!for!each!of!these.!Focusing!on!the!performance!of!individual!
animals! at! more! than! a! single! point! per! session! allowed! us! to! look! beyond! the! potential! biases!




the! Stage! 4! training! period.! The! colouring! of! the! dots! in! each! subplot! corresponds! to! evolution! of!
performance! in! time,! from! the! start! (red)! to! the!end! (green)!of! the! session.!As! the!animal! learnt! the!
task,! the! clusters! of!Hit/FA! points! typically!moved! further! away! from! the! neutral! sensitivity! (d’=0)!
diagonal!(for!example!compare!sessions!1,3!and!6!of!Figure!3.6).!!
!We!noticed! that! in!all!of! the!sessions! the!Hit/FA!pairs! followed!a!broadly!similar! trajectory.!
The!Hit/FA! pairs! occupied! a!more! northMeasterly! position! in! the! ROC! axis! at! the! start! of! a! session!
when! animals! were! in! an! overmotivated( state! (Figure! 3.6a,! red! dots).! By! the! end! of! the! session,!
however,!mice!would! reach! an!undermotivated( state! and!Hit/FA! pairs!were! found! in! the! extreme!
southMwest!corner!of!ROC!space!(Figure!3.6A,!green!and!blue!dots).!Throughout!the!training!we!saw!a!




(Figure!3.6B).!We!were!therefore!able! to!explore! the!typical!effect!of!motivation!on!a! learned!simple!







A.!The! smaller!plots! show!performance! for! single!sessions!over! the!course!of! stage! 4! training!as!Hit/FA!
pairs!within!ROC!space.!These!6!sessions!relate!to!the!Hit/FA!distributions!presented! in!Figure!3.1.!Each!
point!corresponds!to!the!Hit/FA!pair!from!a!given!timeLpoint!within!the!session.!The!timing!colour!code!is!
given!on! the! lower!right.!Session!number!can!be!found!above!each! individual!plot.!The!points!gradually!
move!away!from!the!neutral!(d'=0)!diagonal!as!the!mean!d'!increases!between#sessions.!The!larger!panel!
on!the!right!is!adapted!from!Figure!1.2.!It!indicates!the!colour!code!used!to!relate!performance!output!to!
motivation.! The! different! shading! indicates! the! portions! of! ROC! space! where! overmotivated! (red)! ,!
'optimal'!(purple)!and!undermotivated!(green)!behaviour!typically!occurs.#B.#After!the!task!contingencies!








































































































































































































































































3.2 Motivational State Interferes with Instrumental Behaviour 
In! this! section! I! show! that!motivational! factors! have! a! very! stereotyped! effect! on! a! visuallyMguided!
discrimination! task,!masking! the! learnt! task! contingencies! when! an! animal! is! in! an! overmotivated!
state!at!the!start!of!a!session.!I!start!by!presenting!the!performance!changes!within!the!criterion!session!
of! Stage! 5! (Ωm),! revealing! a! stereotyped! evolution! from! the! start! to! the! end! of! the! session.! I! then!
present!the!criterion!session!of!Stage!4!(Ωff),!which!shows!a!different!pattern!that!gives!insight!into!the!
underlying! processes! that! support! learning! during! the! different! stages.! I! go! on! to! highlight! how!
motivational! state! changes! over! the! course! of! a! session! using! a! number! of! different! measures.! ! I!
suggest!that!it!is!these!motivational!factors!that!account!for!the!observed!behavioural!changes.!!
3.2.1.( OverGmotivation( masks( discrimination( sensitivity( and( goalGdirected(
behaviour.(
To! examine! the! broad! impact! of! motivation! on! the! expression! of! a! learned! instrumental!
behaviour!at!the!timescale!of!a!single!session,!a!session!was!initially!split!into!three!equal!segments!for!
analysis! (Initial,!Middle,! Final).! This! analysis! was! carried! out! using! the! final! Stage! 5! session! (Ωm),!
where!the!mice!had!learnt!the!instrumental!contingencies!of!the!task!and!had!demonstrated!a!stable!
ability!to!discriminate!between!the!S+!and!SM!over!consecutive!sessions.!Importantly,!at!this!stage!the!






of! the! session,! the!mice!were! overmotivated! and! typically! performed!with! high! values! for! both! of!
these!(Hit=0.76(±0.04),!FA=0.55(±0.05)).!In!the!middle!segment!the!performance!could!be!said!to!optimise,!
giving!the!furthest!separation!between!the!two!values!as!Hit!rates!remain!high!while!FA!rates!are!low!
(Hit=0.56(±0.06),! FA=0.18(±0.05)).!During! the! final! segment,! both! response! rates!decreased!dramatically!
(Hit=0.27(±0.04),! FA=0.03(±0.01).! The! separation! between!Hit! and! FA! values! remained! large,! giving! an!
appropriately!high!sensitivity!value!but! the!high!proportion!of!Misses! (73%!(±0.04))! implies! that! the!
mice!were!no!longer!well!engaged!in!the!task.!These!changes!to!task!participation!are!the!behavioural!
manifestation! of! an! undermotivated! state! due! to! the! decrease! of! both! activational* and! directional*
aspects!of!motivation!(see!Section!1.5.4!for!contextual!background).!!





































































d’final=! 1.29! (±0.17))! and! is! comparable! to!mean! d’! values! observed! in! early! acquisition!where!mice!












The!behaviour!shown!by! the!mice! in! the! final! session!of!Stage!5! implied! that!despite!a!clear!
ability! to! perform! the! discrimination! task! to! a! high! level,! the! mice! consistently! acted! with! a!
suboptimal!behavioural!policy!when!they!were!in!an!overmotivated!state!at!the!start!of!a!session.!To!







between! the! Initial! and! Middle! segments,! these! changes! are! proportional! within! the! pairs.! This!
gradual! responding! rate!effect! can!be!accounted! for!by!a! response!bias!modification!which!predicts!
that!agents!can!perform!a!discrimination! task!at!many!different!responding!rates!while!maintaining!
Figure!3.8!Group!average!performance!within!criterion!session!(Ωff)!of!Stage!4.!
A.# Group! average! Hit! and! FA! rates! over! different! stages! in! the! session.! (all! error! bars! show!






















































A! comparison! of! the! average!Hit! rates! for! the!middle! and! final! segment! on! the! other! hand,!
shows!that!unlike!the!results!we!saw!for!Stage!5,!response!rates!were!maintained!at!a!high!level!until!
the!end!of!the!session!for!Stage!4.!Looking!at!the!sensitivity!of!the!group!for!the!3!segments!shows!that!
the! discriminative! ability! of! the!mice!was!much!more! consistent! (d’initial! !=! 1.09! (±0.13)! d’middle!=! 1.06!
(±0.16)!d’final=!1.55!(±0.13))! throughout!the!session! in!comparison!to!the!3!segments!of! the!monocular!
session.! Testing! for! significance! to! determine! the! likelihood! of! the! values! originating! in! different!
distributions!highlighted!a!small!difference!between!the!middle!and!final!segments!(p<0.05).!!Despite!
the!relative!consistency!between!d’!values!over! the!session! in!Stage!4,!we!noted!a!slight!decrease! in!
performance!during!the!middle!segment.!We!sometimes!observed!that!mice!stopped!participating!in!









variance! of! the! individual! Hit/FA! pairs! from! the! group! between! the! segments! we! considered! the!
spread!of! the!data!as!ellipses!centred!on!the!group!mean!and!scaled!by!1.5!standard!deviations!of!a!
2DMGaussian! fit! (each! coloured! ellipse! in! Figure! 3.9! corresponds! to! the! Hit/FA! pairs! of! the! same!
colour).!!!
These!figures!demonstrate!the!higher!degree!of!overlap!between!the!segments!for!the!fullMfield!
session! than! for! the!monocular! session.! Specifically,! we! can! see! that! a! considerable! portion! of! the!
upper! left!quadrant!of! the!ROC!axes! is!captured!by! the!distributions!of!all!3!segments! in!Figure!3.9!








within! each! segment.! In! Stage! 5,! the! ellipses! follow! the! same! slope! but! are! parallel,! whereas! the!
alignment! of! the! red! and! orange! ellipses! in! Stage! 4! is! very! well! matched.! For! both! stages! and!
especially!for!the!monocular!condition,!the!minor!axis!of!ellipse!for!the!final!segment!was!shorter!than!































Figure! 3.10! shows! the! evolution! of! the! performance! for! each! mouse! (faint! grey! lines),!
confirming!that!the!changes!seen!on!the!group!level!were!also!consistently!observed!for!the!individual!
animals.!The!starting!points!for!the!individual!trajectories!were!typically!closer!to!the!diagonal!(d’=0)!







grey! line! is! the!mean! session! trajectory! for! all! mice! over! 6! segments.! A! detailed! discussion! of! the!
interactions!between!motivation!and!performance!follows!in!Section!3.3.2.!
!
Figure! 3.10! Individual! and! «typical»!
performance!trajectories!(Ωm).!!
Main! panel! shows! performance!
trajectories! for! each!mouse! in! the! cohort!
(grey! lines)! while! the! arrow! depicts! the!
theoretical!“typical”!trajectory!based!on!a!
cubic! smoothing! spline! fit! of! the! Hit/FA!
pairs! from!the!Ωm!(see!Figure!2,!Appendix!
B).! Inset! shows! the! typical! trajectory!
(pink)! in! the! context! of! the! d’! values! for!
the! 3! sections.!We! include! the! individual!
6Lsegment! trajectories! on!which! the! fit! is!
based! (gray! lines).! The! darker! gray! line!






































details)! to! assess!motivational! changes.! Briefly,! the! value! of! the! criterion! gives! an! indication! of! an!
agent’s!underlying!behavioural!strategy.!In!a!learnt!task!where!sensory!distributions!are!already!fixed!




Criterion! value! can! thus! be! understood! as! reflecting! the! more! “directional”! aspects! of! motivation.!
Figure!3.11!shows!that!the!criterion!steadily!increased!over!the!course!of!the!monocular!session!(Cinitial!!
=!M0.52!(±0.16),!Cmiddle!=!0.55!(±0.20),!Cfinal=!1.49!(±0.11))!in!an!approximately!linear!manner!between!the!3!
segments,! both! for! the! group! and! for! individual!mice.! This!was! also! broadly! true! for! the! fullMfield!
projection!(Cinitial!!=! M0.12!(±0.19),!Cmiddle!=!0.51!(±0.23),!Cfinal=!0.80!(±0.18))!although!2!of!the!animals!did!
not! follow! the! trend! in! one! of! the! analysis! segments! (red! paths,! bottom! inset! of! Figure! 3.11).! The!
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changes! to! criterion! value! between! segments! were! less! extreme! (closer! to! c=0,! see! Figure! 3! in!
Appendix!B!for!ROC!plots!in!terms!of!criterion)!for!the!Stage!4!session!and!the!slope!of!mean!criterion!
line!was! shallower! than! for!Stage!5! (grey! lines! in!main!panel!of!Figure!3.11).!This! suggests! that! the!
animals!were! less!vulnerable! to!motivational! influences!and!kept!a!more! stable! criterion!value!over!
the! session.! Despite! this,! the! wide! spread! of! the! distributions! ensured! that! only! the! final! segment!
showed! a! significant! difference! between! the! two! stages.! The! changing! criterion! value! for! the! final!
monocular! session! indicates! that! all! mice! gradually! shifted! between! riskMtaking! and! riskMaverse!
strategies!over!the!course!of!a!session.!The!wide!spread!of!the!distributions!of!the!absolute!values!is!
unsurprising!given! that! factors!determining! the!baseline!“riskiness”!of!decisions!by!each!mouse!are!
likely!to!be!unique!to!that!individual.!To!explore!this!baseline,!we!compared!the!criterion!values!set!by!
each! individual!mouse! for! stages! 4! and! 5! (Figure! 3.11B).! The!majority! of! dataMpoints! for! the! initial!
segments!fell!on!above!the!diagonal!indicating!that!mice!tended!to!set!higher!criterion!values!early!in!
the!session!during!Stage!4!of!the!task.!This!tendency!reversed!during!the!middle!segment!until!finally!


















































Each! circle! is! a! value! for! an! individual! animal! (n=16)!with! black! stars! as! the! group!mean.! The! inset!
panels! show! the! evolution! of! criterion! for! the! individual! mice,! confirming! that! the! overwhelming!













been!used!as!a! readout!of!motivational! state! (Niv!2007;!Niv!et!al.! 2007)!and! this! concept! is!perhaps!
most! easily! adapted! to! different! task! structures.! Salamone!&!Correa! (2002,! 2012)! also! proposed! an!
“activational”!aspect! to!motivation! that!broadly! invigorates! instrumental!performance.!We!took! this!
idea!as! formulated!by!Niv!et!al! for!analysis!of! freeMoperant!behaviour,!and!applied! it! to! the!current!
task!to!explore!three!complementary!measures:!lick!frequency,!lick!‘efficiency’!(or!relative!licking)!and!
lick! latency.!We! further! refined! these!metrics! by! examining!how! they! changed!during! the!different!
trial/case!states!(ie!Stimulus,!ITI)!within!individual!trails.!In!the!rest!of!this!section,!trial!states!will!be!












































































single! trials,! Licks/trial! are! evident! by! tracking! horizontally! at! each! line.! Vertical! orange! lines! provide! a!









licking! patterns! that! follow! in! this! section.! To! this! purpose,! the! vertical! orange! lines! in! the! upper!





B.( Lick( frequency( is( a( sensitive( assessment( of( the( “activational”( aspect( of(
motivation(
We! measured! the! licking( frequency( (LFreq)! of! the! mice! during! the! criterion! sessions! by!
counting!the!absolute!number!of!licks!that!each!mouse!performed!per!trail.!!As!the!timing!of!trials!was!
not! fixed! and!was!determined! by! a! combination! of! responses!made! by! the! animals! (to! trigger! case!
state! changes)! and!variable! ITI! assignment! by!LabVIEW,! each!LFreq!value!was!normalised!by! trial!
length.! !We! then! calculated! the!mean!LFreq! for! the! ‘Initial’,! ‘Middle’! and! ‘Final’! segments! for! each!
individual! mouse! (grey! lines! Figure! 3.13)! and! a! group! average.! The! variability! of! absolute! LFreq!
values!within!the!group!was!large!for!the!‘Initial’!segment.!We!found!no!systematic!trend!between!the!
size!of!these!values!and!deprivation!parameters!(results!not!shown)!suggesting!that!this!variation!was!
more! indicative! of! an! intrinsic! baseline! of! individual! animals.! Despite! this! variability! the! mice! all!
followed! the! group! trend,! with! LFreq! decreasing! over! the! course! of! the! session! (Stage! 4[LFinitial! !=!
4.96(±0.49),! LFmiddle!=! 3.07(±0.37),! LFfinal!=! 1.95(±0.27],! Stage! 5[LFinitial!!=! 4.34(±0.46),! LFmiddle!=! 3.12(±0.44),!
LFfinal!=!1.00(±0.09)]!Figure!3.13!only!Stage!5! is! shown).!This! is! consistent!with! the!motivational! state!
making! a! transition! between! over! and! undermotivation,! where! under! high! motivation! animals!





We! calculated! LFreq! for! the! different! timeMperiods! within! trials! to! investigate! whether! any!
changes!between! the!2!conditions!were!being!obscured!by!only!considering!LFreq! for!a!whole! trial.!
Under! optimised! behavioural! policy! animals! should! preferentially! increase! the! amount! of! an!
instrumental! action! that! they! engage! in! during! timeMperiods! where! it! will! be! rewarded.! We! were!
particularly! interested! in! considering! the!differences!between! trial!periods!where! licking! carried!no!
instrumental! benefit,! namely! the! Buffer! and! the! ITI! periods! versus! the! timeMperiods! where! licking!
resulted!in!the!highest!payoff,!the!S+!stimulus!and!reward!periods!of!Hit!trials.!High!frequency!licking!
during!the!ITI!and!Buffer!can!be!thought!of!as!energetically!wasteful!(“adjunctive!licking”!(Falk!1971))!
and! reflective! of! a! suboptimal! behavioural! policy.! The! three! timeMperiod! breakdowns! showed! the!
same!general! trend!of! gradually!decreasing!LFreq! as!noted! above! for! the!whole! trial!with! the!high!
benefit! timeMperiods! showing! the! highest! frequencies! throughout,! as! expected.! We! did,! however,!
Figure!3.13!Average!lick!frequency!per!trial!for!each!of!the!3!segments.!
The! lick! frequency! per! trial! decreases! over! the! course! of! a! session.! Inset:!
Consistent! with! the! group! trend,! all! individual! mice! showed! a! decrease! in! lick!
frequency! over! the! course! of! the! session.! Pairwise! comparisons! between! the!

























observe!a! subtle!difference!between! the!decreases! shown!by!Buffer! and! ITI!LFreq!during! the! initial!
segment! between! stages! 4! and! 5.! The! arrows! in! Figure! 3.14! point! out! this! significantly! different!
separation! between! the! Buffer! and! ITI! LFreq! for! Stage! 4! and! Stage! 5! (Student’s! tMtest:! p<! 0.018,!
Wilcoxon!signMrank:!p<0.037).!The!bars!in!the!upper!portion!of!the!main!panel!represent!the!absolute!
difference,!with! the! group! average! for! Stage! 5! (2.16! (±0.45)),!more! than! twice! the! value! for! Stage! 4!
(0.75(±0.34)).!!
Figure!3.14!Lick!frequency!over!the!3!segments!varies!for!different!timeLperiods.!!
A! comparison! between! the! two! stages! shows! a! subtle! but! interesting! differences:! the!
separation!between!the!LFreq! for!buffer!and! ITI!periods! in! the! initial! segments! is! greater! for!
Stage!5!than!stage!4.!For!both!stages,!the!upper!line!refers!to!the!buffer!period!LFreq!and!the!




































occurring!during!a!particular! timeMperiod! in! the!context!of!overall! licking!within! that! trial,! for!more!
details!see!Table!3.1!and!Section!2.4.1).!By!this!definition,!a!highly!efficient!animal!would!concentrate!
licking!activity! to! timeMperiods!when! the!action!could! lead! to! triggering!or! collecting! the!water!and!
not!engage! in!adjunctive! licking! in!other! timeMperiods.!Animals!under!high!motivation!on! the!other!
hand! should! show!a!more!generalised! increase! in! instrumental! responding! (Dickinson!and!Balleine!
1994)!which!increases!licking!indiscriminately!in!all!timeMperiods.!The!shifts!in!the!values!of!LRel!over!
the! course! of! a! session! can! therefore! provide! a! valuable! insight! into! the! motivational! state! of! the!
animal.!
!
For! each! of! the! stages,!we! compared! how! the! LRel! changed! over! the! session! for! rewarding!
timeMperiods!versus!those!that!carried!no!instrumental!gain!(‘hits”!vs!Buffer!or!ITI).!Figure!3.15!shows!
that!at!the!start!of!the!session!in!Stage!5,!the!Buffer!period!carried!the!highest!LRel!value.!Gradually!
Figure! 3.15! Relative! licking! for!
different! timeLperiods! (Stages! 4!
and!5).!!
The!LRel!(or!lick!efficiency)!for!the!
buffer! period! reveals! a! significant!
difference! between! the! two!
stages.! The!upper! panel! depicts! a!
schematic! of! the! context! for! each!
of! the!«timeLperiods»!used! in! the!
relative!licking!(LRel)!analyses.!For!
the!Hits!context!only!Hit!outcome!
trials! were! considered;! whereas!
for! the!Buffer! and! ITI!we!used! all!
trials.! ! The! LRel! changes! are!
similar! between! Stage! 4! (b)! and!


























































‘hit’! period.! ! For! Stage! 4! a! different! pattern! emerged,! with! Buffer! and! “hit”! LRel! values! closely!
tracking! each! other! before! the! licks! of! the! “hit”! periods! eventually! dominated! during! the! final!
segment.!When!we!related!this!to!the!LFreq!values!and!motivational!state!for!the!session!we!saw!that!
during! the! points! within! the! trial! where! responding! was! still! high! but! behaviour! was! highly!
discriminative,! the! variance! of! the!data! for! the! “hits”! and!Buffer! overlapped! (Stage! 5:! LRel!MMID! and!
Stage! 4:! LRel! MINI! and! LRel! MMID.)! In! the! undermotivated,! conservativeMpolicy! part! of! the! session,!
however,! the! ‘hits”! LRel! dominated! completely! over! the! timeMperiods! where! licking! held! no!





(LRelfull:! 1.84(±0.17),! 1.33(±0.19)! and! LRelmono:! 1.74(±0.15),! 1.20(±0.18)).! ! The! LRel! value! for! the! initial!
segment,! however,! was! significantly! different! between! these! 2! conditions! (LRelfull:! 1.58(±0.14),!
LRelmono:!2.45(±0.23),!p<0.0028).!Overall,! the!Buffer!LRel! for! the! fullMfield!stimulation!was!very!stable!
over! the! 3! segments! during! the! session,! with! a! slight! increase! during! the! middle! segment.! These!





showed! a! trend! similar! to! the!monocular! condition! in! Figure! 3.15,!with! a! gradual!decrease! in!LRel!







The! final! lickMbased! measurement! that! we! used! to! assess! the! withinMsession! changes! in!
behaviour! was! timing! of! the! first! lick! in! a! trial.! While! the! LFreq! and! LRel! reflect! the! activational!
aspects! of!motivation,! the! latency!of! an! instrumental! response! can!provide! a!more!nuanced! insight!
into!behavioural!policy.!Latencies!have!been!used!as!indicators!of!behavioural! impulsivity!(Bari!and!
Robbins! 2013;! Mayrhofer! et! al.! 2013;! Mayse! et! al.! 2014)! and! the! ability! to! inhibit! inappropriate!
responses!in!stopMsignal!reaction!time!tasks!(SST).!We!began!by!looking!at!the!first!lick!PSTHs!for!the!




over! the! time! range! of! 0L8s! to! account! for! all! possible! first! licks! of! ! the! four! trial! types.! A! pairwise!




















































that! may! have! happened! at! any! stage! during! the! ITI! period.! We! noted! that! the! lick! counts! were!
bimodally!distributed!with!a!sharp!early!peak,!the!primary!(1°)!response,!occurring!immediately!after!
stimulus! onset! and! a! broad,!multiMpeaked! secondary! (2°)! response! at! the! end! of! the! Buffer! period,!
clustered!around!the!0.5s! timeMbin.! !A!sharper!peak! in! the! lick!timings! indicates!a!more!stereotyped!
behaviour! that! is! inflexible! from! trial! to! trial,! typically! seen! in!Pavlovian! and!overMtrained!habitual!
instrumental! responses.!A!spread! in! lick! latency!values!on! the!other!hand! is!more! likely! to! reflect!a!
flexible!decision!making!process!where!the!animal’s!G/NG!choice!is!based!on!accumulating!evidence!
dependent! on! the! trial! variables! and! internal! state.! We! therefore! classified! the! 1°! response! as! a!






Stage!5! latencies!belonging! to! this! second!grouping!occurred! immediately!after!0.5s.! !Consequently,!
there! is!also!a!noticeable!difference! in! the!slopes! leading!up!to! the!0.5s!Buffer!cutMoff.!We!tested!the!
group!latency!distributions!for!the!2!training!stages!for!significant!divergence!over!the!whole!trial!and!
found! that! over! their! whole! range! their! differences! did! not! reach! significance.! Using! a! paired,!
Student’s! ttest! test! of! the! PSTH! profiles! (Figure! 3.16,! p=0.00024)! to! include! only! the! time! bins!
contributing! to! the! secondary! response! then! revealed! that! lick! latency! values! were! significantly!




To! provide! further! insight! into! the! source! of! the! divergence! and! to! relate! the! differences! to!
performance! indicators! we! split! the! sessions! into! 3! equal! segments! as! with! all! previous! analyses!
(Figure!3.17,!3!plots!corresponding!to! ‘Initial’,! ‘Middle’,! ‘Final’!segments! from!top).!We!extracted!all!
! 94!!
Motivational!Influences!on!Simple!Visual!Discrimination! !! !
Hit! and! FA! trial! latencies! from!within! each! segment! and! used! a! new! time! range! between! 0! and! 2!
seconds! to! construct! PSTHs! for! the! lick! latencies.! Comparing! the! fullMfield! and!monocular! sessions!





PSTH! profiles! for! Hits! and! FAs! in! initial! segment! were! very! similar.! This! implies! that! the! lick!
responses!of!the!mice!did!not!change!irrespective!of!the!stimulus!that!was!being!presented!during!the!
























































Time to first lick (s) 
Figure!3.17!First!lick!latency!profiles!for!Hit!and!FA!trials.!
The!gray!lines!in!each!subplot!represent!the!normalised!PSTH!profiles!for!FA!trials!while!the!coloured!lines!
indicate! the! Hit! trial! latencies.! Excluding! the! 'Initial'! segment! in! Stage! 5,! each! of! the! subplots! shows! a!
significantly!different!latency!profile!between!the!2!trial!outcome!types.!The!failure!to!observe!this! in!the!
early!stages!of!the!Stage!5!session!suggests!that!the!instrumental!component!of!behaviour!was!very!low!as!








broader! spread! around! the! 0.5s! time!point! and/or! between! 0.5M1s! (at! later! stages! in! the! session,! see!
bottom! panel! in! Figure! 3.17! for! latencies! during! the! final! segment).! After! identifying! peak! latency!
timeMbins,!we!averaged!all!of!the!latencies!values!within!those!timeMbin!to!obtain!an!absolute!latency!




the! instrumental! component,! both! stages! displayed! changing! lick! latencies! over! the! course! of! the!
session! for! both! absolute! and! timeMbin! values.! These! differences! between! the! timing! of! the! two!
response!components!reinforces!their!being!supported!by!different!underlying!processes,!with!the!1°!
component! showing! more! stereotyped,! automated! timing,! while! the! 2°! component! remains! more!
prone!to!variation!suggesting!a!flexible!decision!making!process.!
We! calculated! the! ratio! between! the! peaks! of! the! 2°! and! 1°! response! to! quantify! which!
grouping! (Pavlovian! or! Instrumental)! was! relatively! more! dominant! in! contributing! first! lick!
responses! (see! Table1,! Appendix! B).! For! the! Stage! 5! sessions,! the! Pavlovian! component! of! the!
behaviour!was!very!dominant!in!the!initial!segment!for!all!mice!and!this!was!reflected!in!the!0.24!ratio!
value!for!the!peaks!of!the!two!response!types!(3!first!licks!occurred!within!the!0.04!timeMbin!for!every!1!









and! the!most! frequently! occurring! first! lick! values! belonged! to! the! second,! instrumental! grouping.!
This!was!true!for!both!stages.!Stage!4!showed!a!consistent!ratio!between!the!2°!response!types!for!the!
initial! and! middle! segments! indicating! that! the! instrumental! component! was! less! vulnerable! to!
masking.!The!PSTH!profiles! for! the! FA! trials! also! showed! interesting! stereotyped!peaks,!which! are!
indicative! of! the! types! of! errors! (failure! to! stop! and/or! failure! to!wait,! (Mayse! et! al.! 2014))! that! can!
trigger!false!responses!in!mice.!!
As!the!2°!response!was!generally!much!broader,!we!further!quantified!the!relative!contribution!
of! the! 1°! and! 2°! response! to! the! overall!Hit! PSTH!profile! for! the! three! segments! by! calculating! the!
AUC!bounded!by!3!distinct!ranges!within!the!0M2s!(0M0.2s:!corresponding!to!the!Pavlovian!component;!




The! AUC! values! highlight! that! the! Pavlovian! licking! contribution! was! relatively! stable!




the!Buffer!cutMoff)!made!a! larger!contribution! than! the! later!component! to! first! lick!responses! in! the!
middle!segment!(Stage!4:!AUC0.4M0.6=0.27,!AUC0.6M0.8=0.22!a.u.;!Stage!5:!AUC0.4M0.6=0.19,!AUC0.6M0.8=0.15!a.u).!
The! later! instrumental! component! continued! to! increase! into! the! final! segment,! however,! and!
eventually! contributed! the! largest! proportion! of! first! lick! latencies! of! all! three! AUC! timeMbounds!
(AUC0.6M0.8=0.08,!AUC0.6M0.8=0.52!a.u.!for!Initial!and!Final!in!Stage!5!respectively).!Importantly,!when!we!
examine! the! contribution! of! the! Pavlovian! versus! instrumental! response! types! in! the! different!
segments!of!the!session!we!can!see!that!in!Stage!5,!the!Pavlovian!element!dominates!over!the!summed!
AUC!of! the! two!instrumental!components! in! the! ‘Initial’!segment!when!the!performance!measure! is!





coming! to!dominate!over! the! course!of! the! session.!However,! the! instrumental! components!make!a!
much!greater! contribution!during! the! Initial! segment! than! in!Stage!5!and! this! then!persists! into! the!








Depicts! the! AUC! integrals! for! latency! profiles! normalised! to! the! max! bin! count! within! a!
segment.!The!Pavlovian!component! is! relatively! stable! for!both!stage!4!and!5! throughout!


























































within!a!session!can!be! interpreted!as! the!value! that! the!animal!places!on!a!particular!action!and/or!
outcome!(equivalent!to!‘total!time!spent!feeding’/’total!food!intake’!(Salamone!and!Correa!2002).!The!
bottom!right!panel!of!Figure!3.19! shows! that! across! the! range!of!deprivation! levels! ! (80M95%),! there!
was!no!clear!regression!to!the!amount!of!water!the!animals!drank!in!the!final!session.!We!confirmed!
that! the! group! plot!was! not! obscuring! trends! for! individual!mice! (see! Figures! 5M7,!Appendix! B! for!
individual!plots!for!all!sessions).!Equally,!we!found!the!same!lack!of!correlation!between!deprivation!
level! and! standard! SDT!measures! that! we! used! to! measure! performance! of! an! animal.! The! upper!
panel!of!Figure!3.19!shows!the!mean!d’!within!a!session!versus!deprivation!level!taken!from!all!Stage!5!
behaviour!sessions!for!all!mice.!It!could!be!argued!that!the!mean!d’!from!any!given!session!averages!
out! the! true!correlation!between!deprivation!and!performance! levels.!We!discounted! this!possibility!
by!also!looking!at!the!d’!recorded!for!the!‘Initial’!segments!of!the!Ω!sessions!against!the!deprivation!
level! (Figure! 3.19,! bottom! left! panel).! The! body!weight! of! the! animals!was!maintained! at! 80%! and!
above! of! their! freeMfeeding!weight! throughout! the! training! and! testing! periods.! Preliminary! results!
had! proven! that! it! was! necessary! to! start! at! the! lower! end! of! this! range! to! provide! sufficient!
motivation! for! mice! to! engage! in! the! task! when! starting! training.! Throughout! the! course! of! the!








did! not! see! a! trend! between! the! overall! session! performance! (mean! d')! and! deprivation! level.! B.!
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3.2.6.( Instrumental( performance( always( remains( vulnerable( to( motivational(
“masking”(
It!could!be!argued! that! the! low!contribution!of! instrumental!behaviour! to!early!stages!of! the!
Ωm!session!merely!indicates!that!the!animals!were!still!in!a!dynamic!learning!phase!rather!than!being!
due!to!the!masking!effects!of!overMmotivation.!To!discount!this!possibility!we!contrast!the!behaviour!
shown! by! a!mouse! over! two! consecutive! sessions! under! a! state! of! relative! satiation! on! day! 1! and!
normal! deprivation! on! day! 2.! This! compelling! example! convincingly! demonstrates! the! persistent!
vulnerability! of! instrumental! behaviour! to! “masking”! by! motivation! irrespective! of! prior!
performance.!!
During! the! first! session! that! was! conducted! under! a!more! satiated! state! we! found! that! the!
instrumental! component! of! the! behaviour! remained! stable,! with! high! d’! values! throughout.! We!
established!satiation!by!preMfeeding,!which!has!been!described!previously!as!an!effective!shortMterm!
manipulation!of!motivation!for!reward!incentive!and!responding!(Salamone!et!al.!1991;!Aberman!and!
Salamone! 1999).! PreMfeeding! consisted! of! free! water! access! for! 1M2! minutes! before! the! behaviour!
session.!We!found!that!this!was!sufficient!to!completely!remove!the!overmotivated!licking!otherwise!
seen!at!the!beginning!of!behaviour!sessions!and!allowed!the!mouse!to!immediately!engage!with!and!
sustain! goalMdirected! instrumental! responding! (‘Satiated’! in! Figure! 3.20A,! left! panel).! In! contrast,!




indicating! that! the! animals! were! responding! without! any! differentiation! between! the! two! stimuli!
(d’INI=0.04,!Hitini=0.78,!FAINI=0.77).!Once!the!influence!of!motivation!normalised,!the!animal!returned!to!
levels! of! responding! and! performance! indicators! of! a! level! that! had! been! previously! demonstrated!
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lickMbased! indicators! (LFreq! and! LRel)! indicating! that! the!motivational! influences! described! in! the!
previous! section! were! much! reduced! or! completely! absent.! Specifically,! the! slope! of! the! decrease!
followed! by! the! LFreq! over! the! 3! segments! was! minimal,! there! was! no! crossover! for! LRelHit! and!
LRelBUFF!and!the!criterion!remained!above!0!throughout.!This!convincingly!shows!that!the!“masking”!
of! high! discriminative! ability! is! caused! by! shortMterm! motivational! influences! rather! than! the!
persistence!of!a!dynamic!learning!phase!leading!to!unstable!instrumental!responding.!
We! also! explored! the! firstMlick! latencies! for! ‘Satiated’! and! ‘Deprived’! to! validate! the! relative!
contributions! of! the! 2! types! of! responding! (Pavlovian! and! instrumental).! Initially!we! looked! at! the!
overall!latencies!collapsing!the!results!over!all!outcomes!(Figure!3.21).!The!profiles!of!the!PSTHs!were!








between! the! two! sessions).!As!with! the! ‘Satiated’! session,! there!was! some! evidence! of! a! secondary!
response!grouping!close!to!0.5s.!These!latencies!reflect!the!responses!of!the!mouse!that!occurred!in!the!
final! segments! towards! the! end! of! the! session.! It! is! the! primary! response! directly! after! trial! onset,!
however,!that!holds!proportionally!more!of!the!latency!values!from!the!whole!session!(each!PSTH!is!
normalised!to!the!max!bin!count).!This!grouping!captures!the!initial,!unconsidered!Pavlovian!licking!
that! the! animals! engage! in! when! in! an! overmotivated! state.! ! The! inset! of! Figure! 3.21! shows! the!
absolute! heights! of! the! two! response! groupings.! The! 1°! and! 2°! responses! for! ‘Deprived’! are! very!
similar!to!the!responses!observed!for!the!group!in!the!inset!of!Figure!3.16.!The!‘Satiated’!session!on!the!
other!hand!shows!a!dominant!2°!response!and!a!reduced!Pavlovian!component!when!compared!to!the!





We! then! considered! the! latency! PSTHs! for! only! the! Hit! outcomes! over! the! three! different!
session!segments.!A!comparison!of! the! lick!rates!for!Hit! trials!between!the! ‘Deprived’!and!‘Satiated’!
sessions! showed!a! clear!difference! in! all! of! the! segments! (difference! is! shaded!grey! in!Figure! 3.22).!
This! further!confirms!that! first! lick! latency!to! ‘Go’! in!the!S+!case!differentially!affects!overmotivated!




rightwards! between! the! initial! and! final! segments.! For! the! ‘Satiated’! session! most! lick! latencies!
occured!post!0.5s!throughout!the!session.!For!‘Deprived’!on!the!other!hand,!the!larger!proportion!of!
the!PSTH!profile!was!within!the!0M0.5s!bounds!for!the!initial!segment!(when!motivation!is!high!and!d’!
is! low)! and! then! the! profile!was! approximately! equally!weighted! between! 0M0.5s! and! 0.5M1s! for! the!
middle!section!when!performance!was!improving!and!motivational!control!was!diminishing.!For!the!
Figure! 3.21! FirstLlick! latencies! over! all!
outcomes!for!the!whole!session.!!
The! majority! of! the! firstLlicks! for! the!
'Satiated'! session! (session!61)!occurred! in!
the! postLbuffer! timeLperiod.! This!
suggested! that! when! the! animal! was!
relatively! satiated! and! free! from! strong!
motivational! influences,! an! instrumental!
response! was! able! to! dominate.! On! the!
'Deprived'! session! (session! 62)! where!




3.15).! Inset:! the! difference! between! the!
absolute! heights! of! the! Pavlovian! and!
Instrumental! components! for! both!
sessions.!
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(62)! dominates! in! the!buffer! period! for! all! 3! segments! indicating! that!motivational! factors!
drive! a! Pavlovian! response.! ! Lick! latencies! for! the! satiated! condition! (61)! predominantly!









3.3 Discussion and Concluding Remarks 
In! this! chapter! we! demonstrated! that! mice! were! able! to! reliably! learn! a! simple! visual!
categorisation! task! and! that!we! could!measure! the! improvement! in! their! discrimination! sensitivity!
between! sessions! by! applying! SDT! methods.! The! novelty! of! the! results! lies! in! our! approach! of! a!
thorough! examination! of! performance! at! the! level! of! single! sessions.! ! We! showed! that! within!
individual! sessions! stable! goalMdirected! behaviour! is! vulnerable! to! “masking”! by! motivational!
influences.! This! effect! was! highly! reproducible,! being! conserved! between! individuals! of! similar!
discriminative! ability! (n=11,! Section! 3.2.1)! and! persisting! in! individual! animals! despite! wellM
established! instrumental!behaviour! (Section!3.2.6).!Specifically,!overmotivated!periods!at! the!start!of!
criterion!sessions!were!shown!to!cause!suboptimal!behaviour.!This!manifested!as!the!domination!of!a!
Pavlovian! response! component! over! flexible! choice! policy! governed! by! learnt! instrumental!
contingencies.! The! Pavlovian/instrumental! imbalance! caused! a! low!d’! value! at! the! start! of! sessions!
which! was! not! indicative! of! the! true! discriminative! ability! of! the! animals.! When! the! influence! of!
motivation!was! reduced! during! the!middle! section! of! the! session! and! transitioned! towards! underM
motivation! in! the! final! segment,! the! instrumental! component! of! behaviour! contributed! more! to!
guiding! action! selection,! and! the! discrimination! index! d’! doubled! in! value! (d’INI! =0.62,! d’MID=1.27,!
Section! 3.2.1)! We! also! presented! novel! approaches! to! analysis! of! motivational! state! by! examining!
range!of!behavioural!measures!to!quantify!the!changes!within!sessions!and!by!mapping!performance!
in!ROC!space.!Finally,!we!provided!evidence!that!the!observed!effect!was!due!to!motivational!factors!
rather! than!withinMsession! learning! by! contrasting! the! performance! of! a!mouse! under! satiated! and!
deprived! conditions.! The! integrated! discussion! that! follows! tries! to! account! for! the! difference! we!




of! learning! irrespective!of! the!behavioural! task!at!hand (Gallistel et al. 2004; Gallistel and Matzel 2013; 
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Mayrhofer et al. 2013).!The!sources!of!these!differences!could!be!either!sensory!or!cognitive!in!nature.!If!
we! consider! the! sensory! hypothesis,! a! key! difference! to! note! between! the! two! task! stages! is! the!
projection!field!for!the!stimuli.!As!described!previously,!we!began!with!fullGfield!projections!(Stage!4)!
of!the!stimuli!and!progressed!to!a!monocular(projection!region!(Stage!5).!!During!both!stages!we!were!
careful! to!choose!square!wave!grating!stimuli!with!drift! speeds!and!spatial! frequencies!comfortably!
within! the!range!of! the!sensory! thresholds!of!C57B/L6!mice!based!on!both!behavioural! (Prusky!and!
Douglas!2004;!Douglas!et!al.!2006)!reports!and!electrophysiological!findings!(Niell!and!Stryker!2008;!
Niell! and!Stryker! 2010;! S.MH.!Lee! et! al.! 2012).!We!also! fixed! the!orientations!of! the! S+! and!SM! to! the!
cardinal! directions! to! take! advantage! of! the! reported! bias! towards! selectivity! for! these! orientations!
(Frenkel!et!al.!2006).!We!are!therefore!confident!that!the!stimulus!pairs!for!both!Stages!4!and!5!could!
be!well!discriminated!by!the!mice.!On!the!other!hand,!the!extent!of!the!retinotopic!representation!of!a!
stimulus! could! be! a! key! factor! in!determining!how! certain! an! animal! is! about! stimulus! identity.! In!
Stage!5,!monocular!stimuli!were!projected!only! to! the!outer!~30°!of! the!right!visual! field.! It! is! likely!
that! the! representations! of! the! stimuli! in! V1! during! Stage! 5! of! the! training! engaged! a! smaller!
proportion! of! cells! in! V1.! If! this! factor! contributed! to! increasing! the! difficulty! of! the! sensory!
discrimination,!it!may!have!manifested!as!a!much!slower!acquisition!process.!An!alternative!sensory!




Early! studies! into! visual! discrimination! using! cats! and! pigeons! examined! the! differences! in!
acquisition! of! tasks! using! binocular! versus! monocularly! projected! stimuli.! Some! of! this! work!
suggested!that!differences!in!performance!of!a!discrimination!paradigm!depended!on!the!extent!of!the!
sensory!representation.!A!study!using!chiasm!and/or!callosum!lesioned!cats!reported!a!considerable!
difference! in! performance! between! the! conditions! where! complex! visual! pattern! stimuli! were!
perceived! either!uni! or! bilaterally! (Robinson! and!Voneida! 1970)! for! callosum! lesioned!animals.!The!
authors! however,! suggested! that! it! was! not! specifically! the! reduction! of! “sensory! cortex”! volume!




overall!volume!of!cortex!participating! in!supporting! the!completion!of! the! task.!Unlesioned!animals!











constituted! too!great!a!change.!Bindra! (1959)!argued! that!even!small!changes! to!stimulus!properties!
could!lead!to!response!decrements!directly!proportional!to!extent!of!the!change!between!stimuli.!This!
difference!in!response!strategy!was!attributed!to!the!interference!of!a!‘novelty!effect’!whereby!any!new!
stimulus! would! immediately! engage! “exploratory! behaviour”! by! the! animal.! This! claim! is! well!
supported! by! reinforcement! and! goalMdirected! learning! theories! that! suggest! an! animal! indefinitely!
retains!a! tendency! for!exploring!new!responses! in!order! to!optimise!behaviour! in!view!of! changing!
contingencies! (Macmillan! and! Creelman! 2005;! Daw! and! Doya! 2006;! Niv! 2007).! The! training!
progression! leading!up! to! the!discrimination!portion!of! the! task!was!different! for! the! two! stages! in!
terms!of!the!relative!timing!of!introducing!S+/SMand!the!inclusion!or!absence!of!an!“autoshaping”!step.!







method! for! establishing! habits! in! behavioural! paradigms! but! subtleties! in! the! structure! of! training!
schedules! can! also! be! vital! in! determining!whether! habitual! or! goalMdirected! processes! underlie! an!
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Top!panel! depicts! the! current! behavioural! training! schema!and! the! associations! that!
animals!may!form!as!a!result.!Bottom!panel!shows!suggestions!for!alternative!training!










in!relation! to!S+! through! the! formation!of!a!SM>R!habit! (Dayan!and!Balleine!2002;!Smith!et!al.!2012).!
When! the!mice!were! consequently! transferred! to!Stage!4,! they! therefore!only!needed! to!acquire! the!
instrumental! contingency! appropriate! to! the!NoGo! stimulus,! ie! the! suppression! of! a! lick! to! ! ‘avoid!
punishment’.! ! In!contrast,!when!the!animals!were!transferred!to!Stage!5!of! training!it!can!be!argued!
that! they! had! to! learn! new! instrumental! contingencies! for! two!new! stimuli.!Moreover,! as! this! final!
version!of!the!discrimination!task!was!not!preceded!by!a!conditioning!phase,!the!mice!had!to!acquire!




would! help! to! disambiguate!whether! a! cognitive! source! underlies! the! differences! between! stages! 4!
and! 5.! It!would!be! interesting! to! see!whether! acquisition! rates! are! reversed! if! the! autoshaping! step!
does!not!precede!Stage!4!and!is!introduced!before!Stage!5!instead!(first!two!diagrams!in!bottom!part!of!





The! failure!of! the!Stage!4! session! to!display! the!“masking”!effect,!despite! similar! changes! to!
motivational! state! as! those! that! were! seen! for! Stage! 5! may! thus! be! the! result! of! the! different!
supporting! learning! processes! referred! to! in! the! first! part! of! this! discussion.! We! suggest! that! the!





Traditional! approaches! to! learning! theories! based! on! animal! behaviour! and! engineering!
decision! making! processes! often! assume! that! performance! is! determined! by! an! animals! desire! to!
maximize!rewards!and!avoid!punishments! (Macmillan!and!Creelman!2005;!Daw!and!Doya!2006).!A!
number!of!factors!such!as!attention,!outcome!or!stimulus!uncertainty!and!motivation!for!the!task!can!
interfere!with! realMworld! performance! resulting! in! suboptimal! policy! selection! in! view! of! this! goal!
(Dayan! and! Balleine! 2002;! Schultz! 2006;! Kornbrot! 2006;! Dayan! 2014;! Chumbley! et! al.! 2014).! ( The!
results!described! in!Sections!3.2.1M3.2.3!highlight! an! example!of! such!a!policyMselection!discrepancy.!!
More!recently,! there!has!been!a!push! to! redefine! the! traditional!concepts!of! reinforced!behaviour! to!
place!more!emphasis!on!the!importance!of!motivation!in!determining!choice!selection!(Salamone!and!
Correa!2002;!Dayan!and!Balleine!2002).!!
Chapter! 1! first! introduced! the! concept! of! motivation! as! “the( set( of( processes( and( actions1(
through( which( organisms( regulate( the( probability( and( proximity( of( both( internal( and( external(
stimuli”.(This!wideMranging!definition!highlights!the!fact!that!motivational!state!can!be!conceptually!
difficult!to!constrain!and!consequently!measure!precisely.!We!use!the!description!as!a!guide!to!make!















Rescorla! and! Solomon! (1965)! first! drew! attention! to! the! complicated! interplay! between!
instrumental!and!Pavlovian!learning!in!their!proposal!for!a!two!process!learning!theory.!They!pointed!
out! that! appetitive! reinforcers! such! as! food! and! water! have! both! Pavlovian! and! instrumental!
components.!It!then!follows!that!use!of!these!reinforcers!in!instrumental!learning!paradigms!can!lead!
to! the! formation! of! a! Pavlovian! conditioned! response! to! supplement! the! instrumental! associations.!
Licking! activity! can! be! the!manifestation! of! a! consummatory! conditioned! response,! an! ingestive! or!
ÖadjunctiveÖ! action! similar! to! salivation! and! swallowing! (Rescorla! and! Solomon! 1967;! Falk! 1971;!
Schultz!2006;!Dayan!and!Berridge!2014).!It!has!been!reported!that!after!conditioning,!rats!start!to!lick!
levers!that!are!associated!with!an!appetitive!outcome!even!if!the!reinforcer!is!not!presented!(Robinson!
and!Berridge! 2013;!Dayan! and!Berridge! 2014).! This! is! particularly! pertinent! in! view!of! the! training!
regime!used!in!this!study.!Specifically,!we!used!an!autoshaping!step!where!water!was!automatically!
delivered!during! S+! presentation! irrespective! of!whether! the! animals! triggered! this! release!with! an!
instrumental! licking! action.!Although! this! stage! rarely! lasted! beyond! a! single! session,! it! is! possible!
that! conditioned! responses!had!an!opportunity! to!develop.! Importantly,! the!associations! formed!by!
the!animal!do!not!necessarily!depend!on!a!specific! instrumental!stimulus!(S+!or!SM! in!this!case).!The!
development! of! a! Pavlovian! association!might! also! be! incidental! to! instrumental! learning! (GuitartM
Masip! et! al.! 2012),! rather! than! specific! to! a! particular! ! training! step! as!most! associative! learning! is!
dependent! to! some! extent! on! Pavlovian! contingencies.! Both! generalisation! /ÖdefocusingÖ! effects! of!
stimuli! (Dayan! and! Berridge! 2014)! and/or! contextual! conditioning! (Dickinson! and! Dawson! 1987;!




unconditioned! stimulus! (ie! the! appetitive! outcome)! but! it! seems! possible! by! extension! that! a!




to! the!Pavlovian!SM>R!associations!that!can!form!in!relation!to!something! in! the!environment!within!
which!an!experiment!is!carried!out.!In!the!experimental!set!up!we!used,!it!is!possible!that!the!lickspout!
itself!acquired!‘stimulusMlike’!properties!and!elicited!automated!Pavlovian!responding!when!animals!
were! in! the! relevant! motivational! state! (see! saltMdeprived! experiments! of! Robinson! and! Berridge!
(2013),!Chapter!1).!The!LRel!results!could!be! interpreted!as!providing!support! for! the!generalisation!
account.!We!observed!a!difference! in!both! the!LFreq!and!LRel!values! for! the!Buffer!period!between!
Stages! 4! and! 5! (Figure! 3.13Figure! 3.14! respectively)! during! the! overmotivated! state! at! the! start! of!
sessions.!In!contrast,!these!lick!metrics!were!well!matched!between!the!two!training!stages!for!the!ITI!
timeMperiods.!As!stated!in!Sections!3.2.4B,C,!our!justification!for!comparing!these!two!timeMperiods!of!
the! task! sequence! relies! on! the! fact! that! they! are! the!periods!when! an! instrumental! response! is! not!
strategically!efficient!as! it!does!not! lead!to!a!reward.! ! Is! it!widely!reported!that!animals! in!a!state!of!
high! motivation! will! increase! their! rates! of! instrumental! responding,! an! effect! of! a! general!
“energizing”! motivational! shift,! an! idea! that! shares! commonalities! with! early! ‘drive’! theories!
(Salamone!and!Correa!2002;!Niv!2007;!Anselme!2010).!Thus,!when!overmotivated,!responding!can!be!
indiscriminately! invigorated! even! in! periods! where! the! action! carries! no! benefit.! Any! differences!
between! the! responding! metrics! such! as! the! Buffer! period! Stage! 5:LRelINI! >! Stage4:LRelINI,! may!
therefore!be!important!in!accounting!for!the!poor!performance!seen!at!the!start!of!the!session!in!Stage!







compel! a! strong! preMprogrammed! Pavlovian! effect! that! overMrides! the! application! of! an! active!
instrumental! decision! making! process! to! guide! the! task.! Similar! to! Pavlovian! responses,! habitual!
instrumental! actions! are! less! computationally!demanding! as! they! are! inflexible! to! the! evaluation! of!
new! environmental/internal! state! information! (Niv! 2007)! despite! initially! developing! on! a! dynamic!
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corresponding! to! a! ‘Pavlovian’! component! (1°! response)! and! a! multiMpeaked! ‘Instrumental’!
component! (2°! response).!We!were! further! able! to! show! that! the! changes! to! the! relative! balance! of!
these!two!response!types!and!their!intrinsic!characteristics!(timing!and!AUC)!over!the!session!changed!
with! motivational! state.! Furthermore,! the! lick! latency! profiles! showed! a! more! stable! separation!
between! the!Hit! and! FA! trials! throughout! the! session! for! the! Stage! 4! condition! and! a!more! stable!
‘anticipatory!slope’!leading!up!to!the!0.5!Buffer!cutMoff!(Figure!3.17).!Overall!there!was!less!variability!
of!the!2°!response!grouping!for!Stage!4!which!suggests!a!stereotyped,!inflexible!responding!typical!of!











This! leads! us! to! conclude! that! StimulusM>Outcome! and! StimulusM>Response! associations! of!
habitual! and! Pavlovian! responding! are! less! vulnerable! to! shortMterm! changes! in!motivational! state!





2014).! Given! certain! circumstances,! such! as! the! overmotivated! state! that! is! directionally! aligned!
towards!an!appetitive!goal,!it!may!be!more!efficient!for!an!animal!to!engage!in!preMprogrammed!and!




valuable! contributions! to! developing! our! understanding! of! the! underlying! processes! and! devising!
new!hypotheses!relating!to!animal’s!choice!behaviour!(Dayan!and!Balleine!2002;!Daw!and!Doya!2006;!
Dayan! and! Niv! 2008).! A! recent! analysis! of! G/NG! tasks! offered! by! Shenoy! and! Yu! (NIPS,! 2012)!
explored! the! “cost! imbalance”! of! the!G/NG!approach! and! suggested! that! the!Go! bias! often! seen! in!
tasks!employing!this!paradigm!is!due!to!a!“strategic!impatience”.!The!authors!concluded!that!in!such!
task! structures! animals! tend! to! choose! a! strategy!whereby! an! incorrect! choice! is!made! in! order! to!









principal! cells! in! the! early! visual! hierarchy! (primary! sensory! cortex)! of! rats! show! reward! timing!
during! simple! visual! tasks.! Cells! in! certain! prefrontal! regions! are! also! known! to! show! activity!
correlated!to!task!structure,!providing!possible!neural!correlates!to!support!the!authorsÖ!explanation.!
On! the! other! hand,! if! a! task! has! a! simple! fixed! timing! structure! where! an! animal! is! more! able! to!
control! the! speed! at! which! the! next! reward! opportunity! is! presented,! such! detailed! knowledge! of!













8.5! 13! Lick! ERROR!
Correct!
Rejection!
Stimulus!>>!ITI! 5! 8! No!Lick! CORRECT!
Table!3.1!Timing!of!possible!outcomes!for!NoGo!trials!
It! is,! however,! possible! that! animals! only!make! use! of! timing! on! a! shorter! timescale!within!
sessions.!Rather!than!considering!their!decision!as!controlling!overall!timing!for!the!whole!trial,!they!
may!be!more!concerned!with!accelerating!the!termination!of!the!immediate!ÖtimeMperiodÖ!within!which!
they! find! themselves,!where! they!are!unable! to!obtain!water,!when! in! the!SM! trials.! If! such!decisionM





are! often! used! as! a! proxy! for! ‘motivational! state‘! in! the! traditional! motivation! literature! where!
motivational!changes!are!tracked!over!longer!time!periods!(between!rather!than!within!sessions).!On!
the!other!hand,!Balleine!(1992)!also!reported!a!lack!of!effect!of!!deprivation!level!on!performance!using!








1. As!mentioned! in! Chapter! 1,! SDT! is! not! the! sole! possible!measure! to! assess! performance! in!
behavioural!paradigms.!Percentage!correct!(Bracey!et!al.!2013)!and!area!based!ROC!measures!
have! also! been! advocated! (Balakrishnan! 1999).! Drawbacks! of! dÖ! as! a! behavioural! measure,!
include!its!assumptions!of!normality!of!distributions!(Macmillan!and!Creelman!2005;!Kornbrot!
2006)!and!potential!sampling!errors!(Miller!1996).!However,!it!remains!a!valuable!estimation!of!
psychophysical!abilities.!This! is! especially! true!when! it! is! employed!as!a! relative!measure! to!
assess! changes! to! performance! within! sessions,! as! we! use! it! here.! ! On! the! other! hand,! it!
becomes! a! weaker! measure! when! treated! as! an! absolute,! where! biases! from! averaging!
(Macmillan!and!Creelman!2005)!and!!its!underlying!assumptions!expose!fundamental!flaws.!!
2. A!remaining!question!within!our!results!relates! to! the!Hit!rates!not!being!maximized!during!
the! initial! segment.! It!might! be! expected! that! the! animals! should! be! continuously! licking! if!
their! actions! reflect! an! anticipatory! conditioning.! The! relatively! low! value! of! ~0.75! can! be!








displayed! by! the! animal.! We! have! not! focused! on! exploring! the! relative! contribution! of!





one! action,! ie! the! animal! must! choose! whether! to! implement! or! inhibit! the! action! impulse!
based!on! the!appearance!of! a! relevant! stimulus.! In! contrast! to! the!2MAFC!design,! there! is! an!
inherent! asymmetry! in! this! structure.! Inhibitory! (NoGo)! and! propulsive! action! (Go)! control!
may!be!easier!or!more!difficult!to!implement!depending!on!experimental!parameters!and!the!
baseline! state!of! the!animal.!For! example,! in! the! case!of! a! large!distance!between! the!mouse!
and!the!lickspout,!the!licking!action!may!acquire!a!greater!“cost”!in!terms!of!effort,!introducing!
a! negative! (No)! bias! to! responses.! Equally,! a! positive! (Yes)! bias! could! be! introduced! if! an!
animal! is! positioned! too! close! to! the! lickspout.! In! the! sense! of! experimenter! control,! such!
technical! biases! can! be! minimised! by! ensuring! consistency! between! behavioural! sessions,!
which!we!were!careful!to!maintain.!!
4. It! remains! to!be!seen!whether! these!findings!are! translatable! to!other!sensory!modalities!and!
task!designs.!!It!might!be!argued!that!the!“masking”!of!Instrumental!by!Pavlovian!strategies!is!




Dickinson! and! Balleine! 1994;! Niv! 2007;! GuitartMMasip! et! al.! 2012)! and! extends! beyond! the!
limits!of!the!paradigm!used!in!this!study.!Pavlovian!to!Instrumental!transfer!effects!have!also!
been!observed! for!other! instrumental! responses! including! leverMpressing(Corbit! and!Balleine!




As! the!motivation! literature! is! vast! and! there! are! different! schools! of! thought! regarding! the!









2005).! Inactivation! of! these! regions! during! portions! of! a! trial! or! blocks!within! a! session!may! have!










tongue.! Video! recording! of! myofascial! responses! to! water/airpuff! delivery! could! also! be! useful! to!
track! the! hedonistic! value! of! the! reinforcer! (Grill! and! Norgren! 1978),! which! would! allow! further!






critic! approach! can! capture! the!performance! changes! observed! in! the! Stage! 4!Ω! session!but! fails! to!
account!for!the!ÖmaskingÖ!effect!we!found!in!Stage!5.!We!hope!to!advance!this!work!by!incorporating!a!
Pavlovian!response!variable!into!the!model.!
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Chapter 4. Neural Correlates of Behavioural 
Choice and Motivation in Primary Visual Cortex 
Introduction((
After! characterising! the! effects! of!motivation! on! performance! in!Chapter! 3!we!moved! on! to!
investigate! the! neural! correlates! of! a! simple! visual! discrimination! task! in! sensory! cortex.!We!were!
particularly! interested! in! exploring! potential! correlates! of! two! aspects! of! rewardMmediated! goal!
directed! behaviour.! In! the! first! instance! we! wanted! to! relate! the! activity! of! V1! neurons! to! the!
motivational!state!of!the!animal!throughout!the!behavioural!session.!Secondly,!we!were!interested!in!
exploring! the! changes! to! activity! under! different! trial! outcomes! in! order! to! tease! out! the! neural!
correlates!of!behavioural!choice!in!V1.!The!first!aim!was!largely!inspired!by!the!study!of!Shuler!and!
Bear!(2006)!that!reported!cells! in!V1!whose!activity!was!predictive!of!reward!delivery!timing.!Given!
the! highly! interrelated! nature! of! reward! and!motivation! (Salamone! and!Correa! 2012),!we! reasoned!
that! a! cortical! area! registering! information! about! reward! delivery! would! bear! a! hallmark! of!
motivation.!We! were! encouraged! in! particular! by! the! strong! concensus! that! behavioural! state! can!
modulate!activity!in!V1!(Gilbert!and!Li!2013;!Stănişor!et!al.!2013;!Fu!et!al.!2014;!Zhou!et!al.!2014)!and!
by!our!own!observations! (Chapter!3,!Berditchevskaia!et!al.!2014)! !which! indicated! that!motivational!
state!develops!over!a!continuum!within!a!behaviour!session.!!Our!second!goal!was!prompted!by!the!
growing!number!of!studies!across!species!ranging!from!humans!to!rodents!that!have!suggested!roles!
for!primary! sensory! cortices! beyond! acting! as! simple! sensory! gateways! (Serences! and! Saproo! 2010;!
Sachidhanandam!et! al.! 2013;!Choe! et! al.! 2014).!We!hypothesised! that!perceptually!guided!decisions!
start!manifesting!from!the!earliest!stages!of!cortical!sensory!processing!(de!Lafuente!and!Romo!2006;!
Nienborg!et!al.!2012;!Guo!et!al.!2014),!specifically!in!primary!visual!cortex!when!the!relevant!stimuli!
guideing! task! performance! are! visual.!We! thus! set! out! to! investigate! the! correlates! of! behavioural!
outcomes!and!motivational!state!shown!by!the!activity!of!deep!layer!neurons!in!V1.!Throughout!the!
chapter! I! return!to! the!concept!of!a!“generalized!energizing”!aspect!of!motivation,!which!refers! to!a!
tendency!to!generally!increase!the!level!of!all!activity!under!highly!motivated!states!(see!Sections!1.5.4!
and!3.3.2!for!thorough!description).!






(Type! I!and!Type! II)!of! the!activity!we!recorded.! I!go!on! to!describe!an!exciting!novel! result,!which!
suggests! that! neural! activity! in! the! subgranular! layers! of! V1! is! affected! by! motivational! state.!We!




II! response! sites! is!much!more! consistent! throughout! behavioural! sessions! in! comparison! to!Type! I!
sites.!Whilst!this!MUA!seems!to!be!free!from!an!obvious!motivational!effect,!it!does!show!evidence!of!
choiceMrelevant!responses.!!
In! the! final! part! of! this! chapter! I! provide! an! overview! of! the! findings,! relating! them! to! the!
wider! context! of! what! is! known! about! V1! neuronal! activity! and! considering! possible!
explanations/challenges.! I! conclude!by! suggesting! future!directions! for! the! investigation! that!would!







persistence! of! this! learned! behaviour! we! carried! out! ‘reminder’! behavioural! training! conducted! at!
regular! intervals! (4M5! days)! following! attainment! of! criterion,! up! until! the! day! of! the! first!
electrophysiology! session.! We! were! thus! able! to! record! 11! behavioural! sessions! using! 7! mice! (see!
Appendix!A).!We!carried!out!extracellular!recordings!using!linear!multiMelectrode!arrays!(MEA,!A4x8!
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and! A2x16! configurations)! to! sample! multiMunit! activity! throughought! the! depth! span! of! primary!
visual!cortex!(see!Figure!4.1).!Animals!were!prepared!for!experiments!in!the!morning!and!allowed!4M5!
hours!to!recover!and!restore!to!typical!deprivation!levels!before!the!behaviour/recording!session!was!
carried! out.! Based! on! a! combination! of! response! metrics! (lick! latency! (LLat),! lick! frequency!
(LFreq)/relative! licking! (LRel),! see! Section! 3.2.4! for! details)! and! ROC! space! performance! trajectory!
(Figure! 4.2)! we! assigned! all! recorded! sessions! into! groups! based! on! the! motivational! state! of! the!
animal!(Table!4.1).!During!some!sessions!we!observed!a!short!‘passive!viewing’!period!prior!to!normal!
responding! to! the! task.! Following! normal! headMfixation,! we! lowered! the! MEA! to! the! appropriate!
location! and! allowed! the! cortical! activity! to! settle! to! spontaneous! levels! of! activity.! We! typically!
allocated! 10M20mins! for! this! process! determined! by! monitoring! the! spiking! activity! across! the!
electrode! sites! online! using! a! visualisation! application! of! the! Trellis! Software! Suite! (Ripple! Data!
Acquisition!System!Trademark).!During!this!period,!house!lights!were!off!and!mice!sat!quietly!under!
headMfixed!conditions.!We!therefore!attributed!the!occurrence!of!a!passive!viewing!period!to!a!delayed!
transition! into! attentive! task! engagement! rather! than! interpreting! it! as! a! sign! that! the! animal! was!
undermotivated.! We! excluded! these! initial! nonMparticipatory! periods! from! our! assessment! of!
motivational!state.!!The!three!states!we!observed!were:!
!
1. Undermotivated/Conservative:! animals! showed! efficient! licking!with! few!
FAs! and! relatively! high! Miss! rates! for! the! entire! “active”! period! of! the!
behaviour!session.!Most!Hit/FA!pairs!of!the!ROC!trajectory!occurred!in!Hit!
rate!<0.5.!
2. Overmotivated/Optimistic:! animals! had! very! high! Hit! and! FA! rates!
throughout! the! entire! “active”! period! demonstrating! masking! of!



































the! monocular! visual! field.! Inset! shows! a! side! view! from! inside! the! dome,! at! position! (b).! (a)!
Micromanipulator!for!MEA!insertion,!(c)!Lick!detector/water!spout!assembly,!(d)!Copper!tubing!for!airpuff!

































































































































ROC! space! occupied! by! the! Hit/FA! pairs.! Each! plot! shows! the!performance!of! animals! over! the!
course! of! a! single! recording! session.! We! crossLvalidated! the! assignment! by! examining! lick!
latencies,!lick!frequency/efficiency!(data!not!shown)!and!records!of!past!performance.!nB#format#
of#ROC#labels#is#mouse_recording#session#
























Certain! animals! showed! characteristics! of! two! different! states! proving! difficult! to! categorise;! for! these!
session! both! states! are! listed.! ! Stars! indicate! two! experiments! that!were! excluded! from! the!motivational!
analysis!due!to! low!number!of!participatory!trials.!Numbers! in!brackets!state!the!number!of! the!recording!
session!for!animals!with!>1!electrophysiology!recording.!!!!
Prior! to! insertion,! the! electrodes! were! coated! in! a! fluorescent! pigment! (DiI)! to! mark! the!










4.1. Differences to MUA under distinct motivational states 
4.1.1(MultiGunit(responses(show(three(prominent(response(features.(
In!Chapter!3!we!found!that!the!main!differences!for!lick!frequency/lick!efficiency!values!over!
changing!motivational! state!occurred! in! the!Buffer!period! (first!0.5s! following!stimulus!onset).! !Our!
first!lick!latency!analyses!(Section!3.2.4D)!also!highlighted!the!prominence!of!the!Pavlovian!and!early!




(spanning! border! layers! IV/VM>! layer! VI),! using! a! combination! of! stereotaxic! micromanipulator!
readings! and! histology! to! verify! location.! We! reasoned! that! the! subgranular! layers! would! be! an!
appropriate!focus!due!to!previous!reports!of!rewardMrelated!activity!in!this!part!of!the!rodent!visual!
cortical! column! (Shuler! and! Bear! 2006;! Chubykin! et! al.! 2013).! Furthermore,! layer! V! receives!
projections!from!cortical!areas!relevant!to!goalMdirected!behaviour!such!as!the!basal!forebrain!(Zhang!
et! al.! 2014;! Chubykin! et! al.! 2013),! amygdala! (Mouse! Connectivity! Atlas! [Allen! Institute! for! Brain!
Science])! and! itself! projects! to! dorsomedial! striatum! (Khibnik! et! al.! 2014).! It! is! also! densely!
interconnected! with! secondary! (Glickfeld,! Andermann,! et! al.! 2013)! and! subcortical! visual! areas!
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We! recorded! pooled! MUA! in! V1! (Figure! 4.3)! based! on! the! hypothesis! that! the! effect! of!
motivational! state! on! electrophysiology!would! be!more! generalised! and! affect! groups! of! cells! in! a!
similar! way! irrespective! of! individual! tuning! (Supèr! and! Roelfsema! 2005;! Stark! and! Abeles! 2007;!
Mattia!et!al.!2010).!We!thus!reasoned!that!a!motivational!effect!would!be!stronger!and!more!apparent!
in! the! grouped! responses! of! many! single! units! (see! Section! 2.5.5! for! detailed! methodological!
justification).!To!obtain!the!MU!responses!for!each!electrode!from!the!raw!data!we!highpass!filtered!
the!signal!and!defined!spike!events!as! threshold!crossings! (see!Figure!4.5! for!raster!plots).!Based!on!
the! timing! of! this!multiunit! activity!we! calculated! periMevent! time! histograms! (PSTHs)! using! 10ms!
timeMbins! aligned! to! the! trial! (and! stimulus)! onset.!We! smoothed! the! resulting!PSTH!profile!with! a!
Gaussian!window!(70ms)!and!all!consequent!calculations!were!based!on!the!smoothed!values,!which!
we! assumed! to! be! the! true!underlying!population! firing! rate! (FR)! function.! To! correct! for! potential!
nonMstationarity! of! the! responses! over! the! course! of! the! recording! session,! we! normalised! the!
responses!for!each!trial!by!the!average!spike!rate!of!the!final!0.5s!of!the!ITI!period!from!the!preceeding!




PSTHs!were!calculated!based!on! the!MUA! recorded!at!each!electrode!site!on! the!MEAs!during!behaviour.!
The!raw!signal!!was!highLpass!filtered!and!thresholded!to!identify!spike!events!(see!Section!2.4.2!for!details).!(
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To! identify! the!main! features! in! the! activity! of! the! V1! cells!we! looked! at! the! differences! in!
PSTHs,! separating! trials! by! stimulus! type! (S+! vs! SM).! We! first! looked! at! the! responses! across! all!
individual!electrode!sites!to!identify!any!prominent!deviation!from!the!baseline!MUA!response.!MUA!
in! electrodes! that! showed! visuallyMevoked! firing! (response! to! stimuli! significantly! greater! than!
spontaneous! firing! rate,! Wilcoxon! test)! was! defined! by! two! broad! response! components:! an!
instantaneous!onset(response!that!peaked!with!a!consistent!latency!(primary,!1°! in!Figure!4.4)!and!a!
more! variable! lateGphase( response! component! (secondary,( 2°! in! Figure! 4.4).! Both! of! these! response!
components! showed! changes! throughout! the! sessions!where!mice! followed! a!motivational! arc.! ! In!




responses!and! those! that! showed!both.!We!noticed! that! the!main!MUA!changes!were! confined! to!3!
subMsegments! of! the! Buffer! period! (Onset,! PostMPeak! and! Late! Component),! which! are! defined! in!
Figure! 4.4.!We! included! all! sites! located! in! the! subgranular! layers! of! V1! that! showed! a! significant!









are! aligned! to! stimulus! onset.! The! red! lines!
indicate! the! two! prominent! response! features:!
onset! and! lateLphase! response.! Background!






























































































PSTH traces from 
Sliding Window Analysis:
window size = 60 trials, 






















60' trial' sliding' window' average,' step' size' 30' (red=& start& and& green=& end& of& session).' Purple' boxes' highlight' the' region' of' interest' upon' which' the'
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mice! on! the! task.!We! thus! reasoned! that! a!motivational! correlate! in!V1!would! affect! the! responses!
evoked! by! the! perception! of! the! 2! different! stimuli.! Raster! plots! of! spike! events! recorded! over! the!
course! of! a! session! revealed! striking! differences! in! MU! activity! depending! motivational! category!
(Figure!4.5,!only!NoGo!trials!are!shown).!In!order!to!examine!the!importance!of!each!of!the!response!
features! for! the! different! motivational! states! we! calculated! the! mean! FR! within! each! of! the! subO
segments! for!each!MEA!site!and!plotted! the!distributions.!The!FRs!were!calculated!using! the!whole!
session!average!PSTHs!from!each!site.!!
MUA! samples! activity! from! a! population! of! cells! located! close! to! the! electrode! site.! We!
hypothesised!that!in!an!overmotivated!state,!the!activity!to!both!the!S+!and!SO!would!increase!in!line!
with! the!“generalised!energising”!account!of!motivation.!Figure!4.7A! shows!an!example! comparing!
the! MU! responses! at! the! onset! peak! to! the! postOpeak! period! for! the! overO,! underOmotivated! and!
motivational!arc!conditions.!We!noticed!that!in!the!sessions!where!animals!were!overmotivated,!most!
of!the!datapoints!fell!above!the!diagonal,!indicating!that!average!MUA!activity!tended!to!be!higher!in!
the! the! postOpeak! period! than! during! the! peak! onset.! The! sessions! that! were! classified! as!
undermotivated!showed!the!opposite!trend,!with!most!datapoints!having!higher!FR!values!during!the!
onset! peak! rather! than! the! postOpeak! period! that! followed! (two! bottom! panels! in! Figure! 4.7).! This!
trend!was! true! for! both!Go! and!NoOGo!Trials.! Interestingly,!we! found! that! the!MEA! sites! from! the!
















Mean FR in onset and post-peak periods, 

































































































Mean Firing Rate: Stimulus Onset (sp/s)






slope!of! the!major!axis! thus!approximates! the! linear!regression!between!the! two!variables!while! the!
minor! axis! indicates! the! distance! of! the! datapoints! away! from! this! correlation! (the! residuals).! We!
highlight!the!overlap!between!the!over!and!under!motivated!distributions!as!shaded!blue!regions.!For!
each! of! the! subOsegments! that! we! explored,! the! distributions! showed! a! degree! of! overlap!
demonstrating!that!the!activity!of!the!sites!occupies!space!on!a!continuous!scale.!However,!we!noted!
that! the!datapoints!of! the!over!and!undermotivated!sessions!also!had!considerable!nonOoverlapping!
regions.!We! found! that!MUA! recorded! in!undermotivated! states! tended! to! show! lower! average!FR!
activity! in! the! the! later! subOsegments! of! the! Buffer! period! than! at! peak! onset,! whilst! most!
overmotivated! MEA! sites! had! higher! average! firing! rates! during! both! the! postOpeak! and! late!
component! periods! (in!overmotivated+ sessions:!mean! FRlate=16.57sp/s! (±1.90)! and! 16.74! sp/s! (±1.72),!
FRpp=! 17.99! sp/s! (±3.58)! and! 19.71! sp/s! (±3.77)! for! Go! &! NoGo! trials! respectively;! undermotivated+




The! purple! ellipses! in! Figure! 4.8,! which! depict! the! distributions! of! the! datapoints! from! the!
motivational! arc! sessions,! further! strengthen! this! hypothesis! through! the! almost! complete! overlap!
with!under!and!over!motivated!distributions!(motivational+arc+sessions:+mean!FRlate=13.57sp/s!(±1.96)!!

































Onset Response vs Mean Post-Peak Period 
(0.09>t<=0.2s)
Onset Response vs Late Component 
(0.2>t<=0.5s)











Peak Firing Rate: Stimulus Onset (sp/s) 
































Mean Firing Rate: Stimulus Onset (sp/s)

































Mean Firing Rate: Stimulus Onset (sp/s)
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and!16.6!sp/s!(±2.59),!FRpp=!9.93!sp/s!(±2.29)!and!12.96!sp/s!(±3.06)!for!Go!&!NoGo!trials!respectively).!
All! quoted! firing! rates! are! the! mean! of! the! distribution! with! s.e.m! in! brackets.! We! tested! for! the!
significance! of! the! differences! between! the! distributions! of! the! MEA! sites! for! the! over! and!
undermotivated! states!using!unpaired!Student’s! tOtest! for! samples!with!unequal!variance.!For!all!of!
the!response!measure!pairs,!the!overO!and!under!motivated!MEA!site!distribuitions!were!significantly!
different! for! both!Go! and!NoGo! trials! (over+vs+undermotivated:+FRlatecomp:! p<3.65x10O5! for!NoGo!and!
p<5.76x10O6!for! Go! trials;! FRpp:! p<2.63x10O4!for! NoGo! and! p<1.43x10O3!for! Go! trials).! The! slope! of! the!
correlation! showed! little! difference! between! Go! and! NoGo! trials,! suggesting! that! the! relative!
prominence!of!response!features!was!maintained!between!trials!of!the!two!different!stimuli.!!
4.1.3%Response%features%are%strongly%correlated%for%Go%vs%NoGo%conditions.%%
!For! all!motivational! states,!we! compared! the!differences! in! average! FR! for! trials! of! the! two!
different!stimuli.!Given!the!lack!of!orientation!columns!in!the!primary!visual!cortex!of!the!mouse,!the!
cells! contributing! to! the! activity! on! any! one! electrode! site! are! likely! to! show! different! orientation!
preferences,!averaging!out!to!produce!similar!response!amplitudes!to!stimuli!of!various!orientations!
(Haider! et! al.! 2007).! !We! therefore! expected! the! amplitudes! of! the! averaged! FR! responses! to! both!
Figure'4.9'Go'vs'NoGo'condition'in'different'motivational'states.'
The' orange' shading' indicates' the' region' of' overlap' between' the' distributions' of' the' over' and'
undermotivated'conditions.'A.-Different'motivational'states'show'near'identical'results'for'the'mean'FR'
during' the' onset' period,' which' is' strongly' correlated' between' the' Go' and' NoGo' conditions.' This'
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stimuli!to!be!very!similar.!Figure!4.9!demonstrates!a!strong!correlation!in!responses!between!Go!and!
NoGo! Trials! during! the! onset,! postOpeak! and! late! component! timeOperiods! for! all! motivation!
categories,! as!we! predicted.!We! found! that! the! distributions! of! the!mean! FR! during! the! onset! subO
segment!of!MUA!were!near!identical!for!all! three!motivational!states!(Figure!4.9A).!All!motivational!
states!showed!a!strong!linear!regression!between!Go!and!NoGo!trials!with!a!slope!close!to!1!(slope!=!
1.07(arc),! 0.78(over),! 0.89(under)!with!R2! =! 0.964;! 0.934;! 0.892! respectively).! This! invariance! suggests!
that! the! initial! onset! response! represents! the! simple!bottomOup!perception!of! a! visual! stimulus! that!
carries!no!information!with!regards!to!the!task!contingencies!or!the!motivational!state.!For!the!postO
peak!subOsegment,!the!slope!of!the!linear!regression!was!also!well!aligned!with!the!major!diagonal!for!
all! 3!motivational! conditions! (Figure!4.9B,+slope!=!1.16! (arc),! 0.80(over),! 0.87(under)!with!R2!=!0.758;!
0.679;! 0.836! respectively).! We! confirmed! that! the! distributions! of! mean! FR! responses! were! not!





is! unlikely! to! be! due! to! differences! in! the! level! of! performance! (the! other! prominent! difference!




S+! and! SO! stimuli.! As! the! distributions! of! the! mean! activity! during! the! onset! period! are! highly!
overlapping,! it! is! also! unlikely! that! this! result! can! simply! be! explained! by! a! sampling! effect.! In!
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4.1.4%Response%features%within+sessions%
After! identifying! clear! differences! in! the! distributions! of! the! MEA! sites! for! the! under! and!
overmotivated!conditions!related!to!particular!response!features,!we!looked!more!closely!at!how!these!
response! features! were! expressed! under! changing! motivational! state.! To! examine! within&session!
activity,! we! averaged! the! PSTH! responses! over! blocks! of! trials! using! the! sessions! where! animals!
showed!a!motivational!arc!(37!sites,!n=5!animals).!We!used!a!sliding!window!analysis!of!60!trials!with!
a! step! size! of! 30! to! ensure! that! at! least! ~30! trials! of! each! stimulus! type! contributed! to! each! PSTH!
profile.!We!found!that!some!MEA!sites!showed!considerable!variability!over! the!course!of!a!session!
while!the!activity!on!others!maintained!a!stable!PSTH!profile.!Of!the!sites!showing!the!former!activity,!
we! noticed! that! the! PSTH! profiles! often! developed! along! a! continuum! suggesting! the! incremental!
increase!(or!decrease)!of!a!particular!contributing!factor.!!
In! sections! 4.1.2! and! 4.1.3! above,! the! postOpeak! period! and! late! component! of! the! Buffer!
showed!the!most!differences!between!distributions!of!overmotivated!and!undermotivated!MEA!sites.!
We! therefore! hypothesised! that!we!would! be!most! likely! to! observe! an! effect! of!motivation!during!
these!time!periods.! !Although!there!was!less!consistency!to!the!exact!path!of! the!motivational!arc! in!
ROC!space!in!the!electrophysiology!sessions!as!compared!to!the!pure!behaviour!results!(Chapter!3),!




Figure! 4.6! shows! the! typical! PSTH! profiles! we! observed! at! individual! MEA! sites! over! the!
course!of!sessions!where!animals!showed!a!motivational!arc.!Each!panel!shows!overlaid!traces!from!a!
single! session! for! an! example! MEA! site.! The! gradual! transition! from! overmotivated! to!
undermotivated!state!can!be!seen!by!comparing! the!red!PSTH!profile! to! the!green!(start!and!end!of!
session,! respectively).! MUA! categories! were! assigned! according! to! the! relative! prominence! of!
particular! response! features.! !All!MEA!sites!showing!pronounced!changes! to!MUA!within! the!postO




and! lateOphase! components,! which! lacked! sustained! postOpeak! activity.! Changes! observed! in! these!
responses! were! typically!more! subtle! and!manifested! as! timing! and! size! effects! related! to! the! late!
component! (18! sites,! n=4! animals).! Most! sites! were! covered! by! the! Type! I! and! II! categories.! Less!
frequently! encountered! PSTH! profiles! were! classified! as! a! separate! response! type! and! included!
prominent!negative!deflections!from!the!“0”!baseline!(Figure!4.6,!Type!III,!3!sites,!n=3).!!
PSTH! profiles! from! the! start! and! the! end! of! the! session! in! ‘motivational! arc’! animals! were!
characteristic!of! the!main!response! types!observed! in! the!sessions! that!showed!exclusively!either!an!
under! or! overmotivated! state.! Figure! 4.5! gives! an! example! of! a! typical! type! Ib! response! over! the!
course! of! a! session! with! the! corresponding! raster! plot.! We! present! an! example! of! a! typical!
undermotivated! response!above!and!an!overmotivated!one!below.!Whilst!overmotivated!MEA!sites!
also!showed!characteristic!changes!to!the!PSTH!profile!over!the!course!of!a!session,!MUA!recorded!in!
the!undermotivated! state!was! typically! consistent! throughout!and! resembled! the!PSTH!profile! seen!
towards! the!end!of! the!motivational!arc! session.!We! therefore! suggest! that! changes!observed! in! the!
identified! response! features! form! a! continuum!determined! by! the!motivational! state! of! the! animal,!


























this! was! also! true! for! the! type! Ib! responses! (Figure! 4.10B,! middle! panel).! For! comparison,! we!
performed!the!same!withinOsession!analysis!on!Type!II!responses,!shown!in!the!right!panel!of!Figure!




latter! response! type! fell!above! the!central!diagonal,! indicating!a!more!pronounced! increase! in!FR! in!
the!case!of!NoGo!trials.!This!was!particularly!the!case!for!the!firing!rates!from!the!start!of!the!session!
(darker!datapoints).!!
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To!understand!more! about! how! the! sustained! activity! effect! developed!over! the! course! of! a!
session!we!looked!at!changes!to!the!absolute!value!of!the!negative!peak!for!the!Type!Ia!reponses!in!the!
postOpeak! period.! The! sliding!window! analysis! yielded! an! average! negative! peak! value! for! session!
segments!of!60Otrials.!Irrespective!of!the!starting!value!of!the!negative!peak!(range:!O19.4!to!33.1!Hz),!
we!found!that!all!type!1a!sites!showed!the!same!trend!of!steadily!decreasing!to!become!more!negative!
until! reaching!a!steady!state!value,!which!was!maintained!until! the!end!of! the!session.! Interestingly!
this!typically!occurred!at!an!earlier!stage!for!the!Go!trials!(arrows!in!Figure!4.12),!which!were!also!less!
affected! by! the! initial! increase,! with! a! negative! minimum! FR! throughout! the! session.! Taken! in!
combination!with! the!differential!effect!we!described! for! the!changes! to!mean!postOpeak! firing!rates!







(green!datapoints)! and!postOpeak! (copper)!periods.! !The!onset!FR! showed!a!much!higher!degree!of!




































Go Trials Firing Rate (sp/s)
TIME WITHIN SESSION
Mean Firing Rate 
in Post-Peak (sp/s)
Figure'4.11'Comparison'of'within3session'changes'to'FR''(Type'Ia).'
Each' datapoint' represents' the' mean' FR' calculated' at' different' stages' within' a' behavioural'
session.'(dark=start'of'session,'light=end'of'session).''The'distribution'of'values'for'the'post3peak'
FR'(copper'points)'shows'a'much'greater'spread'than'the'highly'clustered'onset'FR'(green).'This'
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peak!period!calculated! from! the!difference!between! the! first! (high!motivation)!and! final! (under/low!
motivation)!PSTH!profile!obtained!from!the!sliding!window!analysis.!As!demonstrated!in!Figure!4.6!
and! Figure! 4.5! above,! the! final! PSTH! trace! seemed! to! represent! the! typical! taskOrelated! underlying!
response!that!was!free!from!interference!by!motivational!factors.!Thus!we!quantified!the!increase!seen!
in! the!MUA! of! the! postOpeak! period! during! the!maximally!motivated! state.! Panel! B! in! Figure! 4.13!
provides! a! schematic! of! our! method.! The! leftOhand! portion! of! the! figure! shows! the! size! of! the!
sustained!increase!both!as!the!individual!values!and!averaged!across!all!sites!(narrow!and!wide!bars,!
respectively.!Go:!7.68!Hz! (±2.67),!NoGo:!19.25!Hz! (±3.65)).!We!confirmed! that!MUA!responses!were!
increased! for! both! trial! types! under! a! highly! motivated! state,! but! the! magnitude! of! the! sustained!
increase!was!significantly!larger!for!NoGo!trials!than!Go!trials!!(p<0.0159,!Student’s!ttest!or!p<4.38x10O4!
Wilcoxon! test).! We! suggest! that! this! increased! activity,! which! is! observed! under! all! stimulus!
















A.'The'size'of' the' increase' in'post=peak' firing' rates' for'all' type' I'MEA'sites' (16'sites,'n=3'animals)'under'
high'motivation.'Difference'was'calculated'between'the'PSTH'profile'of'the'first'set'of'trial'blocks'of'the'
sliding'window'analysis,'relative'to'the'last'(taken'as'baseline).'After'subtracting'the'baseline'trace,'mean'
FR' of' the' post=peak' period' was' calculated.' Wider' transparent' bars' represent' the' mean' of' the' type' I'
population'and'narrower'bars'show'the'size'of'the'effect'for'the'individual'channels.'Both'Go'and'NoGo'
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4.2 Responses in the late-component reflect behavioural choice 
4.2.1%Type%II%sites%show%choiceHrelated%differences%in%responses.%
Taking!our! initial!classification,!we! identified!16! type! IIa!responses! (n=4!animals)!and!2! type!
IIb!responses!(n=2)!animals!for!within!session!analysis.!MEA!responses!categorized!as!type!II!typically!
showed!the!most!variability!to!their!PSTH!profiles!in!the!late!component!of!the!Buffer!period.!All!sites!
that! showed! late! component! differences!were! included! in! this! category.!We! noticed! that!while! the!
onset! peak! was! very! consistent! for! both! Go! and! NoGo! trials,! trace! variability! typically! increased!
between!0.17O0.5.!The!changes! to! the!PSTH!profile! in! the! late!component!were! typically!much!more!
subtle!than!those!observed!for!type!I!responses!(see!Figure!4.6!for!withinOsession!comparison)!and!as!
noted!above!were!typically!reflected!in!the!relative!size!and!timing!of!the!late!component!peaks!of!the!
Go!and!NoGo! trial! types.!A! comparison!of! the!wholeOsession! average!MU! response! compiled! from!






















Go Trials vs NoGo Trials
Figure' 4.14' Average' PSTH' response' profile' for' Type' II'
sites.''
An' ‘average’' MUA' response' to' each' outcome' type' was'
calculated'by'averaging'the'whole'session'PSTH'of'all'type'
II' sites.' Horizontal' bars' and' colour' blocks' indicate' time'
periods' when' the' PSTH' profiles' of' the' two' traces' were'
significantly'different'(paired'Student’s'ttest,'p<0.05).'The'
late'component'showed'subtle'variability'over'the'course'
of' a' session' and' a' Go' vs' NoGo' comparison' detected'
relatively' few' regions' of' significant' difference' between'
the'MUA'profiles.'(16'sites,'n=4'mice)''
'





of! trials!of! the! relevant! trial!outcome! to!obtain! typical! trial!outcomeOspecific!PSTH!profiles! for! each!
site.!!It!was!necessary!to!exclude!2!electrodes!previously!included!in!the!MEA!distributions!analysis!at!
this!stage!due!to!insufficient!sampling!of!one!of!the!four!outcome!types,!giving!16!Type!II!sites!(Type!
IIa=14,! Type! IIb=2)! from! n=4! mice! in! total.! Each! of! the! individual! sites! showed! characteristic!
differences! between! different! trial! outcomes,! which!were! consistent! for! all! of! the! type! II! sites! (see!
smaller!panels!of!Figure!4.15).!We!thus!obtained!typical!trialOoutcome!specific!responses!by!averaging!
the!PSTH!profiles!of!all!of!the!sites,!shown!in!Figure!4.15.!We!reasoned!that!differences!pertaining!to!





lines! and! colour! blocks! to! indicate! the! subOsections! of! the! late! component! response! that! were!
significantly!different! (paired!Student’s! ttest!at!each! time!bin,!at!p<0.05)!between! the! two!outcomes.!!
We!confirmed!that!these!differences!were!also!present!in!the!MUA!profiles!for!CR!and!FA!outcomes!
of!NoGo!trials!(Figure!4.15B).!The!smaller!panels!on!the!right!of!the!figure!confirm!the!consistency!of!




same!within!Hit/Miss! and! CR/FA! pairs.! The! consistent! significant! difference! between! the! two! trial!
outcomes!for!both!Go!and!NoGo!trials,!suggests!that!the!activity!of!neurons!in!V1!carries!information!
regarding! behavioural! choice.! For! both! Go! and! NoGo! trials,! the! MUA! in! the! ‘Lick/Go! Response’!
outcome!(Hit!for!Go!trials,!FA!for!NoGo!trials)!was!elevated!in!comparison!to!the!‘NoOlick!Response’!
outcome!(Miss!and!CR,!respectively).%Moreover,!the!traces!for!Hits!and!FAs!were!almost!identical!!
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and! the! same!was! true! for!CR!and!Misses.!The! timing!of! this! choiceOrelevant! signal! suggests!a! topO




of! the!animal,!we!compared! the!significantly!different! timeObins! for! the!Go!and!NoGo! trials! (Figure!
4.15C).!We!show!that!the!~0.17sO0.23s!subsection!(indicated!by!the!red!line)!of!the!Buffer!period!was!










difference'between'the'average'correct'and'erroneous'outcomes' for' trials'of' the' two'stimulus'
types'during' the' time'period'were'behaviourally' relevant'MUA'was'observed.'Both' the' range'
and' the' absolute' values' for' the'differences' in'Go' and'NoGo' trials'were' similar' and' consistent'
throughout'the'choice'relevant'time=bins.'(Cyan'bars'='Hit'=Miss'and'grey'bars'='FA=CR).'
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To! our! knowledge! this! is! the! first! description! of! choiceOrelated!MUA! in! the! primary! visual!
cortex!of!mice.!Similar!effects!have!been!described!in!human!V1!(Choe!et!al.!2014)!and!rodent!studies!
of! discrimination! in! other! sensory! domains! (Sachidhanandam! et! al.! 2013).! Znamenskiy! and! Zador!
(2013)!have!also! suggested! that! the! activity!of!neurons! in!primary!areas! conveys! information!about!
taskOrelated!decisions.!!When!viewed!in!the!context!of!these!wider!findings,!the!results!we!observed!at!
Type!II!sites!are!particularly!compelling!given!the!traditional!view!of!V1!serving!as!a!simple!sensory!
relay.! !We! thus! suggest! that! primary! visual! cortex! has! a! larger! role! to! play! in! determining! choiceO





FA)! and! withheld! response! trials! (Miss! and! CR)! were! related! to! a! “Go”! behavioural! choice! is! to!
compare! the! responses!with! the! activity! at! the! same! sites! during! a! passive! viewing! condition.!We!
considered!bouts!of!nonOparticipation!with!>=30!trials!as!a!minimum!for!inclusion!in!the!analysis,!as!
this! guaranteed! at! least! ~15! trials! of! each! stimulus! type.! ! Three! out! of! the! four!mice! for!whom!we!
recorded!Type!II!activity!satisfied!this!condition!(the!fourth!mouse!was!excluded!due!to!only!having!
10! trials! under! the!passive! viewing! condition).!We! calculated! the! average!PSTH!profile! for!Go! and!
NoGo!trials!under!the!passive!viewing!condition!for!all!of!the!qualifying!Type!II!sites!(14!sites!total,!
n=3!animals).!Figure!4.17!shows!the!typical!response!for!Go!and!NoGo!trials!under!passive!viewing!
conditions! against! the! average! PSTHs! for! other! relevant! conditions.! For! example,! for! Go! trials! we!
compared! active! period! S+! trial! responses! both! for! individual! outcomes! (Hit,! Miss)! and! blind! to!
outcome.!The!passive!viewing!MU!activity,!shown!in!purple!in!the!figure,!most!closely!followed!the!
PSTH! profile! of! the!Miss! trials! (red! trace),! and!was! significantly! different! from! both! the!Hit! trials!
(green! trace)! and! the! summed! S+! responses! (blue! trace).!We! used! a! paired! Student’s! ttest! over! the!
whole!Buffer!period!to!evaluate!significance,!which!revealed!significant!difference!between!the!MUA!
responses!for!all!timeObins!within!the!‘choice!relevant’!period!(maroon!shading!in!Figure!4.17A),!with!
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p!values! of! 0.03! and! less.! For! the!NoGo! trials,!we! equally! saw! a! significant! difference! between! the!




animals! made! the! decision! to! withhold! a! licking! response! (Miss! and! CR! outcomes).! This! further!




4.2.3% Early% sustained% activity% at% Type% I% sites% might% lead% to% uncertainty% about%
stimulus%identity.%%%
In! the! previous! section! we! showed! that! MU! responses! in! V1! during! the! Buffer! period!
following!stimulus!onset!conveyed!information!about!subsequent!behavioural!choice.!We!found!that!
during! trials! of! both! stimulus! types,! the! average! MUA! during! Go! decisions! (Hit! and! FA)! by! the!
Figure'4.17'Type'II'activity'during'passive'viewing'vs'all'other'conditions.'
MU' responses' under' passive' viewing' conditions' mimicked' were' very' similar' to' to' the' activity'
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animal!was!elevated!in!comparison!to!the!trials!when!the!animal!chose!to!withhold!the!Go!response!
(Miss!and!CR).!These! increases! in!activity!were! limited! to!a!narrow!timeOwindow!between!0.17!and!
0.23s.!!
In!view!of! these! findings! for!Type! II!MEA!sites,!we! reOanalyzed! the! activity!we!observed!at!
Type!I!sites!to!compute!an!average!PSTH!profile!for!all!Type!I!responses!during!states!of!highest!and!
lowest!motivation!during!motivational! arc! sessions.! The! average! trace!was! calculated! based! on! the!
first!60!trials!of!the!sliding!window!analysis!of!the!individual!Type!I!sites!for!high!motivation!(the!last!
60!trials!were!used!for!the!mean!low!motivation!trace).!We!were!particularly!interested!in!looking!at!
the! MUA! at! Type! I! sites! during! the! choiceOrelevant! period.! Figure! 4.18! shows! the! typical! PSTH!
profiles! that! we! obtained! for! both! Go! and! NoGo! trials! in! Type! Ia! and! b! responses! at! the! start! of!
sessions! (Figure! 4.18A:. high. motivation)! and! from! the! final! sliding! window! (Figure! 4.18B:. low.
motivation).!The!dashed!lines!indicate!the!boundaries!of!the!time!window!that!we!used!to!calculate!the!
postOpeak! period! activity! described! in! Sections! 4.1.6O4.1.7.! !Under! a! high!motivational! state,! Type! I!
sites! showed! sustained! MUA! in! the! choiceOrelated! period! that! was! highly! elevated! in! relation! to!
baseline.! This!was! particularly! true! for!NoGo! trials! of! the! Type! Ia! response! type! and! both!Go! and!










The! changes! to! the! end! of! session! traces! shown! in! Figure! 4.18B! highlighted! interesting!
differences! for! the! between! the! two! Type! I! responses! during! the! choiceOrelevant! period.! !We! took!





in! their!baseline!response!as!previously!described.!During! the!choiceOrelevant!period,! there!were!no!









Type! II! sites).! This!might! imply! that! Type! Ib! sites! report! “Error”! choice! activity!when! the! start! of!
session!motivational!influence!is!discounted.!!
We! also! noticed! that! the! Type! I! responses! showed! differences! to! the! onset! peak! latency!
between! the! high! and! low! motivation! states.! This! was! more! noticeable! for! the! Type! Ib! responses!
where!the!latency!changed!from!~83/81ms!(±3.7/3.1,!for!Go!and!NoGo!trials!respectively)!under!high!
motivation!to!~78/79ms!(±3.2/ms)!under!low!motivation.!Type!Ia!responses!also!showed!a!decrease!in!
onset! latency,! shifting! between! ~73/80ms! (±2.1/2.6ms)! at! the! start! of! the! session! to! ~68/78ms!
(±1.7/3.3ms)! by! the! end.! Despite! these! observations,! unpaired! tOtests! showed! that! the! differences!
between!the!onset!latencies!for!the!two!Type!I!categories!were!not!significant!at!the!p<0.05!alpha!level!
both!within! or! between! categories! apart! from! the! low!motivation! condition! for! Type! Ia! (p=0.0099).!
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4.3 Discussion and Concluding Remarks 
At! the! start! of! this! chapter! I! outlined! the! intentions! of! the! study,! highlighting! two! primary!
focuses.!We! set! off! intending! to! relate!motivational! state! and! behavioural! choice! to! the! changes! in!
multiIunit!activity!of!deep!layer!cells!in!mouse!V1!during!the!course!of!a!simple!visual!discrimination!
task.! We! have! subsequently! presented! evidence! of! two! intriguing! novel! effects! that! have! not!
previously!been!described!for!the!neurons!of!V1!in!mice.!!!
We!started!off!by!analysing!the!distributions!of!firing!rates!for!defined!timeIwindows!(Section!










7.68! sp/s,!NoGo! trials:! 19.25! sp/s)!within!a!defined! timeIperiod! (0.09I0.2s! from!stimulus!onset).!This!
sustained! activation! only! occurred! at! the! start! of! the! session! and! gradually! attenuated! to! reveal! an!
underlying!“baseline”!response!at!the!session!midIpoint,!which!then!remained!stable!until!the!end!of!
the!participatory!period.! !Notably,!Type! Ia! sites! showed!a! significantly!more!pronounced!sustained!













In! the! following! discussion!we! summarise! our! findings,! drawing! on! a!wider! context! of! the!






Before! starting! this!work,!we! hypothesised! that! performance! of! a! visual! discrimination! task!
where!correct!responses!were!encouraged!by!a!water!reward!would!be!reflected!by!the!pooled!activity!
of! subgranular!neurons! in!V1.!Recent!work! in! rodents!has! confirmed! that! cells! in! the!deeper! layers!
report! the! delivery! of! reward! with! exquisite! timing! (Chubykin! et! al.! 2013).! We! expected! that! a!
generalised!“energising”!motivational! influence!would!be!more!apparent!at! the!multiIunit! level!and!
thus! investigated! the! changes! to! MUA! in! behaviour! sessions! of! changing! motivational! state! (see!
Section! 4.1.1! for! justification! of! methodology).! MultiIunit! responses! record! activity! from! an! area!
surrounding! the! electrode! site! that! has! been! estimated! as! 100I200!am! (Supèr! and!Roelfsema! 2005).!
Our! method! for! detecting! spiking! activity! was! based! on! threshold! crossing! and! we! therefore!
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acknowledge!that!we!were!likely!not!to!detect!the!activity!of!smaller!neurons,!whose!spiking!output!
may!have! been!masked!by!noise.! Extracellular! recording! techniques! are! also!more! likely! to! sample!
cells!with!the!highest!firing!rates!(Supèr!and!Roelfsema!2005;!Olsen!et!al.!2012)!and!it!is!important!to!
be! aware! that! this! biased! sampling! may! have! affected! the! reported! results.! Whilst! multiIunit!




At! the! start! of! this! chapter! we! provided! an! overview! of! the! visuallyIevoked! responses! we!
observed!over! the! course!of! the! experiments.!The!onset! latencies! that!we! reported! in!Sections! 4.2.1,!
4.2.3!covered!a!range!between!~69msI83ms.!This! fits!well!with!the! literature!describing!responses!of!
single!units!in!mouse!V1,!the!majority!of!which!typically!fall!between!~60!and!120ms!(Gao!et!al.!2010;!





al.! 2010;! Huberman! and! Niell! 2011;! VélezIFort! et! al.! 2014)! and! estimates! of! orientation! selectivity!
range! between! ~50I75%! (Gao! et! al.! 2010;!Niell! &! Stryker! 2008;!Métin! et! al.! 1988),! ! which!makes! it!
unsurprising! that! most! electrode! sites! showed! almost! identical! onset! responses! to! trials! of! both!
stimulus! types! in! terms! of! both! absolute! amplitude! of! firing! rates! and! timing.! ! Such! MUA! is!
characteristic!of!a! local!population!with!different!tuning!and!receptive!field!properties!(Haider!et!al.!
2007).! Layer!V!neurons! in!particular! are! known! to! show!broader! tuning! to! stimulus! features! and! a!
larger! proportion! of! the! excitatory! cells! in! the! deeper! layers! are! reported! to! be! untuned! while!
remaining!visually!responsive!(Niell!and!Stryker!2008;!Gao!et!al.!2010).!!
All!of!the!Type!Ia!responses!were!recorded!at!sites!located!within!layer!V,!while!some!Type!Ib!
responses!were! also! found! in! layer!VI.! The! Type! II! sites! from! the!motivational! arc! animals! (which!
were! used! for! the! analyses! of! Section! 4.2)! were! entirely! within! layer! V! but! we! also! saw! Type! II!
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responses! in! layer! VI! of! the! undermotivated! sessions.! The! activity! of! these! deeper! layers! has! been!
reported!to!contribute!contextual!framing!to!the! incoming!information!regarding!a!sensory!stimulus!




The! recent! confirmation!of!a! corticostriatal!projection! from! layer!V! is!particularly!exciting! in!
view! of! the! questions! under! investigation! in! our! study.!As! a! vital! component! of! the! dopaminergic!












is! thought! to! function! as! an! important! integrator! of! multisensory! information,! with! a! vital! role! in!
orienting!the!animal!towards!salient,!rewardIlinked!stimuli!(Comoli!et!al.!2003;!Dommett!et!al.!2005;!




Throughout! the! experiments,! we! consciously! targeted! the! deeper! layers! of! V1! with! our!
electrode!penetrations!and!the!majority!of!the!sites!from!which!we!recovered!neural!recordings!were!
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thus! located!within! the! subgranular! layers.! It! is! possible! that!motivational! correlates! could! also! be!
found! in! more! superficial! layers,! driven! through! either! recurrent! connectivity! within! the! cortical!
column!or!by!external!sources.!For!example,!the!activity!of!subpopulations!of!layer!VI!cells!has!been!




In! the! case! of! Type! Ia! responses,! a! distinctive! peakItoItrough! shape! was! revealed! after! the!
motivationally! driven! sustained! activity! subsided.!Namely,!when! these! responses! returned! to! their!
underlying!response!they!show!a!large!dip!below!baseline!levels!suggesting!a!strong!inhibitory!drive.!
Inhibitory!currents!have!been!shown!to!truncate!visually!evoked!responses!in!layer!II/III!of!monocular!
mouse!V1! (Haider! et! al! 2013).! The! PSTH!profile! featuring! the! pronounced! dip! below! baseline!was!
often! revealed!by! the!midpoint!of! the! session! for!NoGo! trials,! slightly! earlier! for!Go! trials! and!was!
maintained! for! both! trial! types! until! participation! ceased! (see! Figure! 4.12! to! track! the! progression!
between!elevated!and!baseline!activity).!This!inhibitory!dip!was!thus!coincident!with!the!time!in!the!
session! when! the! ROC! trajectory! occupied! the! optimal! and! conservative! quadrants! of! ROC! space!
(yellow!to!purple!dots!on!rightIhand!panel!of!Figure!4.12).! !Local!inhibitory!microcircuits!have!been!
suggested!as!playing! important!roles! in!mediating!transitions!between!behavioural!states!(Haider!et!
al.! 2013b;! Fu! et! al.! 2014;! Lee! et! al.! 2014)! and!maintaining! accurate! performance! in! visuallyIguided!




2011),! sometimes!crossing! layer!boundaries! to!make! these! connections! (Kätzel! et! al.! 2011).!All! three!
cell!types!have!been!implicated!in!modulating!the!gain!of!responses!by!excitatory!units!in!V1!(Atallah!
et! al.! 2012;! Cottam! et! al.! 2013;! Fu! et! al.! 2014)! and! it! has! been! suggested! previously! that! engaged!
behavioural!states!can!cause!a!decrease!in!firing!of!PV+!cells!(Niell!and!Stryker!2010;!Ayaz!et!al.!2013).!







Haider! et! al.! 2013b)! are!known! to! exert!profound!effects! on! the! activity!of! cells! in!primary! sensory!
cortices.!In!rodents,!locomotion!is!a!particularly!well!studied!example!of!an!externally!generated!state!
with!many! recent! studies! converging! on! the! finding! that! cells! in! visual! cortex! show! a!widespread!
increase!in!both!spontaneous!and!evoked!firing!rates!during!locomotion!(Niell!and!Stryker!2010;!Pinto!
et! al.! 2013;! Fu! et! al.! 2014).! InternallyIgenerated! context!mediating! factors! such! as! attention,! on! the!
other!hand,!have!more!often!been!explored!within!the!human!and!primate!literature!where!they!have!
also! been! reported! to! affect! network! activity! in! V1! (Stănişor! et! al.! 2013;! Buschschulte! et! al.! 2014).!!




sensory! cortex!of!mice.!Most! studies! investigating! the!neural! activity! in!primary!sensory! cortices!of!
behaving! animals! have! focussed! on! single! unit! analyses! in! order! to! investigate! sensory/coding!
capabilities!of!neurons!in!V1.!When!occasional!references!to!motivational!state!emerge!in!the!studies!
that!investigate!taskIreated!neural!activity,!these!remain!vague!(Komiyama!et!al.!2010;!Andermann!et!
al.! 2010)! and/or! are! discounted! from! analyses! (Rivalan! et! al.! 2013).! It! is! possible! that!MU! analyses!
allowed!us!to!capture!an!emergent!effect!that!is!not!entirely!evident!in!SUA.!We!expect!that!as!more!
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Motivation%vs.%Reward%Value%
Recent! work! by! Roelfsema! and! colleagues! (Stănişor! et! al.! 2013)! appears! to! be! most! closely!
allied! to! the! results!we!have!described! although! the! vocabulary! employed! is!different! between!our!
investigations.! Those! authors! used! a! rewarded! visual! curveItracing! task! to! investigate! reward!
representation! in! V1! of! monkeys.! ! They! showed! that! the! multiIunit! activity! in! V1! was! reliably!
modulated! both! by! relative! reward! in! a! task! involving! two! curves! or! by! absolute! reward! value! (it!
should!be!noted!that!this!effect!was!less!pronounced!but!still!significant)!for!tasks!that!only!featured!a!
single! curve.! ! Stănişor! et! al.! further! suggested! a! distinction! between! activity! that! related! to! two!
components! of! reward! value,! an! overall! reward! expectancy,! which! the! authors! liken! to! “general!
motivation”!and!relative! reward!value.!These!distinctions!make! less! sense! in! the!context!of!our!GoI
NoGo! task! design! (although! they! could! provide! interesting! insight! for! tasks! using! a! 2Ialternative!
forced!choice!structure).!An!alternative!way!to!describe!the!sustained!activity!effect!that!we!have!thus!
far!called!“motivational”!is!to!claim!that!it!relates!to!overall!reward!value.!As!the!thirst!of!the!mouse!
throughout! the! session! decreases,! so! presumably! does! the! reward! value.! We! suggest! that! this! is!






motivation! is! merely! an! attentional! correlate! rather! than! an! influence! of! motivation.! ! Numerous!
studies!have!described!neural!signatures!of!attention!in!monkey!visual!cortex!which!operate!within!a!
similar! timeframe! in! relation! to! stimulus! onset! (Roelfsema! et! al.! 1998;! Stănişor! et! al.! 2013).! Our!
experimental!design!makes!it!difficult!to!separate!out!the!possible!interaction!of!these!two!behavioural!
factors.! However,! it! seems! unlikely! that! the! postIpeak! activity! in! this! study! design! served! an!
attentional! role! as! the! sustained! activity! in! Type! Ia! responses! showed! a! gradual! linear! attenuation!
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from! the! start! to! the!middle! of! the! session! and! plateaued! to! reveal! the! baseline! PSTH! profile!well!
before! the!animal!ceased!engaging!with! the! task! (Figure!4.12).!This!pattern!of!change!to! the!activity!
fits!well!to!the!ideas!about!motivation!that!have!emerged!over!the!course!of!this!thesis,!namely!as!an!
initial! generalized! energizing! drive! which! gradually! makes! way! for! a! more! directed! behavioural!
strategy!(see!Discussion!of!Chapter!3).!It!is!not!clear!how!to!fit!these!changes!to!the!activity!within!the!
framework! of! attention.! Attentional! effects! are! often! characterized! by! their! selectivity,! with! gain!
preferentially!directed!towards!more!rewarding!stimuli.!The!effect!we!described!occurred!in!both!Go!
and!NoGo! trials,! and!was! actually!more! pronounced! for! the!NoGo! trials.! !We! also! highlight! that,!
unlike!the!“over”!and!“motivational!arc”!conditions,!we!failed!to!detect!any!Type!I!activity! in!all!of!
the!“undermotivated”!sessions!(n=3,!see!Figure!4.2!for!definition).!Undermotivated!behaviour!is!used!
to! denote! a! conservative! or! efficient! behavioural! strategy,! which! could! be! argued! to! require!more!
selective!attentional!resources!and!if!the!sustained!activity!reflected!an!attentional!correlate!we!would!
expect! that! Type! I! responses! would! be! present.! However,! as! we! also! did! not! always! manage! to!
capture!Type!I!responses!even!in!the!motivational!arc!sessions,!this!may!simply!be!due!to!sampling.!
Electrophysiology,!behavior!and!modeling!work!with!designs!able! to!separate!reward!and!attention!
processes! have! previously! demonstrated! that! while! the! mechanisms! engaged! by! these! factors! are!
indeed! similar,! they! are! dissociable! (Raymond! and! O’Brien! 2009;! Baldassi! and! Simoncini! 2011;!
Stănişor! et! al.! 2013).! ! Notably,! attention! is! a! difficult! concept! to! transfer! to! the! murine! models!
increasingly! used! in! neuroscience.! Primate! studies,! which! allow! greater! control! through! more!
elaborate!task!designs!may!offer!the!most!suitable!means!of!separating!the!attentional!vs!motivational!
processes! involved! in! rewardIdirected! learnt! behaviours! (Barry! Richardson,! personal!
communication).!A!study!by!Zador!and!colleagues!(Otazu!et!al.!2009)!suggested!the!existence!of!two!
separable!aspects!of!attention!–!the!‘orienting’!selective!attentional!correlate,!which!tends!to!be!studied!
in! primates! and! humans! (Raz! and! Buhle! 2006),! and! a! less! precisely! defined! general! “arousal”! or!
vigilance.!It!remains!to!be!seen!whether!such!a!broad!‘alerting’!concept!(Raz!and!Buhle!2006)!can!be!
separated! from! the! generalised! motivating! state! that! we! have! described,! particularly! in! mice.!
Interestingly,!the!study!of!Otazu!et!al,!described!the!suppression!of!auditory!responses!as!the!correlate!
of!this!general!arousal.!!!!









While! we! cannot! entirely! rule! out! the! possibility! of! motorIrelated! artefacts! as! we! did! not!
monitor! the! animals’! body!movements,! we! think! them! unlikely! for! two! reasons.! In! Chapter! 3! we!
demonstrated!that!the!licking!patterns!of!mice!during!Go!and!NoGo!trials!in!the!overmotivated!stages!
of! a! session!were! virtually! identical! during! the! buffer! period.!Although! the!motivational! activation!
effects!that!we!described!for!Type!I!responses!were!found!in!both!Go!and!NoGo!conditions,!the!MUA!
PSTH!profiles!were!different!between! trials!of! the! two!different!stimuli.!Secondly,!we!would!expect!
motorIrelated!modulations!or!artefacts! to!show!up!on!all!MEA!sites,!which!was!not! the!case! for! the!
activity!we!recorded.!Furthermore,!the!motivational!sustained!effects,!which!could!be!argued!to!be!the!
result! of! an! “engaged”! behavioural! state! (Otazu! et! al.! 2009)! only! affected! the! proportion! of! sites!
classified!as!Type!I,!which!were!found!alongside!Type!II!sites!in!some!animals!(n=2).!!
Andermann! and! colleagues! (2010)! reported! correcting! for! motionIrelated! contamination!
associated!with!licking!and!body!movements!when!conducting!chronic!calcium!imaging!in!headIfixed!
mice.!A! comparison! of! the! raw! trace! and! the! 3D! corrected! alignment! in! that! study! shows! that! this!
procedure!mostly! helped! to! remove! slowIwave! oscillations.!Although! the! amplitude! of! spikes!was!
also! reduced,! the! absolute! number! of! events! detected! remained! the! same! between! corrected! and!
uncorrected!versions.!These!findings!suggest!that!even!if!our!recordings!registered!some!interference!
due! to! smallImovements,! the! overall! results! would! remain! unchanged.! It! is! also! possible! that! we!
eliminated! any! contamination! of! lickIrelated! “spiking”! by! our! normalisation! procedure! where! we!
adjusted!each!PSTH!by!subtracting!the!baseline!rate!of!the!preceding!trial’s!ITI.!Mice!typically!showed!
undifferential! licking! and! whisking! behaviour! during! the! overmotivated! stages! irrespective! of! the!
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The! effects! that! we! observed! may! have! been! mediated! by! external! neuromodulatory!
influences.! For! example,! activation! of! cholinergic! receptors! of! visual! cortical! neurons! has! been!
reported!to!enhance!firing!rates!during!visual!stimulation!(Newman!et!al.!2012).!A!recent!study!using!
the! same! experimental! setIup! as! employed! here! examined! the!modulation! by! cholinergic! inputs! of!
responses!to!visual!stimulation!in!V1.!The!authors!convincingly!showed!that!optogenetic!stimulation!
of!the!basal!forebrain!(the!source!of!cholinergic!inputs!to!visual!cortex)!improved!the!discriminatory!
performance! of! the!mice! (Pinto! et! al.! 2013).! This! effect!was! seemingly!mediated! by! the! increase! in!
spiking! rates! of! single!units! recorded! across! all! layers.!The! cholinergic! system!has!been! linked! to! a!
number!of!factors!important!to!motivated!engagement!such!as!distributing!attentionional!resources!in!
goal! directed! behaviour! (Everitt! and! Robbins! 1997;! Kalmbach! and! Waters! 2014)! ,! reward! related!
actitivy! in!prmary! sensory! cortex! (Newman! et! al.! 2012;!Chubykin! et! al.! 2013)! and!gain!modulation!
associated!with!brain!state!changes!(Pinto!et!al.!2013;!Fu!et!al.!2014).!Neurons!originating!in!the!basal!




activity! and! behaviour! that!we! saw,! is! not! altogether! satisfactory! as! the! sole! source! to! explain! the!
sustained!activity!we!observed.! In!contrast! to! the!cholinergic!effects!reported!in!the! literature!which!
correlate! with! improved! discriminatory! performance! (Pinto! et! al.! 2013),! the! sustained! effect! we!
described! was! only! present! during! the! high/overImotivation! stages! of! behavioural! sessions! and! a!
more! discriminating! performance! often! emerged! at! later! stages.! It! should! be! noted,! that! laminar!
position!and!the!specific!activation!of!either!nichotinic!or!muscarinic!receptors!can!exert!profoundly!





the! serotinergic! and! noradrenergic! systems.! The! activation! of! noradrenaline! (NA)! receptors! across!
layers! 2/3! and! 4! of! the! visual! cortex! has! been! shown! to! play! a! role! in! neuronal! activity! changes!
between!engaged!and!passive!states!(Polack!et!al.!2013).!Polack!and!colleagues!showed!that!NA!was!
instrumental! in! increasing! the!baseline!depolarization!of!neurons!during! locomotion,! bringing! their!
membrane! voltage! closer! to! the! spiking! threshold! and! thereby! leading! to! increased! firing! rates.!
Importantly,! this! role! was! balanced! with! a! concurrent! cholinergic! input,! which! contributed! to!
determining! membrane! voltage! during! quiescent! periods.! Serotonin! on! the! other! hand! has! been!
linked! to! impulsive! behavior! and! the! inability! to!withhold! a! response! (Evenden! 1999).! It! has! been!
suggested!as!mediating!its!effects!by!modulating!the!motivational!significance!of!an!action!(Bari!and!
Robbins! 2013).! The! influence! of! serotonin! on! behaviour! has! more! commonly! been! studied! in! the!
prefrontal!regions!(Bari!and!Robbins!2013)!whose!role!in!goalIdirected!behavior!is!better!established!




The!mesolimbic!dopaminergic! system! is! the!most! thoroughly! investigated!neuromodulatory!
network! with! respect! to! a! role! in! reward,! learning! and! motivation! (Schultz! 2007;! Matsumoto! and!
Hikosaka!2009;!BrombergIMartin!et!al.!2010;!Salamone!and!Correa!2012).!No!direct!projections!to!V1!
from! the! subcortical! dopaminergic! centres! of! the! ventral! tegmental! area! (VTA)! or! substantia! nigra!
(SN)! have! been! documented! but! there! are! nevertheless! feedback! projections! from! other! important!




and! striatum! (Khibnik! et! al.! 2014)! further! justifies! the! relevance! of! the! visual! cortex! receiving!













as! such! because! the! animals! they! are! taken! from! demonstrate! normal! performance! levels! on!
subsequent!days.!It!could!otherwise!be!argued!that!the!performance!merely!reflects!a!failure!to!learn!




At!Type! II! sites,!we! found! that! the!MUA! carried! a! “Go! response”! signature,!which! became!
apparent!when! comparing!Hit! vs!Miss! trials! and!FA!vs!CR! trials! (Section! 4.2.1,! Figure! 4.15,! Figure!
4.16).!The!timing!of!this!activity!(0.17I0.23!for!both!Go!and!NoGo!trials!and!further!nonIoverlapping!
regions!up!to!0.5s)!further!suggests!that!it!results!from!topIdown!modulation!rather!than!being!driven!
by! the! bottomIup! pathways! that! shape! the! initial! onset! response! (Komiyama! et! al.! 2010;!
Sachidhanandam!et!al.!2013;!Pinto!et!al.!2013).!The!MUA!seen!during!the!FA!and!Hit!outcomes!may!
therefore! reflect! the!processing!of!higher!cortical!areas! linked! to! task!structure!and/or! reward!value!
such!as!prefrontal!cortex!and!amygdalar!nuclei! (Mouse!Connectivity!Atlas! (Allen! Institute! for!Brain!
Science)),! respectively.! Such! a! topIdown! salience! or! “reward! expectation”! signal!would!match!well!
with! the! “Go! response”! outcome! that! is! seen! in! Hit! and! FA! trials.! Equally,! the! absence! of! this!
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heightened! activity! in! the! case! of!CR! and!Miss! outcomes! corresponds!well!with! the!withdrawal! of!
licking! seen! in! trials! of! those! types.! The! increased!MUA! observed! during! the! choiceIrelevant! time!
window!was! also! absent!during!passive!viewing! conditions! recorded!at!Type! II! sites! (Section! 4.2.2,!




significant! differences! between! the! two! traces! occurred! (difference! in! firing! rate! during! the! choice!
relevant!period!ranged!between!1.3I6.5!sp/s!(±0.8I1.8,!s.e.m.).!!
Znamenskiy!and!Zador!(!2013)!recently!demonstrated!that!they!were!able!to!bias!perceptually!
guided! decisions! in! a! mouse! by! activating! projection! neurons! from! primary! auditory! cortex! to!















existence! of! motivational! and! choiceIrelated! neural! correlates! in! V1,! our! sample! population! is!
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regrettably! small.!We! thus! require! further!examples!of!all! 3!motivational! conditions! to! confirm! that!
the!effects!we!describe!are! consistently! found!across!numerous!cohorts.!We!have!argued! for!Type! I!





Furthermore,! whilst! we! were! able! to! capture! motivational! arc! behavior! during!
electrophysiology! recordings,! these! sessions! were! not! as! well! characterised! as! the! behavior! in! the!
previous!chapter.!In!Chapter!3,!we!were!able!to!keep!deprivation!levels!consistent!and!therefore!the!
typical! motivational! trajectory! displayed! by! the! mice! within! behavior! sessions! was! highly!
reproducible! and! consistent! between! subjects.! This! both! simplified! and! strengthened! crossIsubject!
comparisons.!Unfortunately,!this!behavioural!consistency!was!disrupted!due!to!the!slight!changes!of!
the! homeostatic! water! level! of! the! mice! that! occurred! as! a! result! of! the! preparation! for! the!
electrophysiology! sessions.% This! was! most! likely! due! to! surgical! procedures! such! as! postIsurgery!
injection! of! analgesic.!We! thus! sometimes! observed! the! persistence! of! an! overmotivated! state! or! a!




the! future! would! be! a! more! comprehensive! characterization! of! the! MUA! changes! as! coupled! to!
defined! stages! within! motivational! arc! sessions.! We! showed! in! Chapter! 3! that! crossIsubject!
consistency! in! behavior! is! indeed! possible! and! our! aim! would! be! to! recreate! this! under! the!
electrophysiology! experiments! in!order! to! enable!us! to! talk!more! specifically! about! the! relationship!
between! motivation! and! activity! in! V1.! Ideally! we! would! be! able! to! entirely! extend! the! analysis!
framework! developed! in! the! previous! Chapter,! including! the! nuances! of! Pavlovian/Instrumental!
balance!and!couple!it!to!electrophysiology.!













at! MEA! sites! did! not! fit! into! the! Type! I! and! II! categories! on! which! we! focussed! our! analysis.!
Particularly! intriguing! were! the! responses! that! showed! solely! negative! deflections! from! baseline!
without! a! preceding! baseline! response,! as! these! often! shifted! to! increasingly! negative! values! with!
changes!in!motivation.!This!raises!the!possibility!that!local!inhibition!may!become!progressively!more!




II)! or! both! (Type! Ib).! Human! studies,! where! population! effects! relating! reward! value! have! been!
described! more! frequently! have! suggested! that! choice/reward! related! activity! and! perceptual!
(stimulus! identity)! encoding! is! carried! out! by! different! populations! of! cells! (Hol! and! Treue! 2001;!
FitzGerald! et! al.! 2013;!Choe! et! al.! 2014).!We! also! suggest! that! there! are! two!distinct! time!windows!
within! which! motivational! and! choiceIrelevant! effects! become! apparent.! We! speculate! that! the!
motivational! activation! induces! firing! rate! changes! immediately! after! the! onset! response! (the! ‘postI
peak’!period)!and!may!thus!be!the!result!of!increased!variability!of!the!onset!response!or!adjustments!
to! adaptation! mechanisms! caused! by! locally! generated! mechanisms! or! external! neuromodulatory!
sources.!Cortical!cells!can!display!an!element!of! redundancy! in! taskIrelevant!representations,!which!
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may!result!in!larger!populations!of!cells!showing!stimulus!related!activation!than!necessary!to!support!
a! taskIrelevant! representation! (Stüttgen! et! al.! 2011).! Sparse! ensembles!with! selective! gain! are! often!
sufficient! to! efficiently! represent! visual! stimuli,! coupled! with! a! decrease! in! overall! network!
engagement!as!a! task! is! learnt! (Gdalyahu!et!al.!2012).!The!enhanced!activity! that!we!have!described!
may!be!driven!by!a!top!down!modulation!arising!from!basal!forebrain!or!prefrontal!areas!such!as!the!
anterior! cingulate.! These! areas! have! been! shown! to! cause! gain! of! responses! in! V1! in! relation! to!
behavioural!state!(Zhang!et!al.!2014;!Fu!et!al.!2014).!Specifically,!a!study!by!Lin!and!Nicolesis!(2008)!
points! to! a! possible! source! of! the! sustained! activity! in! the! nonIcholinergic! neurons! of! the! basal!
forebrain.!This!diverse!population!of!cells!which!includes!GABAIergic,!glutamatergic!and!peptadergic!
neurons!(Lin!et!al.!2006;!Lin!and!Nicolelis!2008)!has!been!shown!to!display!burst!firing!behaviour!in!
response! to!motivationally! salient! stimuli,! irrespective!of! the!valence!of! the! stimuli.! ! In! their! study,!
carried! out! in! rats,! the! authors! showed! this! was! true! for! both! auditory! and! visual! cues! when! the!
animals! had! been! trained! in! a! Go/NoGo! simple! association! paradigm.! They! cross! validated! their!
results! by! demonstrating! the! absence! of! burst!
firing! during! presentations! of! stimuli! that! had!
not! been! trained! with! the! Go/NoGo! task! and!
those! that! lost! salience! through! an! extinction!
procedure.!Importantly,! the!distribution!of!onset!
latencies! of! the! «motivationally! salient»! burst!
activity! for! the! light! stimulus!was!between!~100!
and!200ms!from!stimulus!onset!(Figure!4.19).!The!
elevated!activity!we!observed!at!Type!I!sites!also!
occurred!within! this! time! frame.!As! the!neurons!
of! the! basal! forebrain! (including! those!
originating! in! the! diagonal! band,! substantia!
innominata! and! the! pallidum)! are! known! to!
project! to! layers! V! and! VI! of! primary! visual!
Figure'4.19'Latency'of'basal'forebrain'responses'to'
salient'cues.'
Non9cholinergic' neurons' in' basal' forebrain' show'
burst'activity'to'motivationally'salient'visual'stimuli'
following' training' on' a' Go9NoGo' task.' The' time9
window' within' which' burst' firing' occurred' (grey'
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cortex! we! speculate! that! the! generalised! sustained! activity! that! we! observed! under! high! levels! of!
motivation!is!caused!by!the!bursting!of!these!cells.!!
Widespread,!unselective!gain!effects!may!result!in!an!increased!recruitment!of!primary!cortex!
cells! responsive! to! the! stimuli,! and! the! activity! of! the! postIpeak! period! may! thus! reflect! a! more!
pronounced! onset! response.! These! unselective! gain! effects! might! also! be! mediated! by! a! reduced!
inhibitory! drive.! The! largely! untuned! inhibitory! neurons! synapse! with! excitatory! cells! of! many!
different!orientation!preferences!(Packer!and!Yuste!2011;!Bock!et!al.!2011)!and!are!thus!well!placed!to!
modulate! pyramidal! cell! activity.! Gao! et! al! (2010)! showed! that! onset! response! latencies! of! some!
neurons! in!V1!can!be!up!to!200!ms,!and! latencies!of!up! to!~175ms!have!been!reported! in!wholeIcell!
recordings! in! awake! cortex! (Haider! et! al.! 2013b).! Recruitment! of! a! larger! population! of! the! V1!
population!with!varied!onset!latencies!could!manifest!as!an!extended!onset!response!resulting!in!a!state!
of!“perceptual!confusion”!(see!Section!4.2.3).!All!stimuli!would!therefore!induce!an!equally!high!firing!
rate! as! we! observed! at! Type! I! sites! during! the! high! motivation! states,! inducing! a! “Go! response”!
decision!to!be!made.!This! increase! in!the!average!spiking!of! layer!V!cells!could!help!to!drive!such!a!
behavioural! response!by! causing! the!gain!of! activity! in! superior! colliculus! (Zhao!et! al.! 2014)!and/or!








Ia! ✓ % ✗ %
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perceptual! decisionImaking.!We! have! shown! that! a! potential! neural! correlate! of!motivation! can! be!
found! in!primary! sensory! cortex.! In! the! current! analysis!we!were!able! to!define! crude!motivational!
categories!and!relate!them!to!changes!in!MUA.!With!a!larger!sample!size,!it!would!be!interesting!to!try!
to!define!finer!distinctions!between!motivational!states.!The!highly!varied!nature!of!the!responses!we!
observed! made! it! difficult! to! gain! a! comprehensive! understanding! of! the! role! of! primary! sensory!
cortex! in! simple! rewarded! behaviours.! Further! work! is! needed! to! determine! the! sources! and!
reproducibility!of!the!effects!we!observed.!At!this!stage!it!is!difficult!to!know!if!the!scarcity!of!Type!I!





Slow! oscillations! have! been! intimately! linked! to! crossIcortical! coupling! mechanisms! and!
behavioural!state!modulation,!which!could!be!important!in!the!manifestation!of!a!motivational!effect!
in!V1.!The!neuromodulatory!influences!that!are!typically!explored!in!relation!to!motivation!are!known!
to!differentialy! affect!different! frequency!bands! (Pinto! et! al.! 2013;!Kalmbach! and!Waters! 2014).%The!
alpha!band!(8I13!Hz)!of!the!LFP!may!hold!particular!interest!for!the!behavioural!processes!that!are!at!
the!core!of!this!study!due!to!the!suggested!involvement!of!these!frequencies!in!providing!contextual!
information! (Palva! and! Palva! 2011).! It! would! thus! be! interesting! to! explore! the! LFP! correlates! of!
motivation!in!the!context!of!our!task.!
In! Chapter! 5! of! this! study! we! go! on! to! suggest! further! experiments! using! an! optogenetics!
approach,! which! might! be! used! in! order! to! help! us! further! understand! the! responses! we! have!
described.!
!
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! !
An%Aside%on%the%Terminology%of%Behavioural%Processes%
It! is! important! to! point! out! the! difficulty! of! reconciling! differences! in! terminology! that! get!
applied! throughout! the! research! community,! which! often! come! down! to! an! arbitrary! choice! of!
individual! researchers.! This! issue! may! be! unavoidable! when! trying! to! understand! the! emergent,!
overlapping! and! interrelated! processes! that! make! up! even! simple! behaviours! from! perception! to!
action.! !Ultimately,! the!goal! is! the!same!despite!the!differences!of! labels.!We!maintain!that!although!
general!arousal! effects! related! to!nonIspecific!attentional!allocation!may!contribute! to! the!effects!we!
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Chapter(5.(Future(Directions:(Optogenetics(Toolbox('
In! the! following! chapter,! I! describe! the! development! phase! and! associated! results! of! an!
optogenetic! approach! that!we!plan! to! implement! in! future! experiments.!The!work!described! in! this!
chapter!was!carried!out!at!the!start!of!my!PhD!training!with!the!intention!of!applying!the!technique!
within!the!behavioural!paradigm.!I!start!the!chapter!with!an!introduction!to!optogenetics!to!provide!a!
basic!overview!of! the!functional!properties!of! the!method.! ! In! the!methods!section!that! follows!I!set!
out!the!steps!that!were!taken!to!package!an!inhibitory!opsin!(ArchT)!into!an!effective!viral!vector!and!
the! validation! of! the! virus! functionality!with! both! in! vitro! and! in! vivo! electrophysiology.! Finally,! I!
suggest! some! potential! implementations! of! the! technique! in! the! context! of! the! results! presented! in!
Chapter!4.!!
!
5.1 Introduction to Optogenetics 
5.1.1%Background%
Optogenetics! is! a! methodology! that! has! revolutionised! neuroscience! over! the! past! decade,!
finding! wideIranging! applications! from! circuit! mapping! of! cellular! connections! to! elucidating! the!
neural! correlates! of! behaviour! (Zhang! et! al.! 2010;! Mattis! et! al.! 2012).! The! basic! concept! involves!
introducing! lightIactivated!membrane! protein! channels/pumps! (opsins)! into! neurons! to!manipulate!
their!membrane!voltage! (Zemelman! et! al.! 2002).! These! largely! bacterialIderived!proteins!undergo! a!
conformational!change!when!stimulated!by!the!wavelength!of!light!to!which!they!are!sensitive,!which!
allows! the! movement! of! ions! across! the! cell! membrane.! The! resulting! effect! on! the! membrane!
potential! of! the! cell! is! dictated! by! the! direction! in! which! these! ions! are! transported! over! the!
membrane.! Therefore! opsins! can! be! used! to! depolarise! or! hyperpolarise! neurons,! with! excitatory!
opsins! being! used! to! drive! spiking! and! inhibitory! opsins! to! suppress! spiking! in! the! infected!
population.! Importantly,! these! modulations! of! activity! are! reversible! and! can! be! applied! with!
exquisite!temporal!and!spatial!precision!(Gradinaru!et!al.!2007;!Zhang!et!al.!2010).!
!
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5.1.2%Controlling%the%activity%of%neurons%
Opsins! can! be! broadly! divided! into! two!main! functional! classes! (Figure! 5.1):! the! excitatory!
proteins!where!the!movement!of!ions!results!in!a!depolarization!of!the!cell!membrane!and!ultimately!
brings! the! cell! to! action! potential! threshold.! The! most! widely! used! opsin! that! makes! use! of! this!
mechanism! is!Channelrhodopsin( (ChR2)( (Boyden!et! al.! 2005),(which! is! controlled!by!blue!wavelength!
light.!Most! excitatory! opsins! are! derivatives! of! ChR2! family!with! small! differences! to! its! encoding!
DNA! in!order! to! change! temporal! characteristics!or! shift! the! light! sensitivity! spectrum! (Wang!et!al.!
2009;! Gunaydin! et! al.! 2010).! The! second! class! of! opsins! has! the! opposite! effect! on! membrane!
conductance.!The!net! effect! of! the! inhibitory!opsins! is! a! hyperpolarization!of! the!membrane,!which!
takes!the!cell!further!from!the!spiking!threshold!and!therefore!reduces!the!spiking!output!of!the!cell.!




The' schematic' shows' the' basic' concept' of' the' opsin' technology.' A' transmembrane' protein'
undergoes' a' conformational' change' when' illuminated' with' light' of' the' relevant' frequency.' This'
change' results' in' a' movement' of' ions' across' the' cell' membrane' through' a' channel' or' ‘pump’'
exchange.' The' resulting' modulation' of' transmembrane' potential' causes' depolarization' or'
hyperpolarization' of' the' cell,' thereby' affecting' its' spiking' output.' ChR=' Channelrhodopsin' (cation'
channel),' HR=' Halorhodopsin' (chloride' pump),' BR/PR=' bacteriorhodopsin' (protein' pump).! Adapted! from!
(Yizhar'et'al.'2011).''
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Timing-of- ion- flow:-While! all! opsins! offer! exquisite! temporal! control! to! the! experimenter,! there! are!
differences! in! the!precise!kinetics! (Yizhar!2012).!Some!of! this! is!down!to!the!mechanical!or!chemical!
factors! that! determine! the! ion! transport! mechanism.! The! kinetics! of! ChR2! are,! for! example,!
determined!by! the!dynamics!of! the!opening!of! a! cation! channel.!Other! opsins,!whose! ion! transport!












(Zhang!et!al!2010).!AAV!are!nonIpathogenic!members!of! the!Parvoviradae! family!and,! importantly,!
are! reported! to!have! low! immunogenicity! in!mammalian!host! cells.!This,! in! combination!with! their!
stable! longIterm!expression! (up! to!18!months)! (Mastakov!et!al!2001)!makes! them!ideally!suited! to!a!
wide!range!of!optogenetic!applications!including!perturbation!of!behavioural!circuits!where!training!
can!last!many!months.!Viruses!can!be!targeted!to!a!ROI!with!stereotaxically!precise!injections!(Cetin!et!
al.! 2006),! 2I3! weeks! prior! to! the! start! of! an! experiment! where! optogenetic! methodology! is! to! be!
applied.!!-
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The! first! step! towards! controlling! the! spatial! extent! of! opsin! expression! is! determined! by! a!
balance!of! spread! from! the! injection!site,!natural! tissue! tropisms!of! the!viral! serotype,! the!promoter!
encoded! by! the! plasmid! and! the! precise! volume! of! virus! injected.! More! sophisticated! genetic!
methodologies!also!offer! the!potential! to! target!expression! to!particular!subpopulations!of!cells.!The!
widely!applied!Cre<recombinase!mechanism!relies!on!the! incorporation!of! the!genetic!code!carried!by!
the!virus! into!cells,!which!contain!a!specific!sequence!to!enable! its!expression!(Orban!et!al.!1992).! In!
CreIdriven! plasmids,! the! genetic! code! carries! an! additional! “STOP”! element,! which! precedes! the!
genes!of! interest.!Thus,!unless! the!plasmid! is! incorporated! into!cells! that! can!manufacture!a!protein!
called!CreIrecombinase!to!recognize!the!STOP!element!and!remove!it!from!the!genetic!code,!the!opsin!
will!not!be!expressed.!The!number!of! transgenic!mouse!lines!expressing!CreIrecombinase!in!specific!
cell! lines! continues! to! grow! (JAX®! CreIRepository! Database,! Jackson! Laboratory),! allowing!
researchers!to!apply!the!CreItechnology!to!ask!very!specific!questions.!!
!
Light-delivery:-A!potential! limitation!to! the!efficacy!of!optogenetic! technology! is! the!method!chosen!
for! light!delivery.!Apart! from!catering! to! the!precise! spectral! sensitivities!of! the!opsin,! light! sources!
can!differ!in!terms!of!beam!focussing!and!output!power.!Experimental!paradigms!play!a!large!part!in!
determining! which! source! is! the!most! suitable! to! ensure! reliable! activation! of! opsins! in! the! target!
tissue.! In! vitro! electrophysiology! for! example! offers!more! freedom! to! the! experimenter! in! terms! of!
access!to!the!precise!location!of!opsin!expression.!In!vivo!experiments!can!present!difficulties!in!this!
regard,! especially! when! the! technology! is! applied! to! awake,! behaving! animals! (Yizhar! et! al.! 2011;!
Mattis! et! al.! 2012).! In! these! situations,! light! delivery! mechanisms! are! often! limited! to! highIpower!
lasers!coupled!to!optical!fibres!(Sparta!et!al.!2012;!Pinto!et!al.!2013).!Challenges!of!in!vivo!light!delivery!
include!compensating!for!the!absorption!and!scattering!properties!of!biological!tissues!(Yaroslavsky!et!
al.! 2002;! Aravanis! et! al.! 2007;! Chow! et! al.! 2010)! and! structural! damage! caused! by! optical! fibres! or!
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5.1.3%Applications%of%Optogenetics%
The! optogenetics! methodology! offers! unprecedented! control! over! the! activity! of! neural!
circuitry! and! is! allowing! scientists! to! pose! previously! inaccessible! questions! (Zhang! et! al.! 2010;!
Huberman! and!Niell! 2011).!Genetic! targeting! of! expression! to! subgroups! of! inhibitory! neurons! has!
allowed!research!into!sensory!codes!and!the!local!circuitry!underlying!perceptual!abilities!(S.IH.!Lee!et!
al.!2012;!Glickfeld,!Histed,!et!al.!2013).!Experiments!with!awake!behaving!animals!have!likewise!made!







The! membrane! proton! pump! ArchaerhodopsinT! (ArchT)! was! developed! in! late! 2010! by!




optogenetic! tools,! with! high! speed! of! activation! (~1I2ms! {Mattis! et! al.! 2012]).! These! kinetics! are!
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!
We!received!the!ArchTIopsin!plasmid!(courtesy!of!the!Boyden!lab)!in!January!2011!before!preI
packaged!viruses! incorporating! this! opsin!were! commercially! available.! I! therefore!manufactured! a!
highly!efficient!viral!vector!in!house!using!an!AAV1/AAV2!mixed!capsid!approach!(Klugmann!et!al.!
2005).!Wang!et!al! (2003)! reported! the!efficacy!of!AAV1!and!AAV2!transduction! in! the!murine!CNS.!







5.2 Materials and Methods 






















































shows' the' photocurrents' of' ArchT' at' different' light' power.' Activation' of' the' opsin' induces' impressive'
photocurrents,'even'at'low'irradiance.''Adapted!from!(Han!et!al.!2011).!
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5.2.1%Virus%Production%
Plasmid%Preparation%Steps:%
1. Transformation:! Bacterial! cultures! of! XL1! Supercompetent! cells! (Agilent! Technologies)!were!
mixed!with!the!ArchT!plasmid!and!plated!on!LB!agar!with!ampicillin.!The!plates!were!kept!at!







(see! Figure! 1,! Appendix! C).! SYBR®! Green! dye! (Sigma! Aldrich)! was! added! to! the!
electrophoresis! gel! to! allow! subsequent! visualisation! of! the! results! by! UV! illumination.! In!
particular,! this! step!was! important! to! confirm! that! the! inverted! terminal! repeats! (ITRs)!were!
not! lost! during! recombination! events.! ITRs! are! vital! for! the! successful! virus!production! (see!
Table!1,!Appendix!C!for!details).!!








The! preparation! of! these! plasmids! involved! the! same! steps! as! detailed! above! for! ArchT.! For! each!
plasmid! we! carried! out! restriction! analysis! with! the! appropriate! enzyme! to! confirm! purity! of! the!
preparation.!
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Virus%Production%Protocol:%
! Five! flasks!of!human!embryonic!kidney!293! (HEK)! cells!were!plated! in! complete!DMEM!(in!
500ml:!50ml!foetal!calf!serum,!5ml!nonIessential!amino!acids,!5ml!sodium!pyruvate,!2.5ml!Pen/Strep,!
all( Life! Technologies®)( culture! 24! hours! before! transfection.!
When! cultures! had! reached! ~70%! confluence,! the! appropriate!
ratios!of! the!helper!and!ArchT!plasmids!were! split!between! the!
flasks! using! standard! calcium! phosphate! transfection! method!
(Hauck!et! al.! 2003;!Klugmann!et! al.! 2005).!Cells!were!harvested!
60I65! hours! after! transfection! and! digested! with! Benzonase!
endonuclease! (#E1014,! Sigma! Aldrich).! The! recovered!
supernatant! was! stored! at! I20°C! ready! for! heparin! affinity!
column!purification! (During! et! al.! 2003;!Hauck! et! al.! 2004).!The!
supernatant!was!passed!through!a!heparin!column!(1ml!HiTrap!
Heparin!columns,!#5I4836,!Sigma)!and!virus!was!eluted!using!a!
TrisIbuffered! NaCl! gradient! ranging! from! 200mM! to! 500mM.!
Factions!eluted!between!400mM!and!500mM!concentrations!were!
collected,! based! on! previous! reports! that! used! a! 1:1! ratio! for!
AAV1/2! production! (Hauck! et! al! 2004).! The! virus! solution!was!
concentrated!by!repeated!centrifugation!until!a!volume!of!250µl!
remained.! This! was! made! up! to! 500µl! with! 1xPBS! (Life!
Technologies! ®)! and! separated! out! into! 25µl! aliquots.! The! aliquots!were! stored! at! I80°C! until! use.!
Prior! to! testing! the! infection!efficiency!of! the!collected!sample! in!vitro,!a!10µl!volume!was!run!on!a!






Figure' 5.3' Protein' digestion' of'
ArchT'carrying'virus.''
Red' arrows' highlight' protein' bands'
that' correspond' to' viral' capsid'
proteins' VP193.' Wells' are' A:'
reference' ladder,' 1,2:' AAV' 1/2'
ArchT'









All! virus! injections! were! carried! out! using! C57BL/6! female! mice! (Harlan! or! Charles! River)!
under! full! aseptic! technique.! The! anaesthesia! and! general! surgery! protocol! was! identical! to! the!
approach!described!in!Chapter!2.!Once!the!skull!was!cleared!of!all!debris,!we!used!an!Angle!Two™!
Stereotaxic! Instrument! (Leica)! to! establish! the! precise! anatomical! coordinates! for! the! injections! and!
marked! the! location! with! a! nonIpermanent! marker.!We! used! a! dental! drill! to! carefully! perform! a!
craniotomy,!exposing!a!<1mm!injection!site,!taking!care!not!to!damage!the!cortical!surface.!It!was!not!
necessary! to! remove! the! dura! for! viral! injections.! We! hydrated! the! cortex! with! cortical! buffer!
throughout.!A10al!calibrated!glass!micropipette! (Sigma,!P0674)!was!pulled!to!give!a! fine! tip! (~1am,!
with!PCI10!Puller,!Narishigie),!backfilled!with!vegetable!oil!and!a!thin!metal!stylus!was!inserted!into!
the!back.!Slight!pressure!was!applied!to! the!stylus! to! test! for!an!opening!at! the! tip.!The!pipette!was!
then! attached! to! the! holder! arm! of! the! stereotaxic! instrument.! Initial! validation! injections! were!
targeted! to! Layer! V! of! the! somatosensory! or! primary! visual! cortices.! The! back! of! the! pipette! was!
attached! to! a! hydraulic! micromanipulator! system! (MMOI220A,! Narishige).! 200nlI1al! of! virus! was!




of! the!oil!and!virus.!Following!the! injection,! the!pipette!was!held! in!place! for!~10I15!minutes!before!
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being!slowly!retracted!to!avoid!backflow!of!the!injected!liquid.!The!skull!was!cleaned!once!more!with!
Iodine! solution! and! the! skin!was! resealed!using! surgical! glue! (Histoacryl®!Topical! Skin!Adhesive).!
Mice! were! transferred! into! a! heating! incubator! and! followed! the! same! recovery! procedure! as!
described!for!other!experiments!(see!Section!2.3.1).!Mice!were!individually!housed!for!a!period!of!2I3!
days! following! the! procedure! unless! cagemates! had! also! undergone! surgical! procedures.! We!





In! vitro! recordings! were! obtained! from! adult! mouse! (10I13! weeks,! C57! BL/6)! cortical! slice!
preparations.!Mice!were! injected!with!virus!2I3!weeks!prior! to!electrophysiology.!On!the!day!of! the!
experiment,!injected!animals!were!killed!by!cervical!dislocation!(in!accordance!with!UK!Home!Office!
guidelines).! The! brain!was! rapidly! removed! and! immersed! in! iceIcold! slicing! solution.! The! slicing!
solution! for! cortical! slices! contained! (in! mM:! NaCl! 125,! KCl! 2.5,! CaCl2!2,! MgCl! 2,! NaH2PO4!1.25,!
NaHCO3!26,!glucose!11,!1!kynurenic!acid!pH!7.4!when!bubbled!with!95%!O2/5%!CO2).!Slices!were!cut!
with!a!Vibratome!(Campden!Instruments)!at!a!thickness!of!250!am!and!immediately!transferred!to!a!
holding! chamber! containing! slicing! artificial! cerebrospinal! fluid! (ACSF)! continuously! bubbled!with!
95%!O2/5%!CO2.!Slices!were!then!transferred!to!a!37°C!heat!block!for!~40!min!while!the!slicing!ACSF!
was! gradually! exchanged! for! recording! ACSF! (in! mM:! NaCl! 125,! KCl! 2.5,! CaCl2!2,! MgCl! 2,!
NaH2PO4!1.25,!NaHCO3!26,! glucose! 11,!pH!7.4!when!bubbled!with! 95%!O2/5%!CO2)! and!allowed! to!
reach! room! temperature! (RT).! All! recordings! were! carried! out! at! (RT⁰C)! using! thickIwalled!
borosilicate!glass!pipettes! filled!with!a!KIgluconate!based! internal! ([ClI]i!=!10mM).!The!GFPItagged,!
ArchT!infected!cells!were!visualized!and!targeted!for!patching!using!a!fixedIstage!upright!microscope!
(BX51!W1,! Olympus).! Green! light! illumination!was! delivered! by! a!wideIfield! halogen! light! source!
with!a! fluorescent! filter.!The! light!source!was! located!at!a!distance!of!approximately!10I15cm!above!
the!slice.!We!used!current!steps!of!25pA!for!the!current!injection!protocol.!After!the!recordings,!slices!
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1I2%! isoflurane.! Level! of! anaesthesia! was! monitored! throughout! using! the! toeIpinch! reflex! and!
animal’s! breathing! rate.! All! mice! were! female! C57! BL/6! mice! aged! ~9I12! weeks! at! the! time! of!
recording.!All!animals!were!prepared!for!recordings!using!a!combination!of!the!headplate!attachment!
and! electrophysiology!preparations!detailed! in!Chapter! 2! (Section! 2.1! and! 2.3.1).! The!ground! screw!




(Molecular! Devices)! coupled! to! a! CED! Power1401! data! acquisition! interface! and! Spike2! software!
(Cambridge!Electronic!Design!Limited).! Spike2!was! used! for! all! online! data! visualisation.!We!used!
two!separate!micromanipulators!to!guarantee!stability!of!the!pipette!and!optical!fibre!and!to!allow!us!
to! coordinate! their! respective! approach! angles! to! avoid! interfering!with! one! another.! Pipettes!were!
inserted!at!an!angle!of!~45°!relative!to!horizontal!to!account!for!curvature!of!the!cortex.!All!recordings!
were! obtained! from! the! subgranular! layers! at! >600am! below! the! cortical! surface.! Green! light!
illumination! for! ArchT! activation! was! delivered! by! a! 300am! optical! fibre! (BFL37I300,! Thorlabs)!
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the!output!sequencer!within!Spike2!software.!The!stimulation!regime!was! issued!to!a!digital!output!
channel! on! the! CED! Power1401! which! relayed! activating! TTL! pulses! to! the! laser.! Following! the!










'Representative' trace' of' part' of' the' stimulation' protocol' (first' 7' pulses)' during' recordings,'
with'green'shading' indicating' the'3s' laser' illumination'periods' (3s'ON,'3s'OFF'x20'repeats).'
Blue' trace' shows' the' MUA' and' maroon' dashes' above' the' trace' indicate' detected' spike'
events.!
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5.3 Functional Validation Results 
5.3.1%ArchT%infected%cells%were%hyperpolarized%in%the%LIGHT%ON%condition%%
! We! performed! in! vitro! acute! electrophysiology! in! cortical! slices! from! mice! that! had! been!
injected! with! AAV1/2IArchT! 2I3! weeks! prior! to! the! recording! session! (Figure! 5.5).! Voltage! clamp!
recordings! confirmed! that! neurons! expressing! ArchT! were! markedly! hyperpolarized! (cell1:! LOFF:!
~73mV,!LON:!~84mV;!cell2:!LOFF:!~65mV,!LON:!~80mV)!when!illuminated!with!a!green!filter!light!source.!
The!voltage!and!currentIclamp!traces,!respectively,!shown!in!Figure!5.6A,B!are!from!a!representative!
cell! recorded! at! ~50am! below! the! slice!
surface.! Figure! 5.6A! shows! that! cells! were!
typically! hyperpolarized! by! ~10mV! under!
the! experimental! conditions! we! used.! The!
hyperpolarization! was! immediate! in! both!
onset! and! offset,! caused! by! the! outward!
positive! current! of! ~! 50pA! shown! in! Figure!
B.! 4!additional! cells! recorded!under!voltage!
clamp! showed! variable! outflow! of! current!
(~50I200pA)! in! the! light!ON!condition.!This!
variability! in! response! may! be! due! to!
difference! in! expression! levels! of! the! opsin,!




showing' the' extent' of' the' AAV' infection' on' a' grayscale'
Nissl' ' background' at' x10' and' x40' (inset)' magnification.'
Scale!bar!200μm.'






hyperpolarisation' in' response' to' light.'B.!Average'voltage'clamp'recording' (VH'=' 970mV)'showing'current'
induced'by'light.'C.!Voltage'responses'to'somatic'current'injection'in'control'conditions'(left)'vs'application'
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5.3.2%ArchTEinfected%cells%required%a%greater%current%injection%to%induce%spiking%
We!compared!the!membrane!voltage!responses!of!the!infected!cells!in!light!ON!and!light!OFF!
conditions! while! injecting! current! into! the! cell.! As! was! expected! from! the! more! hyperpolarized!
starting!voltages,!ArchT!cells!required!extra!current!steps!(~50pA!(2!steps)!for!cell1!and!~50I75pA!(3!










were! older! than! those! typically! used! for! in! vitro! electrophysiology! and! this!may! have! affected! our!
success!rate.!Another!potential!explanation!could!be!that!the!expression!of!a!foreign!protein!(ArchT)!
disrupts! normal! cell!membrane! properties.! A! recent! study! highlighted! the! structural! abnormalities!
caused!by!longIterm!ChR2!expression!in!both!electroporated!and!virally!infected!cells!(Miyashita!et!al.!
2013).! It! has! previously! been! reported! that! the! high! expression! levels! of! certain! opsins! can! cause!
intracellular! aggregates! and! blebbing! of! fluorescent! proteins! in! target! cells! (Gradinaru! et! al.! 2007).!!





did!not!change! the!electrophysiological!properties!of! the!cell.! It!has!been!reported! that!clumping!or!
overexpression!of! fluorescent!proteins!does!not!necessarily!affect! the!health!of! the!native!cell!or! the!
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properties!of!the!opsin!protein!(Yizhar!et!al.!2011).!We!were!also!surprised!to!find!such!a!significant!
effect!in!the!light!ON!condition!despite!the!fact!that!the!light!source!was!located!at!a!distance!from!the!
recorded! cell! and! was! a! weak! dispersed! wideIfield! illumination.! This! suggests! that! the!




We!performed! extracellular! in! vivo! recordings! in! anaesthetised!mice! that! had! been! injected!
with!AAV1/2IArchT!2I3!weeks! earlier.!Our! intention!was! to! assess!whether! spontaneous! firing! rate!
(FR)! in!ArchT! expressing! cells! could! be! significantly! reduced! by! illumination!with! a! 532! nm!green!
laser.!We!targeted!our!recordings!to!the!subgranular!layers!due!to!the!relevance!of!this!quantification!
for! the! future! implementation!of! the!optogenetic! strategy! in!behavioural! experiments.!Additionally,!
layer!V!neurons!in!visual!cortex!have!been!reported!to!show!higher!levels!of!spontaneous!activity!than!
the!other!cortical!lamina!(Niell!and!Stryker!2008),!which!we!reasoned!would!make!it!easier!to!observe!
a! silencing! effect.!Overall! the! in! vivo! validation!proved! the! efficacy! of! our!AAV1/2IArchT! targeted!
approach! to! neuronal! silencing.! Figure! 5.7A! shows! the! raster! plot! of! responses! to! the! stimulation!
protocol! over! 100! trials! from!a! typical! cell!with! the! resulting!PSTH! trace!below.! !We! compared! the!
average!FR!of!the!cells!in!the!0.5s!period!preceding!light!onset!(Pre)!and!the!0.5s!following!light!onset!
(Post)!to!the!activity!during!laser!stimulation.!On!average,!FR!was!reduced!by!a!factor!of!~80%!(79.3%!
reduction! ±5.6,! n=14).! All! cells! reliably! showed! a! significant! reduction! in! spiking! during! the! laser!
stimulation! in! comparison! to! the! ‘Pre’! period,!which! returned! to! normal! in! LIGHT!OFF! conditions!
(Pre=7.27! ±1.8! spks/s,!During=1.05! ±0.3! spks/s,! Post=7.71±2.4! spks/s,! Figure! 5.7C).!We! observed! that!
some!cells!showed!a!slight!rebound!increase!in!their!‘Post’!FR!while!others!showed!the!opposite!trend.!
On! average,! these! changes! in! FR! balanced! across! the! population! and! all! animals! from! which!
recordings!were!obtained!(n=4)!showed!units!of!both!types.!A!pairwise!Student’s!ttest!showed!these!
differences! in! the! recovery!FR!were!not! significantly!different! from! the!Pre!FR! (p=0.7696).!Thus! the!
observed!changes!could!simply!be!down!to!intrinsic!trialItoItrial!variability!of!spike!rates!(Churchland!
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et!al.!2010).!Figure!5.7D!shows!the!Pre!vs.!Post!FR!for!each!of!the!single!units!we!recorded!from;!the!
trend!for! the!population!was!a! linear!regression!with!a!slope!close! to!1,! suggesting! that!optogenetic!
perturbation!does!not!cause!lasting!changes!to!activity!of!infected!cells!beyond!the!LIGHT!ON!period!
(See!Figure!6,!Appendix!C!for!additional!Pre!vs.!Post!comparison).!Overall,!both!validation!techniques!
confirmed! that! the! inIhouse! manufactured! virus! showed! comparable! silencing! effects! to! those!
reported!in!the!literature!(Chow!et!al.!2010;!Han!et!al.!2011;!S.IH.!Lee!et!al.!2012;!Okazaki!et!al.!2012).!
Importantly,! these! experiments! highlighted! the! exact! dynamics! of! the! AAV1/12IArchT! mediated!
responses,! which! are! important! to! bear! in! mind! when! interpreting! the! effects! of! optogenetics! in!
behavioural!perturbation!experiments.!
Although!we! can! be! confident! that! the! cells! we! recorded! from! expressed! ArchT,! our! blind!
recording!technique!meant!we!were!not!able!to!identify!the!exact! location!or!cell! in!postIprocessing.!
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sem: 1.7695    0.2498    2.3964    5.6287(%decrease)
means: 7.2700    1.0485    7.7143   79.3222
paired ttest: vs pre = 0.0019
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Furthermore,!our!recordings!were!carried!out!in!anaesthetised!animals!and!under!spontaneous!
activity! conditions;! it! is! possible! that! the! optogenetic!perturbation!will! have!different! effects! on! the!
dynamics!of! the!population!during!stimulusIevoked!activity! in!awake!animals.!On!the!other!hand!a!




5.4 Future Directions: Applying the Optogenetics Toolbox in Awake 
Behaving Animals 
The! classic! motivation! and! learning! literature! has! typically! used! a! number! of! traditional!
approaches! to!disrupt! cortical!processing!and!consequently!disentangle! the!mechanisms!underlying!
behaviour!of!animals.!For!example,!neuropharmacological!manipulations!(Muscat!and!Willner!1989;!
Horvitz!et!al.!1993;!Hsiao!and!Smith!1995)!and!anatomical!lesions!(Aggleton!et!al.!1995;!Winstanley!et!
al.! 2005;! Rudebeck! and!Murray! 2008)! targeted! to! the! dopaminergic/basal! ganglia/limbic! axes! have!
greatly! enhanced! our! understanding! of! the! anatomical! loci! of! motivated! behaviour.! However,! the!
drawbacks! of! using! these! methods! can! include! the! irreversibility! of! lesioning! and! the! suboptimal!





Targeted! inhibition! through! an!optogenetic! approach!offers! a! valuable! tool! for! investigating!
the!mechanisms! underlying! the! results! that! were! described! in! Chapter! 4.! In! particular,! the! highly!
specific! timing! of! the! inhibition! mediated! by! laserIactivated! control! is! a! major! advantage! of! the!
approach.! In! our! analysis! of!multiIunit! activity!during! the!Buffer!period!we! identified!distinct( time<
windows(within!which!the!activity!was!correlated!with!either:!
!
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a) motivational!influences!(90I200ms!after!stimulus!onset),!!or!
b) behavioural!choice!(170I230ms!after!stimulus!onset)!








We!are!well!placed! to!use! the!virus! in! its! current! form! to!widely!express!ArchT! in! the!deep!
layers!of!V1!(see!Figure!3,!Appendix!C)!for!information!relating!to!viral!spread!in!cortical!tissue).!As!
our! characterisation! of! electrical! activity! concerned! MU! effects,! it! seems! appropriate! to! use! this!
strategy!as!an!initial!step.!Thereafter,!activation!of!the!opsin!during!the!postIpeak!period!could!help!to!
reduce!or!abolish!the!sustained!increase!(see!Section!4.1.6)!of! the!highly!motivated!states!depending!






Previous! studies! have! suggested! that! the! nuclei! of! the! basal! forebrain! (BF)! are! vital!
contributors! to! motivated! behaviour.! The! BF! forms! the! primary! centre! of! the! cortical! cholinergic!
system! (Everitt! and! Robbins! 1997)! and! the! activity! of! BF! cholinergic! cells! in! particular! has! been!
extensively! studied! to! show! involvement! in! reward! representations! in! primary! sensory! areas!
(Chubykin! et! al.! 2013)! ! and!modulation! of! sensoryIevoked! activity! (Pinto! et! al.! 2013).!On! the! other!
hand,!in!the!discussion!of!Chapter!4!we!presented!the!possibility!that!the!nonIcholinergic!neurons!of!
the!BF!(Lau!and!Salzman!2008)!might!be!a!potential!source!of!the!temporally!precise!gain!effects!that!




during! the! postIpeak! period! showed! a! behavioural! effect,! we! could!move! on! to! using! optogenetic!
tools!that!offer!increased!genetic!specificity.!!
!
The! two! experiments!described! above! are! just! two! examples! of! potential! applications! of! the!
optogenetic! technique! in! order! to! resolve! some! of! the! questions! raised! by! our! electrophysiology!
results.!As!mentioned!in!Chapter!3,!it!would!also!be!interesting!to!apply!the!optogenetic!approach!to!
further! probe! the! underlying! causes! of! the! ‘masking’! of! instrumental! responses! that! we! saw!
behaviourally!(see!Section!3.3.6).!The!optogenetics!field!is!continually!advancing!and!refining!itself!by!
introducing!increasingly!sophisticated!expression!specificity!(Mattis!et!al.!2012)!and!new!solutions!to!
efficient! light! delivery! (Chuong! et! al.! 2014).! In! this! sense,! it! may! be! that! a! more! targeted! genetic!
approach!or!an!alternative!opsin!could!be!more!useful! to!our! investigation! than! the!AAV1/2IArchT!
developed! in! house.! For! example,! expressing! an! excitatory! opsin! such! as! ChR2! in! the! subgranular!
layers!of!V1!could!be!used!to! test! the!dependence!of! the!behavioural!outcome!on!the!activity! in! the!
choiceIrelevant!timeIwindow.!Specifically,!it!would!be!interesting!to!trigger!firing!in!the!subgranular!
layers!in!the!choiceIrelevant!period!towards!the!end!of!a!session!(or!during!passive!viewing)!to!try!to!










investigate! the! activity! of! neural! circuits! on! a! mass! scale! with! increased! spatial! and! temporal!
precision.!In!particular,!twoIphoton!microscopy!(Kampa!et!al.!2011;!Glickfeld,!Andermann,!et!al.!2013)!
and! microscale! multiIelectrodeIarrays! (Gullo! et! al.! 2009)! are! allowing! researchers! to! concurrently!
monitor! the! activity! of! large! ensembles! of! cells.! Coincident! developments! in! the! field! of! mouse!
genetics!have! seen!vast!databases!of! transgenic! animals!become!available! to! researchers.!Ambitions!
have! grown! alongside! the! technology,! as! scientists! ask! increasingly! sophisticated! questions! in! the!
attempt! to! untangle! the! neural! correlates! of! perceptual! decisionImaking.! In! the! past,! behavioural!
studies!were!carried!out!in!freely!moving!animals,!while!the!new!technologies!often!require!stability!
to! remain! robust.! The! headIfixed! animal! paradigm! offers! an! elegant! solution! to! this! dilemma,!
allowing! researchers! apply! new! technologies! in! awake! behaving! mice,! and! is! thus! widely!
implemented!(Harvey!et!al.!2009;!Andermann!et!al.!2010;!Cottam!et!al.!2013;!Zhang!et!al.!2014).!!
The!tasks!employed!within!the!headIfixed!setup!are!often!‘simple’!with!minimal!prerequisites!
in! terms! of! contingencies! that! need! to! be! learnt,! and! the! classic!G/NG!approach! is! one! of! the!most!
popular! options.! Despite! the! ‘simplicity’! of! these! tasks,! the! involved! decisionImaking! is! prone! to!
motivational! influence!due! to! the! changing!dynamics!of! reward!value!and!effort! requirements.! It! is!
likely! that! the! use! of! these! paradigms!will! only! continue! to! grow! in! the! next! couple! of! years.! The!
incredible! pace! of! these! developments! has! not! always! been! matched! with! an! awareness! of!
confounding! behavioural! variables.! From! this! perspective,! our! study!has! come! at! a! very! important!
time.!!
!
6.1 Implications of Findings 
One!of!the!primary!intentions!of!this!work!was!to!thoroughly!explore!the!behaviour!associated!
with! the! simple! decisionImaking! tasks! increasingly! implemented! in! neurophysiology,! within! the!
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context! of! motivational! influences.! Our! starting! point! was! the! observation! that! this! fundamental!
determinant! of! rewardIdriven! learnt! behaviours!was! often!neglected,! unacknowledged!or! excluded!
from!analyses!of!electrophysiological!data.!!
This! thesis!has!made! important! contributions! towards! the! realization!of! this!aim.!Firstly,!we!
have!provided!a!new!framework!to!analyse!behaviour!at!the!within<session-level.!We!have!offered!a!
novel!approach!by!which!to!classify!the!level!of!motivation!during!behavioural!sessions,!using!ROC!
space! of! signal! detection! theory.! ! We! have! also! described! three! key! quantitative! measures! of! lick!
behaviour! and! how! they! can! be! used! to! gain! a! deeper! understanding! of! the! processes! underlying!
performance! in! a! G/NG! task.! As! such! tasks! become! more! widespread! we! are! confident! that! this!
toolbox! will! be! a! useful! resource! for! any! neurophysiologists! coming! to! investigate! behaviour.!
Specifically,!our!work!may!help!others!with!decisions!relating!to!task!design!and!appropriate!analysis!
constraints.!For!example,!studies!could!constrain!the!parts!of!a!session!considered!for!analyses!to!lie!
within! a! particular! motivational! state! by! adopting! the! ROC! space! classification! presented! in! this!
thesis.! Controlling! for! motivational! changes! in! this! way! at! least! acknowledges! their! possible!
interference!and!is!preferable!to!ignoring!their!influence!altogether.!!
Furthermore,! our! comprehensive! behavioural! analysis! has! yielded! the! novel! insight! that!
motivational! state! influences! the! balance! of! Pavlovian! and! instrumental! processes! underlying! the!
performance! of! a! visually–guided! G/NG! task.! A! growing! number! of! groups! are! using! G/NG!
paradigms!with!SDT!performance!measures!(S.IH.!Lee!et!al.!2012;!Glickfeld,!Andermann,!et!al.!2013).!
Such! studies! use! neurometric! readout! and! psychophysical! performance! to! interpret! perceptual!
thresholds!and!sensory!coding!(Sugrue!et!al.!2005;!Stüttgen!and!Schwarz!2008;!Nienborg!et!al.!2012).!
Our! behavioural! results! show! that! Pavlovian! and! instrumental! components! may! contribute!
differentially!throughout!the!course!of!a!standard!G/NG!behavioural!session.!This!ongoing!balance!is!
likely! to! shape! the! extent! to! which! an! animal! relies! on! sensory! information! in! order! to! guide! its!
behaviour! (Stüttgen! et! al.! 2011).!We! hope! that! our! results! can! guide! other! studies! using! the!G/NG!
paradigm! towards! the!accurate! classification!of!behavioural! components! in!order! to!be! confident! in!
their!interpretations!of!neurometric!readout.!
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Although!our! results! pertain! specifically! to! the! rodent! as! a!model! system,! it! is! important! to!
point! out! their!wider! relevance.! In! terms! of! the! behavioural! findings,! licking! behaviour! is! but! one!
example!of! a! commonly!employed! instrumental! action! that! suffers! from! the!difficulty!of! separation!
between!Pavlovian!and!instrumental!components.!Approach!behaviour!towards!appetitive!reinforcers!
can! interfere!with! the! interpretation! of! paradigms! that! use! spatially! separated! levers! and/or!mazeI
choice!arms!in!operant!chambers!for!freely!moving!animals!(Smith!et!al.!2012;!Goltstein!et!al.!2013).!A!
recent!study!using!human!subjects!has!also!described!similar!Pavlovian!to!instrumental!imbalance!in!






in!V1!would! carry! the! signature! of! the! “generalised! energising”! effect! of!motivation.!To! this! effect,!
another! important! contribution!of! this! thesis!has!been! to!provide! the! first!description!of! changes! to!
multiIunit!activity!that!are!correlated!with!changes!in!motivational!state.!We!have!also!presented!the!
novel!result!that!late!component!multiIunit!activity!for!“Go/Lick”!decisions!(HIT!and!FA!outcomes)!is!
increased! during! a! defined! timeIwindow! compared! to! “Withhold! Lick”! decisions! (CR! and! MISS!
outcomes).!Thus!the! late!phase!of!responses! to! taskIrelevant!stimuli!seems!to!represent! the!subject’s!
percept/choice! rather! than! the! actual! stimulus! that! is! being! presented.! This! finding! supports! the!
growing! body! of! evidence! that! the! activity! of! primary! sensory! areas! has! a! larger! part! to! play! in!
decision!making! than!has! been!previously! acknowledged.!A!number! of! fMRI! studies! using!human!
subjects! and! visualIstimulus! based! tasks! have! demonstrated! populationIdynamic! correlates! of!
behavioural! choice! (Choe! et! al.! 2014)! and! value! (Serences! and! Saproo! 2010;! FitzGerald! et! al.! 2013).!
Returning! to! the! rodent! ,! our! results! fit! well! with! the! work! of! Sachidhanandam! et! al.! (2013)! who!
recently!described!similar!differential! taskIrelated!activity!on!the!single!unit! level! in!barrel!cortex!of!
behaving!mice.!Our!finding!is!therefore!also!a!vital!component!in!building!a!picture!of!what!seems!to!
be!a!general!mechanism!of!choice!behaviour!that!can!be!applied!across!sensory!modalities.!!
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Our! electrophysiology! results! provide! novel! insight! into! the! supporting! framework! of!
motivated!behaviours.!A!motivational! signature! in!a!primary! sensory!area! suggests! that!motivation!
can! be! thought! of! as! a! behavioural! state! process! akin! to! attention! and! arousal,! which! are! better!
recognised!in!the!neuroscientific! literature.!Both!attention!and!arousal!have!previous!been!shown!to!
influence!cortical!processing!on!a!number!of!different!levels!(Raz!and!Buhle!2006;!Constantinople!and!
Bruno! 2011)! including! primary! sensory! areas! (Lang! et! al.! 1998;! Chen! et! al.! 2008;!Otazu! et! al.! 2009;!
Serences! and!Saproo!2010;! Stănişor! et! al.! 2013).!Thus! it! is!unsurprising! that!motivation,! a! state! that!
determines! the!outcome!of!directed!behaviours,! can!also!have!such!wideIreaching!effects.! !Previous!
work! on!motivation! has!mainly! focussed! on! dissecting! the! involvement! of! the! striatal! (Corbit! and!
Janak! 2010;!Chumbley! et! al.! 2014),! basal! ganglia! (Winstanley! et! al.! 2005;!Gruber! et! al.! 2009),! limbic!
(Rudebeck! and! Murray! 2008;! Izquierdo! et! al.! 2013)! and! prefrontal! regions! (Li! and! Shao! 1998;!
Homayoun! and!Moghaddam! 2009a;! Granon! and! Changeux! 2012).! But! more! and!more! studies! are!





the! nuances! of! motivated! behaviour.! We! have! been! careful! to! discuss! constraints! and! potential!
improvements! throughout! (Further! Considerations! and! Future! Directions! of! Chapters! 3I5).! The!
experiments!and!analysis!we!have!suggested!in!these!sections!will!help!to!further!our!understanding!
of! the! typical! headIfixed! G/NG! behaviour! and! the! underlying! causes! of! the! observed! changes! in!
MUA.!!An!important!consideration!for!future!work!is!whether!the!lickIbased!G/NG!paradigm!is!the!




! Our! quantification! of! motivation! in! this! study! has! been! entirely! behavioural.! It! would! be!
interesting! to! see! future! work! that! expands! on! these! measures! to! consider! alternative! readouts! of!
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motivational! state.! From! the! perspective! of! behaviour! as! a! wholeIbody! process,! a! potential! option!
could! involve!monitoring! physiological! variables! such! as! pupil! diameter,!muscle! tension! and! heart!
rate.!!!
!
% To! our! knowledge! we! are! the! first! to! implement! these! approaches! in! terms! of! examining!
changes!in!motivation!during!behaviour!and!electrophysiology.!A!possible!reason!that!this!affect!has!
not! been! observed! previously! is! that! motivation! is! often! not! considered! as! a! variable! that! might!
change!over! the! timeframe!within!which!recordings!are!made.!Motivational!state!has! typically!been!
considered!as!fixed!within!single!behavioural!sessions!(Dickinson!and!Balleine!1994;!Niv!et!al.!2007;!
Robinson!and!Berridge!2013).!In!Chapter!1!we!suggested!that!this!is!likely!to!be!due!to!the!structural!
specifics! of! the! behavioural! paradigms!within!which! it! has! traditionally! been! investigated.! On! the!
other!hand,!the!headIfixed!paradigms!commonly!employed!in!modern!neuroscience!can!extend!over!
hundreds!of!trials,!leaving!them!vulnerable!to!motivational!fluctuations!(Andermann!et!al.!2010).!The!
use! of! headIfixed! decisionImaking! tasks! in! neurophysiology! is! still! relatively! new! and!widespread!
implementation!has!only!arisen!over!the!last!~5!years.!Thus!it!is!unsurprising!that!phenomena!which!
are! well! recognised! (and! investigated)! in! behavioural! psychology,! have! not! yet! been! completely!




could! be!due! to! the! confusing!nature! of! trying! to! classify! it!well! and/or! correctly.! In!Chapter! 1!we!
highlighted!the!numerous!ways!in!which!researchers!have!thought!about!motivation!in!the!past!and!
how!variable!the!vocabulary!referring!to!motivational!influence!can!be!(Dickinson!and!Balleine!1994;!
Nader! et! al.! 1997;! Anselme! 2010;! Salamone! and! Correa! 2012).! ! Additionally,! it! can! be! difficult! to!
separate! from! other! behavioural! state! effects! such! as! arousal! and! attention! (Raz! and! Buhle! 2006;!
Constantinople!and!Bruno!2011;! see!Section!4.3! for! thorough!discussion).! It! remains! to!be!seen!how!
much!overlap!there!is!between!these!governing!‘brain!states’;!it!may!be!that!a!more!unified!approach!
that!weaves!together!these!three!concepts!is!needed.!Stanisor!et!al!(2013)!and!Raymond!and!colleagues!
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(2009)! have! both! shown! that! reward! and! attentional! processing! in! V1! relies! on! similar! functional!
circuitry.!!It!is!understandably!daunting!and!difficult!to!try!to!implement!the!terminology!within!the!
framework!of!modern!neuroscience!in!a!way!that!seems!“right”.!The!analytical!approach!developed!




6.3 A Final Note 
Although!these!issues!have!not!been!discussed!explicitly,!more!neuroscientists!are!starting!to!
appreciate! motivational! influences! and! such! details! can! often! be! relayed! through! personal!




the! gap! between! psychophysics! and! neurometric! measurements,! the! authors! cautioned! that!
interference! by! psychological! factors! such! as! motivation! could! greatly! impact! cortical! sensory!
representations! (Stüttgen! et! al.! 2011).! The! results! presented! in! this! thesis! suggest! there! are! further!
grounds!to!recognise!and!discuss!these!issues!more!openly.!As!our!ambitions!to!gain!a!more!holistic!
understanding! of! the! cortical! process! underlying! perceptual! decisionImaking! increase,! it! becomes!
even!more!important!to!remain!aware!of!all!of!the!potential!factors!that!affect!each!stage!of!decision!
making.!Our!work!is!an!important!step!towards!achieving!this!overarching!goal.!!
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Smoothing spline fits: 
HIT/FA pairs from 3 segments
overmotivated
undermotivated
Smoothing spline fits: 







! Appendix(B:(Behaviour( !! !
Stage(5( INITIAL( MIDDLE( FINAL(
Absolute)
Latency)
0.007! 0.542! 0.012! 0.458! 0.909*! 0.020!
Latency)
(Time3bin))
0.04! 0.52( 0.04( 0.44( 0.84,0.96( 0.04(




0.006! 0.545! 0.007! 0.458! 0.660! 0.007!
Latency)
(Time3bin)!
0.04( 0.52( 0.04( 0.44( 0.56,0.68( 0.04(
Ratio! ! 0.47( ! 0.50( ( 1.00(
!
Table(1.(Latency(values(of(first(licks/trial.((
The( Pavlovian( component( became( less( dominant( over( the( session.( The( peaks( of( the( 1°( and( 2°(
response((relative(to(stimulus/trial(onset).(The(order(was(assigned(based(on(the(absolute(counts(of(
the( time\bins.( *indicates( values( that( are( an( average( of( 2( equally( dominant( time\bins( in( the( 2°(
response( grouping,(The( ratio( is( calculated( on( the(basis( of( the( counts(within( the(peak( time\bins.(
Over(the(course(of(the(session,(the(Pavlovian(component(gradually(became(less(dominant(and(the(
most( frequently( occurring( first( lick( values( belonged( to( the( second,( instrumental( grouping.( This(
was( true( for(both( stages.(Stage( 4( showed(a( consistent( ratio(between( the( 2( response( types( for( the(







































values.( Each( purple( line( is( an( ‘isobias( curve’( that( connects( points(within( ROC( space( where(
response( rates( carry( equivalent( criterion( values.( The( red( shading( corresponds( to( negative(































































stage4APPENDIX:  Weight Vs Total Water Consumed 























Using( traditional( motivation( literature( measures( such( as( total( water( intake( (willingness( to(
work( for( food)( and( deprivation( level( (weight),( we( saw( no( systematic( trends.( Referred( to( in(
Section(3.2.5(
!5!



















































stage4APPENDIX:  Weight Vs Total Water Consumed 
   (individual animals) (2)
Figure(6(Deprivation(level(vs(total(water(consumed(in(session.((2)(
Using( traditional(motivation( literature(measures( such( as( total(water( intake( (willingness( to(




























































































































































































































































































!! Appendix(C:(Optogenetics( !! !




or! high! copy.! On! the! basis! of! this,! bacterial! cells! for!
transformation!are!selected.!
Ampicillin(
Resistance! to! ampicillin;! necessary! step! for! selection! of!




Inverted! terminal! repeats,! enclose! the! region! of! interest!
(ROI)! containing! ArchT! gene.! Important! to! assist!
concatimer! formation! once! the! single! stranded! DNA! has!
been!converted!into!dsGDNA!by!host!DNA!polymerase.!The!
ITRs! are! necessary! for! the! effective! replication! and!
packaging!of!the!virus![Wu!et!al]!
CAG(CBA/CMV)(
Ubiquitous! strong! promoter,! to! ensure! widespread!
expression! within! cortical! tissue.! CAG! is! a! hybrid! of! the!
cytomegalovirus! early! enhancer! element! and! the! chicken!
beta!actin!promoter.!
ArchT(
Gene! of! interest.! DNA! sequence! of! the! lightGsensitive!
proton! pump! Arch! with! a! mutation! that! enhances!
expression.!
GFP(
Green! fluorescent! protein! to! help! identify! infected! cells!
using!microscopy!following!!transfection!of!tissue.!
WPRE(
Woodchuck! hepatitis! postGtranscriptional! regulatory!








Determining the infec!vity of the virus:
HEK cell cultures
nB. dashed outlines in 5μl culture highlight infected cells





hoc( identification( of( expression( patterns.( In( vitro( validation( was( the( initial( method( used( to(
establish( a( quick( check( of( the( efficacy( of( the( purified( virus.( ( Sparse(HEK( cell( cultures(were(
plated( to( allow( overnight( adherence( to(wells,( prior( to( infection( with( the( presumed( purified(
virus.(0,(5,(7(and(10µl(volumes(were(added(to(adhered(cells,(ensuring(cultures(were(minimally(
confluent( (<10%).(Three(to(five(days( later,(cover( slips(carrying( the(adhered(cells(were( imaged(
using( fluorescence( microscopy.(Widespread( green( fluorescence( was( observed( in( all( cultures(
apart(from(the(controls.(
!!









Determining the spread of the virus in-vivo:
0.5μl AAV1/2-ArchT 
Injec"on site = -2.25mm from Bregma, 









variation.! Some! cells! showed! obvious! colocalisation! of! Neurotrace! (NT)! nissl! staining! with! GFP!
(Figure!11)!while!others!displayed!faint!green!fluorescence!on!the!NT!background.!This!could!reflect!
the!variation!in!uptake!of!viral!particles!between!the!cells.!A!simple!manual!colocalisation!count!was!
undertaken! to! estimate! the! efficiency! of! the! virus! across! the! axial! depth! of! one! section! (Table! and!
montage).!The!efficiency!showed!a!wide!range,!varying!between!50%!infection!to!20%.!However,!there!
seems!to!be!a!trend!for!a!decrease!in!colocalisation!as!a!function!of!imaging!depth.!This!suggests!that!
perhaps! there! is! an!underestimation! of!GFP! fluorescent! cells! further! from! the! coverglass! due! to! an!
imaging!limitations.!
!! !
Depth (µ) Cell Count NT Cell Count GFP % Colocalisation 
surface( 54( 29( 53.70(
3.8( 59( 30( 50.85(
8.8( 43( 17( 39.53(
13.8( 48( 19( 39.58(
18.8( 48( 15( 31.25(
23.8( 44( 17( 38.64(
28.8( 55( 22( 40.00(
33.8( 52( 22( 42.31(
38.8( 62( 15( 24.19(
43.8( 53( 22( 41.51(
48.8( 57( 20( 35.09(
53.8( 62( 26( 41.94(
58.8( 61( 23( 37.70(
63.8( 70( 22( 31.43(
68.8( 58( 16( 27.59(
73.8( 54( 12( 22.22(
78.8( 57( 13( 22.81(
    
Average 55" 20" 36.49 
!!
! Appendix:)Optogenetics) !! !
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Juxtacellular recordings of ArchT-infected cells in response to 532nm laser stimulation
PRE POSTDURING
 F
R 
(s
pk
s/
s)
Section 5.3.2
Figure*6.*Responses*of*single*units*to*laser*stimulation.**
Left*panel:*the*single*unit*responses*used*to*calculate*average*in*Figure*5.7.*Right*panel:*%*change*in*
FR*spontaneous*Post*vs*Pre*comparison.*Box*plot*shows*the*distribution*of*values*for*the*population*
(n=14).*Referred*to*in*Section*5.3.2*
